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PREFACE.

As this is simply and pureiy a practical text book embrac-
ing nearly all the elementary exercises required to make
physical education efficient, interesting and popular, there will
be very little said here about theory. There will also be very
little said about Hygiene, as that subject is already taught in
the schools.

The following are a few extracts from a work on Education
by J. G. Spurzheim, M. D. of the Universities of Vienna and
Paris, and Licentiate of the Royal College of Physicians
London :

—

'

" The physical education of both sexes deserves the greatest
attention, and it is unpardonable to neglect that of cirls Agood and healthy organization is the basis of all employment
and of all enjoyment. Many parents, however, are anxious
to cultivate the mind at the expense of the body. Thev think
they cannot instruct their offspring early enough to read and

r^rite, whilst their bodily constitution and health are over
looked. Children are shut up, forced to sit quiet and tobreathe a confined air. This error is the greatlr, the mor^
delicate the children, and the more premature thdr powers
are. Ihe bodily powers of such children are sooner exhaustedthey suffer from dyspepsia, headache, and a host of nervescomplaints; their brain is liable to inflammation and serious
effusions; and a premature death is frequently the conseauence
of such a violation of nature. It is indeed to be lamented thatthe influence of the physical on the moral part of man is notsufficiently understood. There are parents who will pay masters very dearly in hope of giving excellency to their chfldTenbut who will hesitate to spend the tenth part to procure them
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m^ntan,! intome application whh^ftJfi ^" '".PP."''' "o"*"*-
conclu.le that O.eir%u, ranj jj t^.'"W '" '»'»"* f"*?
same. Such notions an, .ItmVn.i,

children oan do the
iti<.», curve,! spines and „n£tT ''"»».«°''»-bo-'ily deform-
ll.e fulHlment of fu 1 dutr f-- ™'!?'" ""-"'paUons, and
misunderstood manage.re,^" ';;hndr"%,n'' 1'°" '""''

sound hody are incalculaWo for the „d wdultVhJ""
"^^ ?' '

friends, and th(nr posterity B„dv „n ^ ,

""""«'' ''e». tteir

tivated in hannony and ndlher n/r "Tl ""S*" *» ^ ""I"

other. H,.alth slfould ^IthLtZ^^ "l" "T"'" "^ "«
ment of early education Til i ;

™ "'st'iction the orna-
assist the >/ani!Sons rf thtmr'""'/' ""' '">''"' *"'
education will contribute to bodily heafth" "

«"'"' "*™"''

MusSitwityrs 'irt:r'i:iTdr'''';\r''-'
» «'^-«''n-

It is necessary to tli deveknnl ^fK '
k"".

'" "">' '^t*' *g«-
The body, the intellectuaUnCral I'r.ie:''^ ""^ 'o ''«'"*•

at the same time. The muscll of th.
' "^ ''* ««i-cis. d

may be exercised accordirt^T/^fJT "^
t^' "' '""'>'

any future situation, oracfo.dinS w^ •^,°' ?"''' «'''^'''=''^« "'

gymnastic amusemente serve - fl '
"'''''""=*• A"

understood that bSexeJcTseoni:^ ^'P"''"- ^^ « '» »«
innate strength and /r^S^iwth on^r,-'°T'*',

'" '''«

not beyond the innate ofpacity!staJ „ ?Lf '"'''r'''"'.'''
"nd

cation of a principle will do harm Tf • *".'/f»
'he raisappli.

on his shoufders a calf day byX„ ^^.''""•^ '5"' Milo carried

bodily exercise particularly atrmJfl J "^^ ?"" Sro""- As
and secures ^liL^tgrX^dlT^Tt''r''''*" '^''''^-

couragod. Gymnastic amusement^^a 'L ^J^T'ly «"
ages and for all classes of scSety Th!

^^'''W'^ed for all

the Greeks are generally C^^j^dS^.f''" «»--- of

Montaigne, in his " Essays," published in' 1 nun i

urges the claim of physical education t1 UcLL'hLTr '
on Education" does the same. The adyic^of tL ^^
phei. was put in practice by Bassedo,: ilTr who fm T.an educational establishment at Dessau whlhie caUed Phi.antrop,num, and introduced physical exercises as a re^"
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branch of instniction. The example thus given was followJ
at other schools, notably at that established by Salzmann, at
Sehnepfenthal, near (Jotha Pestalozzi, the great school re-
former, paid due attention to physical education, and P. L.
Jahn made it popular in Germany. The names of the eminent
authorities who have spoken and written on the subject would
ainio.st fill a volume.

It may, perhaps, be unnecessary to remark that Hyqiene
and Physical Culture are concurrent subjects, and that one is
incomplete without the other. In fact the pupils taking an
active interest in physical culture will become alive to the
importance of developing all the faculties of the body ..nd
mind to the highest standard. When they find that the sub-
ject of physical culture covers a vast field, including much more
than IS generally understood by the term ; that it means more
than making the muscles hard and strong; more than depth of
lung

;
more than capacity for endurance

; that it is the adapt-
ing of the human body for all its possibilities, they will natur-
ally and of their own accord turn their attention to Kygiene
which will then become to them a living fact of vital impor-
tance.

The idea so prevalent, that because certain simple calisthenio
or gymnastic movements are conducive to health and strength
they are sufficient, is erroneous. This theory ignores the in-
tellect. Such exercises require to be repeated daily to be of
use, and the intellect having nothing to feed upon, they become
monotonous and wearisome; hence inattention, listlessness and
indiiierence.

As all exercises should be recreative, that is, the mind should
take pleasure m directing the movements of the body, it natur-aly follows that those exercises which present the possibility
of developrng great skill, will prove of most interest to allWhen this « thoroughly understood, the participant willeagerly turn to the elementary exercises that lay the found,^
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i)

m

tion for the higher branches of gjmnastios, such as the hori-
zontal bar, fencing, Indian club swinging, etc.

The effect that gymnastic and calisthenic exercises haveupon any but the muscular system is too often, unfortunately
not cons.dered

;
the important effect they have of increasing

the action of the respiratory, circulatory and nutritive systems
.s scMom thought of. We see this exemplified by tho'se Joengage exclusively m such cwcises, for instance, as in the
unintellectual exercise of lifting heavy dumb-bells.

So long as those engaged in intellectual pursuits considerthat gymnastic and calisthenic exercises, consist of a few crude

st"renar?r°"'ir°™'"""'
'"™"*''* '"' ""' P^J-^^On ofstrength, they w.ll not care to giv. them the attention they

deserve. When, however, it comes U, be generally inoJnhat though gymnastic and calisthenic exercises will (desirably)
for the time being, divert their attention from their usual pur-
suits, their intellectual faculties will not lie dormant, but onlybe directed to another channel; they will then be inducedthrough the acquisition of skill and grace to find the he" hand strength of body which it ,s the ultimate aim of physi llculture to produce.

pnysual

The training of pupils in the regular and beautiful exercises
comprehended under a good system of gymnastics and calis-
Uienics. IS really the only way in which physical educationdbe efficiently conducted.

Another feature which d»es a great deal towards makingthe subjec popular is the annual school entertainment. SchoolMe IS replete with incidents which associate themselv^ w thhe most pleasant memories of youth, and the annual schoolentertainmenm which the mental and physical culture othe y^r should take an equal part, always produce, a pleasing
sensation m scholastic circles and causes hearts to hL. „ii
expectation: it leaves many pleasant memories, never""to 'be

.,«
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erased in affer years : it, too, awakens an interest in the minds
and hearts of parents unknown in any )ther instance.

It may be here noticed that the true antidote for aerial and
other objectionable gymnastic performances, is the general
diffusion of knowledge of, and skill in gymnastics. The public
will then appreciate a skilful performance carried out on a
proper basis, and performances of the sensational order will
cease for want of -npport.

It is respectfully submitted that all interested in the impor-
tant subject of health, will, after studying the general plan of
this work. con.e to the conclusion that our young people, in
following up the course of exercises given therein, will have
t .eir intellectual as well a^ bodily powers called into play
that their interest ^11 be maintained by the acquisition of
skill and grace of movement, as well as of health

The Author.
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THE GYMNASIUM.

(1) Tramim, Schools Colleges, Collegiate Institutes and High

Schools.

The three sizes best adapted for gymnasia according to the
capacity required nre : 1st 80 x 40, 2nd 70 x 35, 3rd 60 x 30
the last size given being the smallest that can be recommended'
The windo^vs in the sides of the building should be placed as

high as possible
;
they should be about three feet high and about

SIX feet wide
;
there should be as many of them on both sides

as can be put in
; there should be a large window or several

windows in one end of the building, the other end being a dead
wall. The windows should all work on pivots. The doors
should be placed at the end of the building containing the
window or windows. A large door for bringing in sawdust,
etc., may be placed at one side. The end of the buildine
having the dead wall should have a plank floor for about
twenty feet from the wall, so that it can be used, if necessarv
for the purpose of school entertainments, gymnasium choral
society, hand ball, etc., and it should be entirely free from appa
ratus. The trapeze and flying rings should be in the central
portion of the building, the point from which they are suspended
being sixteen feet from the ground ; the point of suspension for
the row of side rings can be any height from thirteen to sixteen
feet from the ground. The building must be properly heated
and ventilated; if heated with a stove, it and'the stattnary
gymnastic apparatus should be properly placed at the end of th«
building containing the doors and windows. The flooring, except
at the dead wall end of the building, should consist of sawdust
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or «and, about one fo,.t and a half dorp; this should be sprinkled
with water every mornin^r, about an hour before the first class
oonHnencos to exercise, und a^ain at noon if necessary A
ocker should be provided, where the movable appliances can
l)e securely k(>pt when not used by the class.

The stationary apparatus indispensable is as follows •—
2 horizontal bars, 2 pairs of parallel bars, 1 pair not bein- as

wide or high as the other, 1 single trapeze, 1 pair of liyinf.
rings, three pairs of ropes and a row of side rings.
The movable appliances indispensable are,'' Indian clubs,

wooden dumb-bells, wooden rifles, foils and masks, single sticks
and two masks, and wands or barbells.

The Indian clubs should weigh from a pound and a half to
three pounds each, and the wooden dumb-bells from one to two
pounds each. A horizontal ladder, placed where it will not bem the way, would add to the appearance though not much to
the efficiency of the gymnasium. Apparatus, except that
mentioned, is not particularly useful, takes up a great deal of
room and is costly, so that school gymnasia at least are a great
deal better without it, it being a desideratum to have all the
possible space in the building free for class exercises, and
besides the money necessary to purchase it would be much
better expended for foils and masks, single sticks, etc.

Heavy dumb-bc^ls, cannon balls, and appliances of a sin.ilar
kind should not be allowed in the school gymnasium.

(2) Pnblic Schools, etc.

The trustees of public schools can generally utilize the exist-
ing sheds for gymnastic purposes, or, if it would suit better, the
full attic story. Where there is no shed or attic story it would
be as well to build a gymnasium 60 x 30 : where there are good
sheds they might be converted into gymnasia by boarding then,
in, and placing the windows as high as nossibl^. and «« rv,„«v is
are required, in the sides of the building. The windows should

#

ifi



GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS. 9

be hung ou pivots. Ventilation and heating should be properly
provided for. The flooring should be removed and about a
foot and a half of sawdust or sand substituted ; the dust should
be kept down by sprinkling with water before being used in

the morning, and if required, at neon. The stationary apparatus
indispensable consists of three pairs of ropes only, the point of

suspension for such ropes to be as high as possible from the
ground, but not more than sixteen feet, the ropes to hang
about twenty inches apart and to be of three sizes, viz. : one
inch, one and one-quarter inch, and one and one-half inch, they
must be of the best manilla, they must not be allowed to be
knotted, and the ends should be finished with a crown knot.
The movable appliances indispensable are light wooden

dumb-bells and Indian clubs. The wooden dumb-bells should
weigh from a half to one pound each ; the Indian clubs from
three-quarters to two pounds each.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS.
Teachers of Physical Culture should avoid all outward show,

but should nevertheless try to become as proficient in the
exercises as their genius will permit. They should always be
courteous. When engaged in teaching they should be kind,
earnest and enthusiastic. They must show that they are actu-
ated, by an earnest desire to impart the necessary information
by every means in their power. They should never lose sight
of the fact, that the lives and limbs of the pupils are entrusted to
their care, and must therefore try to avoid all possibility of
accident, by seeing that the apparatus is secure, by strict at-

tention to whatever t a pupil is practising, by giving careful
assistance when required, and by pointing out when and where
danger is to be apprehended, as also how tc. obviate such dan-
ger. They should have sufficient judgment to know when
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aome of tho exercises o«n be safely practised in the open airor when they .nust all be confined to the GymasiuT Infact, they must never forget that the pupils «! „J" ,.^

^:^ -rr:r:hoi*^,:3s:nfLt
onted wuh hfe and animation, and while the teachers of^2"Culture should see that certain rules and regulations are cand™^^.n the gymnasium, they must at the same timeTt fo"g;t^ the a„qu,s.t,on of skill, freedom of movement, fu„Td

Tsp rit 1 1^ IT'"
""'^ ''O"''' ">* '"'™ *he inclination

^Z^LIZ^T '"'''-' " "^ '"---' -^- '^

asleader,* ,^hich will enable him to move about, conect errorsand gwe assistance in any shape that may be nece art TepupJs should all be required to take a' active rr7'in1lessons, and not merely be allowed to watch their ompanions

^^roVx'^^rudf:f7*^"',^^ -''^
'-'^'"«~«

- culture, whi,:i^^iTLtlStllir

"

Each class should have from twenty to thir^r •

practice four times a wppV n ^
.

^ minutes

L V«nf ,1 \u ^"""^ ^^^^^^se the heels shouldbe kept together except where otherwise instructed • nothr

clubs, for instance, with the heels apart.
^^^^^^.^^g

While performing an exercise, breathing through th« nn«.and not through the mouth, should be insiLd ^an. b
'

severing this will eventually become a habit
' ' '" ^"

Singing or even counting aloud while practising gymnasticsor^cahsthenics should not be tolerated"^ SiniiTlf
"'

The leader should B^^^^^^S^i^^^II^I^^^n^

\

4
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OENERAI. INSTRUCTIONS. U
can be engaged in while marching if so desired, preparatory to
or at an entertainment.

Practising with musical accompaniment should not be per-
nutted with any exercise, ..nless the pupils know it thoroughly.
A choral society in conjunction with the gymnasium exclu-

sively might be formed.

Such exercises as putting the shot and throwing the hammer
.should not be allowed in the gymnasium

; they are not suit-
able for the place, and indulgence in them is attended with
discomfort and clanger of life and limb to the pupUs, and also
injury to the apparatus and gymnasium.
In the fall and spring, the drill should take up the most time •

in the winter, calisthenics and gymnastics. The tiffs can bi
<iivided up in something like the following manner:—

FALL AND SPRING.

For Boys.

Monday.--2Q minutes Drill. 10 minutes First Series Calis-
thenics.

Taesday.~n minutes Light Dumb-bell Series. 16 mimitea
Ihird Series Calisthenics.

Wednesday.-\b minutes Second Series OaUsthenios. 15
minutes Stationary Rope Series,

Thursday.—20 minutes Drill. 10 minutes First Series
Calisthenics.

Friday.—QhovBl Practice.

For Girls,

Monday.-20 minutes Drill. 10 minutes First Series Oalis-
themes.

Tuesday.—W minutes Second Series Calisthenics. 15 min-
utes Light Dumb-bell Series.

Wednesday.-15 minutes Third Series Calisthenics. 15 min-
utes Indian Club Series.
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Thur8day.--.20 minutes Drill. 10 minutes ¥\r., q •

Calisthenics.
minutes First fecnes

Friday.-^GhoToX Practica

WINTER.
For Boys.

the""'""
""'"'"" ""'"•

"' '"'™'^' ^'"' Sori«, Calls.

Wav._10 „„-„„tes Light Dumb-boll Series. 20 minutes
Tliirrl genes Calisthemoa.

""nuws

W,dru,sjay,-10 minutes Second Series Calisthenics 20minutes Stationary Rope Series.
denies. M

Thursday.-Xf) minutes Drill. 10 minutes P,V«t « •

Calisthenics. 10 minutes Third Series clZios
" "

/Wofcfy.—Choral Practice.

For Girls.

th^Z^""''''
"""'" """"• '' """*" ^^^^^ «--« ^-^--

5^w^5ofay.—20 minutes Indian Club Series 10 rr.' .

Second Series Calisthenics.
^^ ""'^"^'^

„f.r?Tr^^''-~.^^.
minutes Third Series Calisthenics. 16 minutes Light Dumb-bell Series.

Seri"^'~''
minutes Drill. 20 minutes Indian Club

JV?c?ay.-—Choral Practice.

exc!;?driIWht;'"''''''1°"'
"" ^^ ^^'-»- - «>is book,except dri

1, that are performed without appliances comeunder the head of calisthenics • where n.„ni;„,
they come under the head of gymlsll

"'"""""'' "'"' "'''•
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PART I.

P^OR BOYS.

DRILL.
The Squad Dr.ll, as here given, is taken from the FieWW0..0, w.tout alteration., or additions, except that thword "pupil

., substituted for that of "8oldi«r> marginal

r:::::sr '"-^ "'-^^ -" ^''-^-^. --a?,"::

The reasons for not altering it are these :-l. The fundimental pnncples, as laid down in the Field Exercise are tsimply expressed that they can be easily learned? 2 ThField Exercise, having been for numbers of years in use andhaving been revised from time to time by gentlemen^^' WMajesty's Service, by Her Majesty's oomL'nd tm^rbe ,'

narly perfect as possible; 3. That the drill may as L«awith that in use by the volunteers and regular, so tW f !
any future time the pupil should inin fk f";"' ™ *''^* >' at

s^iool •-. will ^./ ''*""''' J"'"*" ""'"nteefs or Military™..ool, ..„ will have nothing to learn or unlearn so far asSquad Drill is concerned.
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DEFINITIONS.

AUgnmmt.^Xn imaginary straight line lying hetwron two
points, or the prolongation of that line, upon which the pupils
are to form, or march.

Diagonal Marcli.-K march by which the pupils move to a
flank at an angle of 45" with their front.

DresB.—^xom the French dresser, "to straighten." The
word given to the pupils to correct their alignment.

File.^Two pupils; a front rank pupil and his rear rank
pupil.

Flank, Directing.—ThB.t by which companies march.

Flank, Reverse.—Tlh^t opposite to the Directing Flank.
Flank, Front.—ThB front with reference to an alignment,

is the direction of the supposed enemy. Used as a general
term, the word signifies the direction in which the pupils face
when occupying the same relative position as when last told
off.

Interval—-ThQ lateral space between the pupils or corps.

Pivot.—The flank pupil on whom, or the point on which a
wheel is made.

Rank.—A line of pupils side by side.

Section.—The fourth part of a company.

Squad. -A division of a company for purposes of interior
economv. iMso » small n'lm^— ,-c n <• • « - -,-^ X

—

K,, „ Biiiit.i iiaiUi/oi ci pupiitj rormea lor drill.
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GENERAL RULES.

I.

imrmtion of th. Pnpil.-\. The Instructors „,„8t be cW
., m aud ooacso m giving their directions. They „,ust allow
for the different capacities of the heginners, and be patientwhere endeavour and good will are apparent.

2. Pupils should fully comprehend one part of their drill
before they proceed to another. When first taught their
positions, they should be properly placed by the instructor •

when more advanced, they should not be touched, but taught'
correc themselves when adu.onished. They should not bekept too long at any one part o£ their exercise.

IL
DuraO^ of DrilU, .«c. -Short and frequent drills arepreferable to long lessons, which exhaust the attention both rfthe mstructor and pupils. The pnpils should be moved onprogressively from squad to squad, according to their merUso that the quick intelligent pupils may not'be kept bacT bythose of .nferior capacity. To arrive at the first squad, shouldbe an object of ambitioii to the pupil.

III.

Mulnal Instruction.-.^ system of mutual instruction will

their dull and prepares them for the duties of a teacherPupils should, in turn, be called out to put their squad T^oZthe exercises which have been practised, and encouraCd t^correct any error they may observe. Lisis of tirwhTl*:
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'

IV.

Words nj Command.— \. Every command must be loud,
and distinctly pronounced, so as to be heard by all concerned.

2. Every command that consists of one word must bo
preceded by a caution. The caution, or cautionary part of a
command, must be giv^i slowly and distinctly ; the last or
executive parr,, vvhich, iu general, should consist of only one
word or syllable, must be given sharply and quickly; as

Company—Halt: Half Right—fiH^i. A pause of slow time will
invariably be made between the caution, or cautionary part of
a command, and the executive word.

3. The words given in the Extension Motions and Balance
Step (ss. 5, 11), niUst be given sharply, or slowly and smoothly,
as the nature of the ujotion may require.

4. When the last word of u caution is the signal for any
preparatory movement, it will be given as an executive word,
and separated from the rest of the command by a pause of slow

time
;

thus. Right—F^. Quick—M^h, as though there
were two .separate commands, each with its caution and execu-
tive word.

5. When the pupils are in motion, executive words must be
completed as they are commencing the pace which will bring
them to the spot on which the command has to he executed.
The cautionary part of the word must, therefoio be commencod
accordingly.

6. The pupils should frequently be practised in giving words
of command. It will be found a good plan to practise the
class in giving words of command, first in succession, then
Sim).]., i, ^ously, the time and pitch being first given by the
insbrni^.or.
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SQUAD DRILL.

4

^
u

Class or Squad DriJl, with IntermU.

1. The pupils will be placed in lino (that is, side by aide) atarm s length apart
; while so formed, they will be termed a

'• Squad with Intervals."

2 If necessary, the squad may consist of two such lines, in
which ca^e the pupils in the second line will cover the intervals
between the pupils in the first, so that in marching they may
take their own points, as directed in s. 10.

3. Pupils should in the first instance be placed by the
instructor without any dressing; when they have learned to
dress, as directed in s. 8, they should be taught to fall in as
above described, and then to dress and to correct their intervals •

after they have been instructed as far as s. 22, they may fall in'm single rank, and then, if required to drill with intervals'
be moved as directed in s. 24.

'

4. Pupils formed into a squad should be directed to observe
the relative places they hold with each other; while resting
between the exercises they should be permitted to fall out andmove about

;
they should be instructed on the word " Assemble"

to fall in as they stood at first. This should be constantly
practised. ^
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S. 1.—POSITION OF THE PUPIL.

(Cut No. 1.)

Tlio oxact squareiipss of the shoulders and body to tho front
is the first and gn^at principle. The hools must be in line and
closed

;
(he knees straight; the to(vs turned out, so that the feet

may foini an angle of 46 d(^giees
; the arms hanging easily from

the shoulder, the hand oi)eM, thumb to the front and close to
the fore-linger, lingers lightly touehing the thighs

; the hips
rather drawn back, and the breast advanced, but without con-
straint

;
the body straight and inclining forward, so that the

weight of it nuiy bear principally on the fore part of the feet
the heud erect, but not thrown back, the chin slightly drawn
in, and the eyes looking straight to the front.

When tlu> pupils fall in for instruction, they will be taught
to place themselves iu the position above described.
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NoTK.-On the word " Attontiou," the pupils will i„H„ecli-
at(;ly assume the pn^coding position.

N.B.-The^ords in tho margin, printed in italics, ^v. i\n~commands to be given by tlie in.structor.

to tho front

in lino and

hat tlie feet

easily from

ind close to

^ ; the hips

r'ithout con-

so that the

)f the feet

;

htly drawn

On«.

S. 2.-STAN])ING AT EASE.
Tl,o p„pil„ will first b« taught ,,!,„ ,„oti„a, of «,.,„,,„. ,,•we by niiiiibera, lli,.,, .judging tho tiiuo.

1- By Numhera,

Caution

—

Stand at case.. In/ immbers.

On the word " One," raise tI,o arms from tho
elbows, left l,an.I in front of the centre of the
body, as high as the waist, palm upwards; the
right hand as high as the right breast, pain, to
the Ic.ft front

; both thumbs separated from the
.hng..rs, and the elljows close to the sides.

{

On the word "Two." strike the palm of the
nght hand on that of the left, drop the arms to
their ful extent, keeping the hands together and
passing the right hand over the back of the left« they fall

;
at the same time draw back the

right foot 81Z inches, and slightly bend the left

oqiiad— j On the word " Affpnfi'n« » „ •

< . .

"*" Accenuon, spring up to thp

Two.

n
m

3*1

it

Attentton.
\ position described in s. 1.
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r! Caution.-

Stand at-

Ease.

PHYSICAL CULTURE.

2.

—

Judging the Time.

-Stand at ease, judging the time.

On the word " Ease," go through the motions
Inscribed in the standing at ease by numbers,
distinctly but smartly, and without any pause

,between them.

As before.
Squad—

J

Attention. \

If the command " Stand at—Ease," is followed by the word
"Stand Easy," the pupils will be permitted to move their limbs
but without quitting their ground, so that on coming to
"Attention," no one shall have materially lost his dressing
in line. If the pupils are required to keep their dressing
accurately, they should be cautioned not to move their left feet.
On the word '« Squad," being given to the pupils when stand-

ing easy, all will at once assume tho position of standin<r at ease.

S. 3.—DRESSING A SQUAD WITH INTERVALS.
[ On the word " Eyes— Right," the eyes will be

Eyes-Right. I directed to the right, the head being slightly

( turned in that direction.

On the word "Dress," each pupil, except the
right hand one, will extend his right arm,
palm of the hand upwards, nails touching the
shoulder of the pupil on his right; at the
same time he will take up his dressing
in line by moving, with short quick steps,
till he is just able to distinguish the lower
part of the face of the second pupil beyond him;
care must be taken that he carries his body
backward or forward with the feet, keeping
his shoulders perfectly square in their original
position.

Dress.
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the motions

y numbers,

any pause

Y the word

bheir limbs,

coming to

is dressing

ir dressing

ir left feet,

^hen stand-

ing at ease.

ERVALS.
^es will be

ig slightly

except the

•ight arm,

iching the

tj at the

J dressing

ick steps,

the lower

yondhimj

his body

, keeping

'\x Original
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On the word « Eyes-l^Vont," the head and
ned to the front, the arm

and the position of attention, as

^^.o-. ,.,..<
7«s ^ill be turned to the front, the arm
dropped, and the posit

(^described in s. 1, resumed
Dressing by the left will be practised in like manner.

S. 4.-TURNINGS.
In going through the turnings, the left heel must never quitthe ground but the pupii must turn on it as on a pivot, the

right foot being drawn back to turn the body to the right andearned forward to tmu it to the left; the body must in line
torward, the knees being kept straight

In the first of all the following motions, the foot is to be carried
back, or brought forward, without a Jerk, the movement bein.
froiu the hip; so that the body may be kept perfectly stead^
until it commences to turn.

.

^"^^'^' ^^^'•d " Turn," place the hollow of the
RujU-TuTn.

I
right foot smartly against the left heel, keepin<.
the shoulders square to the front.

^

On the word "Two," raise the toes and turn
a quarter circle to the right on both heels.
which must be pressed together.
/-On the word "Turn," place the riVht heelUft-Turn. against the hollow of the left foot, keeping the
; sliuulders square to the front.

^

Two I

^"^
f^

""'^ " ^""'" '^''^ *he toes and turn
a quarter circle to the left on both heels, which

Vmust be pressed together.

'

. ^,"
*^" ^^^-'l " Turn," place the ball of the"gh toe against the left heel, keeping the

shoulders square to the front
On the word " Two," raise the toes and turn

to the right about on both heel-
On the word "Three," bring the right foot

smartly back in line with the left.

Two.

Right about—Tarn.

Two.

Three.

\\
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/ On the word "Tui

Two.

Three.

i

Left about 1
" " ""'" ^""i'" P'ice the right heel

-rtr TT' ""* ''*" "* "'« '«f' *"'. koei'iug the
I shoulders square to the front.

< On the word « Two," raise the toes and turn
to the left about on both heels.

On the word " Three," bring up the right
\ foot smartly in line with the left.

'"W^r {..
^" '^' "'^^ '' ^"''"'" ^^^- ^^^k (- -<^vance)

—rwm. ^ *^® '"'Sht foot one inch.

Two.
'

I , ,^"
*^^ ^'^"^ "Two," rai«8 the toes and turn

l^nalf right (or left) on both heels.

Three-quar- f
ters—Right I Make a three-quarters turn in the .'iven

Jn\ ^f^ \
^^^^^^^«° i^ the same manner as in turnin-.ahout-Turn. about. ^

Two. Three. \

( After any of the foregoing tuinings, the word
"Front" may be given, on which the whole
will turn, as accurately as possible, to their
former front.

When the pupil has previously turned about
he will always front by the right about.'
But if he has turned to the three-quarter right
about, he will front by the three-quarters left
^about, and vice versa.

At squad drill with intervals, tlie turnings will always bedone by numbers, except when the word "Front" is -ivonm which case the pupil will judge the time, which must be a
pause of slow time after each motion.

Squad—
Front.

i I
S. 5.—EXTENSION MOTIONS.

In order to open his cliost, and give freedom to his muscles,
the pup,l will bo practised in the following extension .notions.
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le right heel

keeping the

oes and turn

p the right

(or advance)

363 and turn

the given

in turninir

gs, the word

1 the W'Jiolo

le, to tlieir

rned about,

ght about,

larter right

larters left

always be

is given,

1 must be a

IS muscles,

a motions.

Two.

Three.

Four.

Ono. <

Pupils formed in squads with intervals will bo turned a

lalf turn to the right, before coraraenoing these practices.

Oaution.

—

First Practice :
—

' On the word " One," bring the hands, at the

full extent of the arms, to the front, close to

the body, knuckles downwards, till the fingers

meet at the points; then raise them in a circular

direction over the head,* the ends of the fingers

still touching and pointing downwards, so as

to touch the cap, thumbs pointing to the

rear, elbows pressed back, shoulders kept

V^down.

On the word "Two," throw the hands up,

extending the arms smartly upwards, palms of

the hands inwards ; then force them obliquely

back, and gradually let them fall to the posi-

tion of "Attention," elevating the neck and
^chest as much as possible.

{On the word " Three," raise the arms out-

wards from the sides without bending the

elbow, pressing the shoulders back, until the

hands meet above the head, palms to the front,

fingers pointing upwards, thumbs locked, left

thumb in front.

On the word "Four," bend over until the

hands touch the feet, keeping the arms and
knees straight; after a slight pause, raise the

body gradually, bring the arms to the sides, and
^resume the position of " Attention."

N.B.—The foregoing motions are to be done slowly, so that

I

the muscles may be exerted throughout.

"Letting them touch tho clothes and pass close to the face as they are raised

,
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G>iut'\on.~-Sficond Practice

One.

Two,

One.

Two.

Three.

C On the word " One," raise the hands in front
I of tho, body, at the full extent of the armH, and

j

in line with tho mouth, palms meeting, but
(^without noise, thumbs close to the tuio-lingers. \

On the word "Two," separate the hands
smartly, throwing them woll hack, slantini'

downwards; at the same time raise the body on

tho foro-part of tlio feet.

{ On the word " One," bring the arms forward

(
to the position above described, ajid so on.

f On the word "Three," smartly resume the

\ position of " Attention."

In this practice, the second motion may be continued without
repeating the words "One," "Two," by giving the order
" Continue the Motion ;" the squad will then take the time
from the right hand pupil ; on the word " Steady," the pupils
will remain at the second j)osition, and on the word "Three,"
they will resume the i)08ition of " Attention."

Caution.

—

Third Practice:—
The squad will make a second half-turn to the right beforo

commencing the third practice.

/On the word " One," raise the. hands, with tho

fists clenched, in front of the body, at the full

\ extent of the arms, and in line with the moutli,

I thumbs upwards, lingers touching.

On the word "Two," separate the hands

smartly, throwing the arms back in line with

y
the shoulders, back of the hands downwards.

f
On the word " Three," swing the arms round

I
as quickly as possible from front to rear.

One.

Two.

Thfi'A

\.

I -
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Steady.

Four.

( On the word " Steady," resume the aecond

\ position.

r On the word *' Four," let the arrni fall

\ Hiniirtly to the position of "Attention."

One.

S. 6.—SALUTING.

(Sc^ <h:'l<d 'in's of Cvf No. 7, p. IS.)

Pupils will be practised in saluting, first by numbers, then
lu(1-in<( the time

; being turned to the right for the right hand
balut(>, to the left for the left hand salute.

Oaution.

—

Right hand Salute, by numbers :

On the word "One," bring the right hand
smartly, but with a circular motion, to the head,

palm to the front, point of the fore-finger one

' inch above the right eye, thumb close to the
foie-tinger; elljow in line and nearly squan
with the shoulder; at the same time slightly

turn the head to the left.

On the word " Two," let the arm fall to the
and turn the head to the front.

Caution.—i?^A< hand Salute, judging the time :—
yiighUand ( On the word "Salute," go through the two

^*^»«*'^-
\ motions described in One and Two.

The pupils wiU be taught to salute with the left hand in Uke
lanner.

A pupil, if standing still when his officer passes, will turn
fcowctrds him, come to attention, and salute when the officer is
four paces from him

; he will lower the hand after a pause of
s.„ p,,.c,„ .^, .^„,^-^ ^,^,. . ij HitT^mg, he will rise, stand at atten-
fiion, and salute. When a pupil addresses his officer, he will

Ttoo.
( Oe

I side.
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salute, making a pauoe of slow time between the first and
second motions, and halt two paces from him. When walking,
pupils will salute their officers as they pass them, commencing
their salute four paces before they come up to them. When a
pupil passes any of his officera he will salute on the fourth pace
before reaching him, and will lower the hand on the fourth pace
after passing him. Pupils should be practised in marching
two or three together, round the drill ground, saluting points
placed on either side of them, care l9ing taken that they always
salute with the hand further from the point saluted : when
several are together, the one nearest to that point wUl give the
time.

' MARCHING.
S. 7.—LENGTH OF PACE.

In slow or quick time the regulation length of a pace is 30
inches, except in " stepping out," when it is 33 inches, and in
''stepping short," when it is 21. In ^'double time " the length
of the pace is 33 inches.

The length of the side step is 12 inches.

N.B.—When a pupil takes a side pace to clear or cover
another, as in forming four deep, which will be hereafter
described, the pace will bo 24 inches.

S. 8.—CADENCRf
In slow time, 75 paces are taken in a minute. In quick

time, ] 16 paces, making 96 yards 2 feet in a minute, and 3 miles

<.r.*JT ^7h the pace must be regulated according to the age of the

m7^t ^'^'""u
"^

^r"^"^^ ^^""^^ <^« b« covered in the above is for paces of
30 inches, for boys it will of course be less according to age, or size.
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520 yards in an hour. In double time, 165 pacea, making 151

yards 9 inches in a minute, and 5 miles 275 yards in an hour.

S. 9.—THE DRUM, PLUMMET AND PACE STICK.

No pupil or squad of pupils must be taught to march with-

out the constant use of the drum and pace stick.

The drum 'vill tirst boat the time in which the pupils are to

march when the squad is halted ; then, from time to time, when
it is in motion. While the drum is beating at the halt, the pupils

will give their whole attention to the cadence ; when it ceases,

the instructor will at once put the squads in motion.

In order to ascertain whether the time is beaten correctly,

a pendulum or a "Plummet" (or Metronome) must be used.

A variety of pendulums have been constructed for this purpose.

When no pendulum is at hand, a plummet can readily be made
by suspending a spherical ball of metal by a string, the length

of which, measured from the point of suspension to the centre

of the ball, must be as follows for the different degrees of

march

Slow time

Quick

Double

Inches. Hundredths,

24 26

10 15

6 18

Thus arranged, the plummet will swing the exact time
required. String being liable to stretch, the correctness of
the plummet should frequently be tested by reference to a
watch.

The length of the pace in marching will be corrected witli

the pace stick, th'^ accuracy of whicli should occasionally be
tested by measurement.

1

IV
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Ml

m ii

S. 10.—POSITION IN MARCHING.
In marching, the pupil must nmintain the position of th,.

head and body, as directed in S. 1. He must be well balanced
on las hmba His arms and hands must be kept steady by
his sides; care being taken tha( the hand does not partake of
the movement of the leg. The movement of the leg must
spring from the haunch, and be free and natural

Both knees must be kept straight, except whUe the leg is
being carried from the rear to the front, when the knee must
necessarily be a little bent, to enable the foot to clear the
ground. The foot must be carried straight to tha front, and
without being drawn back, placed softly on the ground, so as
not to jerk or shake the body ; the toes turned out at the same
angle as when halted.

Although several pupils may be drilled together in a squad
withintervals, they must act independently and precisely as
If they were being instructed singly. Each pupil must be
taught to march in a straight line, and to take a correct pace
both as regards length and cadence, without reference to the
other pupils of the squad.

Before the squad is put in motion, the instructor will take
care that the pupils are square individually and in correct line
with each other. Each pupil must be taught to take up a
straight line to his front, by first looking down the centre of
his body bet^veen his feet, then fixing his eyes upon some
object on the ground straight to his feet at a distance of about
100 yards

;
he will then observe some nearer point in the same

obiH . ";.r^^ " '*'"'• '^^' ^^ ^'"^^ or other casual
object, about 50 yards distant.

i-J
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Front. J

S. 11.—BALANCE STEP.

The objoot of the balance step is to teach the pupil the freo

Movement of his legs, preserving at the same time perfect
Icjuareness of shoulders and steadiness of body ; no labor
iu«t be spared to attain this object, which forms the very
3uudation of correct marching. The instructor must be care-

lul that the pupil keeps his body well forward, and his

liuulders perfectly square during these motions.

1. Without Advoncing

Caution.—5afonc« Step, commmcing with the Left Foot

:

( On the word " Front," the left foot will be
laised from the ground by a slight bend of the
knee, and carried gently to the front, without
a jerk, the knee being gradually straightened
as the foot is carried forward ; the foot to be
turned out at the same angle as when halted,
the sole parallel to and clear of the ground,
the heel just in advance of the line of the

V right toe.

/ On the word " Rear," given when the body

I

is steady, the left foot will be brought gently
back, without a jerk, till the toe is in line with
the right heel, clear of the ground ; the left
knee to be a little bent

Front. \
^**®^ steady, the words " Front " and "Rear"

Rear. \ ^^'^ ^^ repeated several times, and the motions

( performed as above described.

On the word « H^t," which should always

Halt. I ^l
S^""®^ ^^®» *he moving foot is in the rear,

^'^-\ foot will be brought to the ground in a
line with the other.

Rear.

i:

%
II

*,'«f
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The instnictoi- will afterwards make the pupil balance upon
the left foot, cairying the right foot forward and backward.

IM:

Front.

Forward.

Front

Halt.

2. Advancing.

Oi^Mtion.—Balance Step, advancing on the word "Forward".

( On tho word " Front," the left foot will be

I
carried to the front, as described in No. 1. .

As Boon as tho pupils are steady in the

above position, the word "Forward" will be

given, on which the left foot will be brought

to the ground at 30 inches distance from heel

to heel,* toes turned out at the same angle as

when halted ; and the right foot will immedi-

ately be raised and hold extended to the rear,

toe in line with the left heel, the right knee to

be slightly bent. Great care must be taken

that the toes remain throughout at the proper

angle ; that the body accompanies the leg, and

that the inside of the heel is placed on the

imaginary straight line that passes through t!i6

points on which the pupil is marching ; that

'

the body remains straight, but inclining for-

ward ; that the head is ereot, and turned

[ neither to the right nor left.

On the word " Front," the right foot will bo

brought forward ; and so on alternately.

/^ On the word " Halt," which should always be|

J
given when the moving foot is to the front,

J
that foot will complete its pace, and the rearj

foot will be brought up in line with it.If

* For boys, the diatance from heel to heel will be regulated according tu]

the age of the elasa.
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d" Forward'*:

S. 12.—THE SLOW MARCH.
The throe moat important objects in this part of the drill are

i
riidoncc, length of pace, and direction.

The time having been given on the drum, on
the word "March," the left foot will be carried

30 inches* to the front, as directed in a. 10 ;

the right foot will then be carried forward iij

^like manner, and so on alternately.

The pupil must be thoroughly instructed in this step, as an
•ifontial preparation for arriving at accuracy in the paces of
greater celerity.

Slow—
Ma/rch.

S. 13.-THE HALT.

Sqnnd— f
^" *^'" ^^^"^ " ^^''^^'" *^® nioving foot will

Halt. \
complete its pace, and the rear foot be brouglit

( up in line with it.

It is a general rule that after the word " Halt," the pupils,
jwhatever their position, will stand perfectly steady, unless
{ordered to " Dress."

ted according t,u
|

S. 14.—STEPPING OUT.
. r When marching in slow time, on the word

\step—Out \ "S*^fP—^"*'"*he pupil wiUlengthen his pace to

I

i 33 inches, t by leaning forward a little, but
^ without altering the cadence.

Thi
.

step is used when a slight increase of speed, without an
pteration of cadence, is required ; on the word " Slow—Step "

[he pace of 30 inches * will be resumed.

*See note, S. 7.

+BoyB will lengthen their pace about 3 inches.
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.1^ ll

S. 15.--STEPPfNG SHORT.
r On the words ''Step-Short," the footadvanc

^, e;

'

' -f

.

'^ '^' ^^'*'' *"^ afterwards each pupilSf.p-^S,or, .^ wm take paces of 21 inches* unt. the word
Forward," is given, when the usual pace of 30

V inchest will be resumed.
This step is used whei, a slight check ib required.

S. 16—MARKING TIME.
On the words " Mark-Time," the foot then

advancing will complete its pace, after which the
c^ence will be continued, without advancing,
by raising each foot alternately about 3 inches
from the ground, keeping the body steady ; on
the word "Forward," the wual pace of 30
finches I will be resumed.

FVom the Halt, the word of command wiU be '* Slow. Mark
-Time."

Mark-
Time.

S. 17—STEPPING BACK.
Step-Back, r In stepping back, the pace will be 30 inches 8

Slow- ?"' P"P'^' ^"'^ ^" ^"Sht to move straight to

March. J ^^^
f^*"'

preserving their shoulders square to
the front and their bodies erect. On the word

Halt. " Halt," the foot in front wiU be brought back
^square with the other.

A few paces only, of the step, can be necessary at a time.
*B,)y8 will take paces ai.out « inclu-.s shorter than th^ii^.-^^T^——
tBovs will reHume their Qrigirsa! pace

^^^

tBoya will resume their original pace.
§See note, S. 7,
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le foot ad van c-

rdseach pupil

ntil the word

lal pace of 30

)d.

the foot then

ter which the

it advancing,

>out 3 inches

ly steady ; on

pace of 30

31ow. Mark

' 30 inches.
§

B straight to

8 square to

)n the word

rought back

lj a tima

lal paoe.

Change—
Feet.

bin

S. 18.—CHANGING FEET.

^ To change feet in marching, the advancing

foot will complete its pace, and the. ball of the

rear foot will be brought up quickly to the hc^el

of the advanced one, which will instantly make

another step forward, so that the cadence will

not be lost ; in fact, two successive steps will

1 be taken with the same foot.

This may be required when any part of a battalion, or a

gle pupil, is stepping with a different foot from the rest.

<

S. 19.—THE QUICK MARCH.

The cadence of the slow march having become perfectly

tainiliar to the pupil, he will be taught to march in quick time.

(The time having been given on the drum, on

the word "March," the squad will step off

together, with the left foot, obiserving the rules

given in s. 10.

When a pupil is perfectly grounded in marching in quick

tinio, all the alterations of step, and the marking time, and

cliiuicjinii; feet, laid down for the slow march, will be })iactise(l

in quick time.

4i
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Double—
March.

a 20.-THE DOUBLE WARCa
Th6 time having been gi^en on the drum

oget„er w.th »he left foot; at the .a,ne ti„,ora,8„,g thejr hand« as high as tho waist, earryi,,..

j

P"'' "' '^* »••'" to ""^ «i'le
; the head to be Iteut

I erect, and the shoulders square to the front; thknees being more bent, and the body Lrladvanced, than in the other marches. The Instructor will be careful to habituate the pup"to the pace, as given in , 7.
^'

r^in s 13, u the same time dropping tho
( hands and extending the fingersThe pupd will be taught to mark time in tl

'

double carf
'" t'"' ^"""^ '^a'^or as in the slow and quit

'

Squad-
Halt.

a 2I._THE SIDE OR CLOSING STEP.

^H^^Sr,::: ^« -«•" ""<> ^^-^ step b^ lumbers,

!• .% Number^

Omtion.-RigU Close, by NunAer..

f °^'?^ *°'^ " '^''"•" *•>« "ght foot will be

!^.^7 '*" P"'*^"' "J""* to 'ke front\_ttnd the knees straight ;

2W. /
On lie word "Two," The left foot will h„

' <="-<• ™«% .» the right foot, hee" toTcL^
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Oihe.

f The word "One," being repeated, the right

< foot will be carried on 12 inches as before

i described, and so on.

( When the word " Halt/' is given, the left

/'/'^// \
^oot will be closed to the right, as ou the word

I "Two.'*

2. Judging (he Time*

Caution.

—

Eight Close, judging the Time.

On the word " March," each pupil will carry

his right foot 12 inches direct to the right, and

instantly close his left foot to it, thus completing

the pace ; he will proceed to take the next pace

in the same manner; shoulders to be kept

square, knees not bent, unless on rough or

broken ground ; the cadence is that of quick

time. The direction must be kept in a straight

line to the flank, neither inclining to the front

nor rear.

{ On the word " Halt," the pupils will complete

( the pace they are taking, and remain steady.

Pupils will be practised in closing to the left by Numbers,

and judging the Time, in like manner.

Pupils will also be practised in taking any given number of

paces to either flank, and halting without word of command
;

the command to be given thus, " Three paces Right Close,

<>uick—March."

Right

Close,

Quick—
Marcli.

Squad-
Halt.

Ai

S. 22.—TURNING WHEN ON THE MARCH.

Pupils will be practised in turning to the right or left, in

making a half turn to the right or left, and in turning to tlu;

right or left about, on the march.
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I

7T
urn.

"*• -"^° "»' "<>•<' " Turn,- which should b.-

pnpU will turn agam to the froat, and uwVe onl^witbont checking hi, pace.

front-Pupil, wiU turn to the left in u*

the nght toot 18 commg to the ground; after.hKh the. wil, turn to the front, the' word
Turn, bemg given a, the left foot is comin.

to the ground.

A pupil will always torn to the right on the left f^* . j
to the left on the right foot If tlie word Turn .

'

as the proper foot is coming to the g^uld J „ '^ "n
*"'"

on one pace more and theTtnm. ' ''"P'' "^ "'°^''

3. Making a Ba^f Turn to Ou RiqU a, Z««_T1,.
w.

1 also be practise, in making . halftm tollt;^Jt ofl^ftand then movmg on (without checking their D«oe> iL a di! ,

Tz^^ T'T' ^"'^ atonce. ::rrL"'„:''"*"'""

.t5r7t,rjr'th:^htt.-:rher t
o.ce move ^'^^XT^^;2Z:^T^;^t^^^

Left—
Turn.

Front—
Tvflm.
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then to tJiH

ich should bn
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I will also

36 done by

losing the

ipil will at
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SQUAD DRILL.

In Single Rank,

S. 23.—DIRECTING AND REVERSE FLANKS.

Ab explained in the Definitions.

S. 24—FORMATION OF THE SQUAD IN SINGLE

RANK.*

At this stage of the drill, a few pupils will be formed in

single rank without intervals, that is, nearly touching eacli

other. Each pupil is allowed a space of about 24 inches.

The right-hand or loft-hand pupil being first placed, the

remainder wiU fall in, in line one after the other, closing

lightly towards him, turning the elbow slightly outwards.

Pupils must be carefully instructed in " The Touch," as in this

formation it is the principal guide when marching. Each

l)upil when properly in line should be able to feel the pupil

to his right or his left at the elbow. The body must be

preserved in the position described in s. L

•The pupils can the first time be arranged in the following manner: Place

the pupils in single rank, the tallest on the right, the sbortest on the left

;

direct the right hand pupil to take one pace to the front, and the next to

[.lace himself one pace m front of the pupil on the loft ; then number
Three will place himself on the left of nimiber One ; and number Four will

! >lace hims^f on the ri^ht of number Two ; number Five, left of number
Three ; number Six, right of number Four ; and so continue until all are

in line. When the pupils are once sized in this manner, thev should re-

member their positions, and after the first time, on the word ' AMemUe,
tall in as above Mwd.
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M -y-.

A\ hen a squad m single rank is rc(,uired to drill with inter
v.vls, the instructor will direct the odd nun.bors to take on<.
pace forward, the even numbers to step back one pace

S. 25.-DRESSJ^^:^ wum HALTED.
Pupils will first be taught . -ess one by one, then together
Jn dressing, each pupil will glance towards the flank to which

he IS ordered to dross, with a slight turn of the head, as directed
in 8. 3 :

he must carry his body backward or forward with the
eet moving to his dressing with short quick steps; bending
backward or forward must be avoided ; his shoulders must bekop perfectly square, and the position of the pupil, as describedm the preceding section, retained throughout.

1. Dressing One by One.

Tihr^thtij'T:''^^''^ teaching a squad to dress by
and one on I

^^^ "^ht, the instructor will order the two
the left, a \

Pupil« on the right, and one on the left, to take
race and a] a pace and a half to the front; having completed

'VrV''] \lT ''.' ' '^^'' '*^^ nght-hand'pupil wil

I
take four side paces to his right ; and the three

i

points thus placed will raise their right arms
\^
from the elbow, at right angles to their bodies.

f
The instructor, having ascertained that the

points are in line, will order his squad to dressup one by one. The third pupil f?om th^ Hg,"
will take one pace to his front with the left footand shuffle up into line in the manner already'
desunbed: as soon as he is steady, the next
pupil will proceed in like manner, and so on to
the ififfc. TKq fo«— r-* ii -,--- ;••- ^"--° Oi tne pupils, not their
brea.sts or feet, are the line of dressing. Each
pupil IS to bo able just to distinguish the lower
part of the race of the second pupil beyond hin^

Slow—
March.

One by One,
by the Right -

—iJress uj).
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Front.

' When tho instructor is satisfied that the line

is correct, he will give the words "Byes

—

Front," on whicli the pupiis will turn their heads

and eyes to the front, the three points will drop

thiiir hands, and tho right hand pupil will close

on the squad.

Tn like manner the squad must be taught to dress up, one by

I
•. l>y the left ; also to dress back, one by one, by the right

iiul left.

2. Dresamg togeth^.

L'iu' pupils must next be taught to dress forward and back-

vard, ta,l<ing the pace together, but shuffling up or back in

accession, tho same points being given as in dressing one by

one. '''he words of command will be " ISquad, By the Right

(or Left)—Dress up," or, "By the Right (or Left)—Dress

r.ack."

3. Dressing without poi/rUa.

When the pupils are on the alignment they have to occupy,

and their dressing is simply to be corrected, the word " Right

(or Left)—Dress," or after the word " Halt," the word "Dress "

only, will be given, on which they will shuffle up or back to

their places successively, commencing with the pupil on the

llar.k from which they are dressed.

Wlien no pupil is placed for that purpose, the instructor

should iuvariably fix upon some casual object on wbioh to dress

his line.

It will be found most useful to accustom pupils to dress on

an alignment not parallel or perpendicular, but oblique, to any

well-defined adjacent line, such as the side of a square parade

'/round.

•''I

. ''^'''m

m
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.t :*

i

S. 26.-TaRNJNGa

The pupil will next practise in single rank, judging the time,
the turnincR lio l,ns hoou t.niight by numbers.

Pupils are never unnecessarily to stand turned to the rear

S. 27.-MARCHINa TO THE FRONT AND REAR
The pupil will next practise in single rank the different

marches and varieties of step which he has learned singly orm squad
: the same general rules being observed.

Before a squad is ordered to march, the directing flank must
be^mdicated by the caution, "By the Right," or, - Bj the

During the march, care must be token that neither the head
nor the eyes are ever turned towards either flank ; that the
dressing is kept by the touch

; and that the ahouldei. are kept
perfectly square, and the body steady.

The squad will first be taught to march straight to the front
both by the right and left, in slow and quick time ; it will then
be practised in all the varieties of step, and in marking time
in both cadences

;
after which it will be exercised in the

double time.

The pupil will be practised in changing the pace, without
halting, from slow to quick, and from quick to slow time •

also
trom quick to double, and from double to quick Before
the executive words -Slow," "Quick," or, "Double" the
caution. - Break into Slow (Quick or Double)_Time "

should
be given. In breaking from double time into quick, on the word
"Quick," the arms will be dropped and the fingers extended.

^j.v^,«3«,:«v».ui cnuuiu ocs»w3iouaiiy renuun halted in rear of
the pupil on the directing flank ; awl, fcy Gwrn^ h.« eye« on

—
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Honie (iRtant oVi^eet, Moertain if the Hquad is marching straight

to its t-out.

Whv'i. a pupil finds himself a little behind, or before, tlif

oilur pujils of his squad, he must he tauj^ht to recover his

place in he rank gradually, and not to jump or rush to it,

w hich wou(] make him unsteady and spoil the marching of the

nsL of the iquad.

Riqht—
Whed.

Slow—
March,

S. 28.—A SINGLE RANK AT THE HALT,
CHANGlNii FRONT.

1. By Wheeling.

On the word " March," the right hand pupil,

oalleci the pivot pupil, will mark time, turning

gradually with tlie squad, to the new front; the

remainder will stf'p off, the whole turning their

eyee to the left (tin; wheeling flank), except the

left hand pupil, who will look inwards, and step

the usual pace, the other pupils regulating their

{ length of pace according to tlieir distance from

the pivot flank. During the wheel, each pupil

must touch lightly, sis explained in s. 27, towards

the pivot flank, keeping his shoulders square in

lino ; crowding must be carefully avoided ; each

pupil must yield to any pressure that may come

ifom the pivot flank, and resist all pressure

coming from the outer flank.

On the word " Halt," which may be given at

any p iriod of the wheel, the pupils will halt and

turn their eyes to the front; on the word

I

" Dress," they will take up their dressing fay the

V

Squad—
Halt.

Drem.

m

^righl, as deticribed in a. 26, Na 3.
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f^'V Lu^" ^^^ "^""''^ " ^'^"^'" *he pupils wil
^rcm^.

t their heads and ,y,, to f,h« f'.
^

A squad will wheel to the left in lik

yes to the front.

turn

manner,

ongtl, of step, proporfonod to his dislance from the pivot

nre , ft"™ fu"'""''
'"'"''^"•" "•« -"^J^ ' "='"." "From

~A ! ? 7 ^I
"^y°—Fn>"V when i. po.siti;„.

After wl,co mg has been taught in alow tin.e, it will be
l.ractised m quick and double time.

I

2. % /•/& formatum.
f On the word " Form," the right hand punil
will turn to the right; the remainder will make
a half turn to the right. I )n the word "March "

^
all except the ri.dit hand ,,upil will step off-
•ach pupil gl„„„i„„ t„ j^^ ^i^,,,j^ ^^.„ ^^^ J
he UHual length of pace, by the shortest line, to

l>.s place in the new front, and take up his
\^dressmg by the right.

I
On the word "Front," the pupils will turn

I their heads and tyesio the front.A squad will form to the left in like maimer.

Right-
Form.

Quick—
March.

Eyes—
Front,

.I'A.

a 29.-A SINGLE RANK. ON THE IVIARCH
CHANGING DIRECTION.

Ri^ht- f ^ Of^:" 7<»-'l " Wheel," tho pupils will wheel
WhccK .

'\ ^" ^^io "gJil', as oxpl

(

amed in s. 28, ^q, 1
pivot i)upil turning gradually with th

t] le

e sqiind.
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On the word *' Forward," tho whole will turn

Forward, -l their eyes to th(^ front and step oil' at a full

l)ace.

The inst-uctor will give his word ** Forward," when he sees

iiat the pupils are coinmencinj^ the pace that will bring the front

of tho squao perpendicular to tho direction in which he intends

it to move ; ihis may be done at any degree of tho circle.

Ill like uiaLuer the squad will be taught to change direction

10 the left.

S. 30.-THK DIACJONAL MARCH.

V"> i , t .

-
' . ,' I .144- 1 ..I ..I .1 I

' ,•' .'' ••* •' /' / / ,•'' •' -•*

/./

7
"*-lri?;:f::[:::(:::;[;::i:::i:;±::i::::!::::;:::f::i

Tin's march will first be taught, commencing from the halt,

after which the puj)ils when mar hiiig in lino will be practised

ill moving diagonally to (;ither tl^mk, by making a half turn in

the direction required.

1. From, tha Halt.

On the word " Turn," the pupils will make a

half turn to the right, and on the word " March,"

(!ach pupil will step off and move correctly in the

diagonal direction, no longer keeping the touch.

The right hand pupil will direct, and must

\ therefore pay })articular attention to his direc-

tion and pace. Each of the other pupils will

glance towards the right, and will retain his

relative position, keeping his right shoulder

behind the left shoulder of the next pupil on

that side.

Half Right— Turn.

Slow—
March.

fi-:
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Sqund, f/a/ti ?" ^^'' ^'^''^ " f^^'^" the 8q„a.l wil Imlfc •

-/'m»/. -^
and on the word ' Front," it will tu-n to its

(onginal front.

If the diagonal march has b«en properly nerfornied flu.
..,u«H when halted »„d fr„„u,d wiU I ^ouud'Ct :!',
paraUol to its origiiml position.

i. On ihj March,

Tlnlf Pight

—Turn.

r When the squad is n.arching to the front, and
18 required to niovo in a diagonal direction to
the nght, the word, " Half Right -Turn "

will
be given, upon which the pupils will turn half
nght and movo diaofonally in tliat direction, as
described from the halt ; when it is intended to
resume the original direction, the word «' Front
—Turn," will be given, on which .,very pupil
will turn to hi8 front and move forward without

Vchecking his pace.

1 J°"^\rT,'*^'^.'*'^^'''"*^ "^"''** ^^" be practised to the
left, from the halt and on the march.

The diagonal march will also boi^ractiaedin quick and double
tima

Fronts
Turn.

a 31.-MARCmX0 AS IN FILE.

The pnpile will first be taught to commence marching as in
file, from the halt

; after which they must be i^aht wi,..
marching m line, to turn to either flank as in file. ° '

'^.i^iiuiX^msssas^i
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fiufht (or

Li'.fl)—

Turtk
I

Slow—
March.

1. From tha Ffalt.

Pupils, when standiiior as in file, must be in-

structed how to cover each other exactly. Th(;
head of the pupil immediately before each one,
when he is correctly covered, will conceal the
heads of all others in his front

The strictest observance of all the rules for
ujarching is particularly necessary when raarch-
^ing as in file.

f On the word " March," the whole will step
off together, at a full pace, and will so continue
to step without increasing or diminishing the
distance between each other. No looking down,
nor leaning back is to be allowed. The leader
is to be directed to march straight forward on
some distant objects, the remainder of the

^pupils covering correctly during the march.

(On the words « Halt—Front," the pupils
will halt and turn to their original front, and
if the marching has been properly performed,'
their dressing will be found correct.

2. On the March.

\ On the word "Turn," the pupils will turn to

I

the right, and move on as in file.

The original direction is resumed by giving
the word " Front—Turn," on which the pupil
will turn to the front, and then move on steadily

Jn line.

—1 ... j^^.^^o „jii yj^ uiiigut to turn to the left from
line and march as in file, and, when marching as in tile, to turn
again to the front

Right-
Turn.

Front—
Tv/m.

m

-'t|
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ITj. rulos laid down in S. 22, No. 2. regarding tho foot on

S. 32.-WHEKLING AS IN FILE.

Right{orle/t)

— Whccly or

lii(fht—
about {or

Left—
ahout)—

V

I

Tho squad, whon marching aa in file, will b,.

taught to Chang,* its direction by wh(-olin<r to
tho right or to tho h.ft, or to tho right (or left)
about. The leading pupil will move round a
quartor, or half, of tho circumference of a circl.
having a radius of four foot ; tho other pupil,
following on his footsteps in succession, without
increasing or diminishing thoir distances from
oa.h othor or altering the cadence, but shorten-
ing the pace a little with tho inner foot, as they
wheel.

S. :}3.-TlIE PUPILS MARCHING AS IN FILE
FORMING SQUAD.

1. Forming to the Front, at the Halt.

Whon the squad, marching as in file to the
nglit, IS ordered to form to the front at the halt
the leading pupil will at once halt ; tho re-

^

mainder will make a half turn to the left, and
v^forni upon him jia directed in a. 25, Na 2.

At th& Halt,

Front
Form—
Squad.

Fl/fi9—
Front,

I
Head and c yes wiU be turned to the front.
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Front—
Form,

Squad.

ForuHird

2. Formim/ to thr Front, in Quick Time.

Wlion a .squad, u.u-ching as in Hlo to tho
right, is ord(!rc(l to form to the front, tiio lead-

ing pupil will mark time
; tho reiuaind<!r will

make a half turn to the left, and form upon liim,

marking tim(>, and taking up the dressing, as

they arrive at their places.

I

As soon as the squad is formed, the word " For
(
ward " will be given.

3. Forminf/ to the Front in Double Time.

On the

March.,

Cut S.

f When a sr. d, marching as in file to tho
ight, is ordervxi to form to tlie front, on tlu;

march, the leading pupil will continue moving
Front— J on; the remarndor will make a halt' turn to the
Form.

Squad.
left, double up to their places, and take up the

(luick time as they successively arrive in line

\ with the leading pupil.

4. Forming to the Rear, in Quick, or Double Time.

h'car Form f
-Souad. j

T"^ movement will proceed as described in

the pupils will

form on the

«>*(9

r
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* !>

Right

Form—
Squad.

Eyes—
Front.

Right—
about

Form—
Squad.

5. Forming to the Right.

Cut 4.

{When marching as in file to the right, nnd
ordered to fonu to the riglit, the leading pupil
will wheel to the riyht, take two paces to his
front, and halt

; the remainder will form in suc-
cession on his left, and be dressed as they get
into their places.

The word " Eyes-Front," will be given when
the squad is formed.

6. Forming to the Right—about.

{

^aaaS^
n
n
a

aJ^

Cut 5.

When a squad, marching as in file to the
right, is ordered to form to the ''Right-about," the
leading pupil will wheel to the "Right—about."

/ take two pacestohisfront,andhalt; theremainder
will march on as in file, wheeling to the right on
the spot where the leading pupil has wlLled,
and form successively on his left, looking to the

^^flank of formation for their dressing.

Eyes -Front. [
^^^ ^«^' "Eyes-Front," will be given when

I the squad is formed.

When marching as in file to the left, a squad will be formed
to the front, or rear, or to the left, or left-about, on the same
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principlp as it is formed to the front, or rear, or to the right,

or right—about, when the right is leading.

A squad marching as in file will resume its original front by

tlie words " Halt—Front," or "Front—Turn."

S. 34.—THE SIDE OR CLOSING STEP.

The side or olosing step will now be practised, the pupils

judging the time, as laid down in s. 21, No. 2. Oare must be

taken that the shoulders are kept square, and the paces made

in a direct line to the flank.

file to the

about," the

t—about."

remainder

tie right on

3 wheeled,

:ing to the

iven when

SQUAD DRILL.

In Two Ranks.

S. 35.-FOKMATION OF SQUAD IN TWO RANKS.

The squad will now be formed for drill in two ranks, sized

as follows :

—

The squad will be sized from flanks to centre, the front and

rear rank pupils being nearly the same height.

When a squad is first sized, the following method will be

adopted :

—

Having arranged the pupils in single rank according to their

lieights, tallest on the right, shortest on the left, direct the

right-hand pupil to take three paces to the front, the next to

phice himself three paces in front of the left of the rank, as a

Ufthand pupil, the third tallest pupil to place himself one

_ .-„ i^ -««- r.f fV,o M«lit.yiand nunil. the fourth in rear of the

left-hand pupil ; then place the two next on the inner side of

the front-rank pupils of the formed files, then the two next as

n

:i

- H--
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their rear-rank, the teller pupil in each ca.e taking tf,e right •

and HO on. Lastly, cause the two halve, of the squad to dosJmwarde on ea^ other, and dress, the „,ar rank rvVrin/crrectly
;
the blank file, if there is one, to he placeTZd'C

thftrilteZ't'^^T ^---^' they must n^niemberthcr relative heights, and be able to fall in in their prope>places, on the word "Assemble " ^ ^

When the aquad consists ofan uneven number of pupils thehu^ pupU f™„ the left of the front n.nk wUl be a'" Bill
'

(or incomplete) " File."
J^mns,

\i

Mi

S. 36.—DRESSING.
The iTont rank will Jress as described in 8 25 Th«

rank wm continue looking .. their front, J w „ cot I."cornet the.r d.stance, as the front rank take up their drli^

S. 37.-MARCHING TO THE FRONT AND REAR
A squad i„ two ranks will b. practised in the man^hea, andv.r.at.ons of step, which have been taught in single rank

1 ni 1
•i> ^ ouch.

The front rank will touch as directed in s. 24.
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8. Covering and Distance.

While marching in line, the pupils of the rank in rear must
accurately preserve their covering and distance.

3. Blank File while Retiring.

When the squad turns to the rear, a blank file, after turning
il.out, will step up and occupy the vacant space in the rear
tank. On turning to the front, he will re&ume his original
l)lace.

hi

Open—
Order.

March.

The rear- 1
!)ver and

dressing. H

Rear
Rank—
Dre88.

1
Eyes—
Front.

REAR. I
^es, and

Close—
Order.

March.

Sll

S. 38.—TAKING OPEN ORDER.
On the word "Order," the flank pupils of the

rear rank will step back two paces in slow time,

and turn to the right.

On the word "March," the flank pupils will

front, and raise the right arm horizontally from
the elbow, and the rear rank will step back two

, paces.

On the word "Dross," the rear rank will

dress by the right. Oare must be taken not to

move the flank pupils when dressing the rear

rank.

On the word " Front," the rear-rank pupils

will turn their eyes to the front, and the flank

pupils will drop their arms.

On the word "March," the rear rank will

take two paces to the front in slow time.

A squad if drilling with arms will always be ordered to
ouldcr before taking open order.
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m

m\

S. 39.-CHANGING FRONT BY WHEELING OR
FILE FORMATION.

The front rank of the squad will wheel, or form (forward)
rem the halt, or wheel on the march, according to the instruc-
tions laid down in 8. 28 or s. 29. The rear-rank pupils in
wheeling will follow th.ir front rank, keeping their proper
cKstances, and covering

j in forming, they will preserve their
tliagoiial position.

S. 40.—THE DIAGONAL MARCH.
The diagonal march will be practised in two ranks in th.

manner described in s. 30. In addition to the instruction
here given, the rear-rank pupils must be cautioned to preserve

their relative positions with their front-rank, in order that
they may be found to cover correctly when they are halted and
tronted.

S. 41.-FILE MARCHING, WHEELING IN FILES
AND FILES FORMING SQUAD,

1. File Marching,

File marching will be practised as laid down in s. 31 care
being taken that the rear-rank pupils dress correctly by'their
respective front-rank.

2. Wheeling in Filet.

Wheeling in files will be performed as laid down in s 32
the mner rank must step rather shorter daring the wheel'
especially with the inner foot.

If a squad is halted, or ordered to mark time, when onlysome nt f.ho flloa Kot,^ .,.i,„^i^^i • , ., -^

.

'~ "'" '" """'^ >vliecled into the new direction, the
re.nainde. should be taught to cover off, if required, by the

I.
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(liiigonal march on the words " Rear Files—Cover " • if the

word <' Front," is to follow the word " Halt," the rear files need
not 1)0 ordered to cover, but will move to their places on the

word '' Dress."

3. Files forming to the Front, or Rear.

The frout-rank pupils of a sqnad marching in files will form
tf) the front, as laid down in s, 33 ; the rear-rank pupil of the
leading file will move into Ids place as soon as there is room for

him
;
the other rear-rank pupils will preserve their relative

positions with their front-rank. In forming to the rear, the
lear-rank pupils will act as laid down above for the front-rank,

and vice versa.

I. Files forming to th<i hiyht^ or Left, or to the Right or Left
ahonf.

In these formations the rear-rank will form as described in
•s. 33 ; the front-rank pupils will move around their respective

roar-rank, and form successively in front of them.
A squad marching in file will resume its original front by

the word " Halt—Front," or " Front—Turn."

n s. 32

;

3 wheel,

en only

ion, the

by the

S. 42.—THE FORMATION OF FOURS.
Squad with an Odd Fn,E.

9B 76543^^1
caaacicacaaaca

saa sd 3C1 Id
sa en 4ri zrj

9aa ea 4a za
(Cat 6.J

Squad wfth a Blank Odd File.

9Q7flB1-3g|
QCi Q CI CIada

eniin sn an in
sa um 4a em
an ici aa la
9CI ea 4ni 2C3

(Cut 7.)

Squad with a Blank File.

iP-^ 5 4 3 2 T

iE3E!!iEinnar3r-nn an iry sn sa i

caca naraamnica lom an B':3 4!~1 2C

lora / 6C1 4a zrx

(Cut 8.)

\%..
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11

The squad should now be roado up to eight or nine files, and

pupils that odd numbers are right files and even numbers left
files. But in order that the Jeft four may always be completo,

squad the left file but one. although an even number, will be anght file, and the left file of the squad, though an odd number
will act as a left file

; in this case the thirl file from the le tbemganght fie without a left file, will be called an "Oddtile" whether it is complete or blank.

J^l
^''''

T^'
composing a right and left file will be consid-ered as comrades m the field, and will act together, not only i„

t«,ke notice of each other when they are told off

1. At the Halt.

I
On the word " t\>urs," the rear rank will ste.,

( back one pace of 18 inches.*

On the word " Deep," the left files will tak(.
a pace of 24 inches* to the rear with their left
feet, and a pace of 24 inches* to the right with
their right feet.

f On the word - Front," the left files will move
up m line with the right files, by taking a pace
of 24 inches* to the left with their left feet, and

^
a pace of 24 inches* tr che front with their right
feet

;
the rear rank pupils will then close up to

their proper distanc.ns from the front rank by
taking a pace of 18 inches* to the front with

\^their left feet.

Fours—

Deep.

Squad-
Front.

Fovrs—
I

,U already describtMl.

•Or U-s«, according to the a^e of the H^niid
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About

Sqnad—
Front.

f On the word " About," the sQuad will turn

I

to the right—about, and the left files will form
/ on th(! light files, by taking a pace of 24 inches*

I
forward with tbeir right feet, and a pace of 24

\^inche8* to the left with their left feet.

i On the word "Front," the squad will turn

< to the riglit—about, and re-form two deep as

y already described.

Fours— < As already described.

KiylU.

Squad-

Front.

On the word " Right," the squad will turn to

the right, and the left files will form on the
right of the right files, by taking one pace of 24
inches* to the right with their right feet, and
one pace of 24 inches* to the front with their

Jeft feet.

I

On the word " Front," the squad will turn to

\ to the left, and re-form two deep as already

described.
(

Fours— \ As already described.

Left.

Squad—
FrovU.

(On the word " Left," the squad will turn to

the left, and the left files will form on the left

of the right files, by taking one pace of 24
inches* to the left with their left feet, and one
pace of 24 inches* to the rear with their right

feet.

( On the word " Front," the squad will turn to

< the right, and re-form two deep as already

( described.

*0r less, aco^tding to the age of the squad.
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I I

I

2. On th« Jfareh.

A iqii^ on the mspch «rill be taught to fonn fours on th.
word! "Four.-Deep," - Foun^Ri.ht." and -Fours-Left'm the«» formations the left files wiU move precisely as whe'^
fonnrng from the halt, the right file, marking time two paces
to enable them to do MX

^^
On the word '^oor,,» the rank to «„ will step short two

p«oe.; .f the word "Deep," foUow,, the right files wiU n,ark^e two pwe., while the left files move to their places m

flnt turn to the d.reotK,n ordered, after which the right files
win n-ik time two p.ce., whUe the left files move to their
plaon.

^J2r^!^.*° ' !"* *° '"""• "" *''« -"^'
" H»« Right(crteftHTom,- e«h pupil will make a half turn to the

OKlered flank, as in the diagonal march.

J.^^ ".tr*
•"»8°"""y <"• direct, t, a flank in fcrs, on

the.words '-Front (or Bear)-Tum," the pupik wUl turL asordered and then form two deep without furtiher word of oon,mand by the right files marking time two pac«, while the left
get into their ptooes. and the rank in rear regains its distanceA ^oad movuig to the front or r.ar, or to a flank in fours'may be «derod to " Form Two-D.ep," on which the left files
will faU back, or step up, into their plac.-, in file, and the rearrank will olo«> on the front rank, th. rij-ht files marking timetwo pacea ®

"^oZ'V^^n \*"' '" "'* ""^ * ordered to forn,
Foars-Deep. On the word " Foun,, ' the rear rank will

inchne from the front rank by a lengthened step in the
diagonal dm«t.on, and on the wori •• Deep," the left files willmove to their places in fours, the right files marking time two

A eqnad moving to a flank by the diagonal march may be
ordered to form fonre to that Hank. On the woid " Right (or

'''*T^^kj-'
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Left) " the pupils will turn Into file ; they will then form four

deep without word of command.

On the order to form fours while marking time, the rank in

nar will step back a pace of 18 inches on the word "Fours."
I

S. 43.—FOURS WHEELING, AND FORMING
SQUAD.

"Wl

3^^^

1. Wheeling,

A squad moving to a flank in fours will wheel to the right

or left, or to the right or left—about, in the same manner as it

wheels in files ; each four wheeling successively round the same
point. When the word " Forward," is given during a wheel,

the leading four will march straight forward in the direction in

which it is then turned ; the remainder following. If the

squad is halted, or ordered to mark time, when only some of

the fours have wheeled, the remainder will move as directed in

s. 41, on the words " Rear Fours—Cover."

2. Forming to the Front or Rear, to the Right (or Left), or to

the Right (or Left)—about.

When a squad moving in fours to a flank is ordered to form
to the front or rear, to the right (or left), or to the right (or

left)—about, it will at once form two-deep, and then proceed as

detjoiibed in a. s. 41 and 33.

I
if it
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S
'I

n
n
j

a 44.-A SQUAD FOUMEI) IN FOURS PTO^tm/^ON A FLANK. Oil ON THE StUF ANiii^:fouming two deep.
^^^^^^^^' ^nd

J^W the following practices 10 or 12 files aro r<,quired.

A squad having formed four deep, will beaught to close on the right, left, o'r centre
tho four pupils on the named flanic, or in th,.'centre standing fast, the remainder closing onthem by the side step.

*

On the

Riyhl (Leff.^

or Venire),

Closfi.

Quick—
March.

From the

lii'jht {Left,

or Centre),

lie-fonii

Tico Deep.

Quick—
March.

( In re fonm-„gtwode„p, on the word " March "
the four ,,upi|„ on the namcl flunk, or in the
centre, wl stand fast, the ren.aind.r will opon

I
ou frou> then, by the .side step, and the left fil, s
Will niftvn iii-> f« 4.1.„- .1

.,,
'

--'r> ""« tiu! lore, nici
will move „p to their places in line in succes-
s.on as the intervals are opened for then, : the
rear-rank pupils will step „p to their proper

ydistaiices at the same tin,e.

These fonnations will also be p^utised on the n,a,-ch Onthe words, .. On the l!i,d,t (Left, or Centre)-Close "
the «!on 0,0 named «,,nk, or in the centre, will L^sL^^ ^w.ud at the s epp,„g short pace, the remainder will close on

1 rwa.d, the squad wdl ,nove on with a full pace.
On the wo.ds, "From the Right (Loft, or Centre), Re-formTwo Deep" the file on the named flank, or in tlie centre v^move steadily fo.-ward at the steppin. short nL \,

'

ir;t: li
""'"^ -'"''-'' "^^^^'^: a r t^

Ire on : f "T "^""" "" '"''""''' '»—'»> - «->

deep, on "the wo^ rr::.!':.i :"~P'«'!'y formed in two

move on with afull pace
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S. 45.—BREAKING OFF FILES.*

A aquad will 1m) taught to roduco its front by breaking oil

lilcs from (-ithor lliinlc. A contain number of files (Hupposo

throo) will bo broken ofl', as followH :

on the h'Jt,

Riifltt

Turn.

Lojt -

Wheel.

On tho word "Turn," tho named files will

turn to the right and on the word " Wheel,"

th<iy will wheel to tho left, following the left

flank of the remainder of the squad.

Th(i front of th(5 s(juad may be further reduced })y any

number of files (suppose two) as follows :

Ei"ii'L i:i

^
I I I I I

Two Files

on the Lejt,

R'ujht— <

Tnrii; Left

— Wheel.

(Cut U.)

^ On the word " Turn," two more files v/ill

turn to the right and on the word •' Wheel," will

wheel to the left, following the left flank of the

remainder of the S(|Uiid; the three files already

in rear will mark time, then incline to their

right by the diagonal march, and follow close in

1 rear of the two files last broken off.

Any number of files (suppose three) that have been broken

ofl* may be again ordered to tho front, as follows :

—

On the word " Front," the named files will

make a half turn and double up into their

places in line ; the remaining files in the rear

will incline to the left by the diagonal march,

and step out till thesy cover the two files on the

flank

Three Files

to the—
Front.

* The squad is marching to the frono.

p.,

I

'i

,\]
ij

- '^'

4
' I'm

\ -vfli

:'i'lH
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(Oii io.)

Files that are broken off must lock up woll that thov „,„not .uterlere with others who „,ay be folwi.;.ul ' "'

EXTENDED ORDER.
The pupils having been thoroughly instrueted in the fore

It shou d be clearly explained that the object of so n.ovi„. ito enable t en, to take advantage of cover and thus o Hithe greatest loss upon the enemv with tl,„ i »

d..gertothen.,Js. They shTufdbTiLrro aTa^erelves for the. protection, of the slightest inequality of rlu„d'and the smallest patch of cover, and how to make L besrolIt; also how, ,„ advancing or retiring, to run or creeDfro^one po.nt o cover to another without'unnecessar; ex l':
The s,uad will be told off into a right and left half-s,uad.
When the pupils have made sufficient procuress o^e = j

.Lould be opposed to another, in order th'a 1 0%; ,s Zvn.ore read.ly see andjudge for themselves the errorsLmmitTeT

or nrdcwn "'*r'''d"f
"' *'' *""'• '' »»* '^^'^'^ *° kneelo he down, wdl stand at ease; on the last executive word

.noL^nt.''"'"'
*° "'"*'""' """^ "'"-^^ -'" 'he ordZd
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S. 46.—EXTENDING.

In extending, as a general rule, the front-rank pupil will keep

the direction, the rear-rank pupil will regulate the interval.

In extended formations, ea«5!i file (or pupil in rank entire)

will be considered to occupy a space of 30 inches.

In extending for attack, four paces will be allowed for each

file, i. e., an interval of three paces in addition to the pace oc-

cupied by the file; and the extension will always be from a

flank.

When extending for skirmishing, the interval will be in-

creased according to circumstances ; and the extension may be

lYom a flank, the centre, or any named file.

The number of paces will in either case be specified in the

caution of the instructor.

1. From the Halt.

( The file on the named flank, or the centre or

named file, will stand, kneel, or lie down as

ordered. The remainder will turn outward,

and step off in quick time, covering correctly

I without opening out. As each file completes the

fourth pace of extension (or gains the ordered

interval) it will halt, front and stand at ease, or

kneel or lie down, as may have been ordered for

\ the file of extension.

2. On the March,

The file on the named flank, or the centre

or named file, will continue to move straight

,Tf forward in quick time; the remainder will

Skirmish- make a half turn in the required direction and

tny.) will turn to the front as they gain their inter-

{For the

Attack.)

From the

Right (or

Lp/1) Four
faces,

Extend.

i4j
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from the

flight {Loft,

Centre^ or

No.—FiU)—Paces—Extend.

PHYSICAL CULTURE.

If the squad is moviiiff in ouick hm^ fi,

on the pace, resu.ni,,. the ori.Mnal LI i
[case, as they turn to theZT '

'" '"''

3. /wn.<Mi„y Intervah Between Fik>.

^r.tl' /,,!':':;:;;
-'«;<•'''' order are dh-eeted to

pupil -ay have cc.n.it S/!':'
°"' ."^'^ '-" -^

On the Right
{Left, Centre,

File),

—CIOM.

S. 47.—CLOSING.

1- From the Halt.

^ The named file will rise and stand at easeri.« romamde.- will rise, turn towards it andosem,„,ttin.e, halting, Crontin,, and s'taad.ng at ease as they arrive at their piaoes.
ilie file on which the squad is to close mayb turned in any direction; the ren.ainder w^^then form up in the same direction.

2. On the March.
The named file will continue to move »«the remamder will make a half turn toward.'
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it, and close in double time, turning to the

front, and resuming the quick, as they ai ive

at their })Iaces.

If the squad is closed while retiring, it will

move as above, continuing to retire rear rank

leading.

»
»

i

S. 48.—ADVANCING AND RETIRING.

Squad—
Advance, or

Retire.

1. Advancing.

The pupils will move off in quick time.

2. Retiring.

The pupils will turn to the right-about, and

step off in quick time.
:?

The intervals will be kept from the centre.

When pupils extended are in movement and the " Halt,"

is ordered, they will halt (or halt and front) and stand, kneel,

or lie down, as ordered, taking advantage of any cover.

Right (or

Left)-
Incline.

S. 49.—MOVING TO A FLANK.

(The squad will at once make a half turn, and

move to the flank indicated, until ordered to

resume their original direction to the front or

rear by the word " Advance" or " Retire."

If the " Incline," is repeated, the squad will move direct to

the flank.

II

L\
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S. 50.-CHANGING FRONT OB DIRECTION.

1. % Wheeling.

Right (or

un"^ , "\ r--—i^ica mm QOWll for
Wheel, (the outer tile regulating.

the outer tile i-«m,Jo.,v^
''^' ^°- ^ ^

Forward^
or Halt.

The line will advance, reffulatprl h^ f

k

or halt a. n,ay be ordered ' *^' '^"*'^'

in fc is intended to throw Uot fk^ i-

tun.dabou, and then pZed:s\we'"r;cl'l""^ ^'" "^

2. % FiL, Formation.

<lireetio„ ;eq„T^'"r
*^

"T""
'^'^ in the

waytothei.pu„e3in,H;::;t,ii:rTi
on t^,e n,„„h. the whele ,vi„ n,ove sTe^Jward till the word "DohMa-" fu x "'^

files win then be placed l',,Z^°
"'""''

Ji.oction, and the reniainder wil
"

„ "'^T'^
Vordered. """^ **> above

If it is intended to throw bat-t tk. i-

caution will be " Change Frontt . r ?'T P"'' "^ '*- «>«

<«o Eight (orIeft)KfeJr.Chlt f <"'''«''*>• "» "><

J-ft). on .he two cint. ,Z (of^f
*?"* 1° *« «•«"' (»

a.e n>oven,ent p„ceeding ,« abLe^r^crib^""
"^ - *^"^^^ "

'

Change
Front to the

Right (or
Left), on the

Tioo Right
{or Left)

Files.

Double.
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DISMISSING.

S. 51.—DISMISSING A SQUAD.

P'u Id- \ ^^ *^^ "^^"^^ " Turn," the pupils will turn as

Turn, \ directed.

On the word " Dismiss," the front rank will

take a side pace to the left, and the rear rank

will take a side pace to the right ; after a pause

^the squad will break off quietly.

When there is only one rank it will act as a front rank.

Dismiss.

i^^p:^?- .5^5^739-1

4J i|
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CALISTHENICS.

MODES OP FORMATION.

exercise to be gone throLh Th^
17""'" ^Pff"-^ 'o the

will the,.rorel found „tJ °"°""« """^^ "'^<'™^'-'

Assemble.

Byes—Right.

Dress.

Eyes—Front.

From the

right,

number off
by—Threes.

« FIRST MODE.

On the word "Assemble," the class will formm smgle rank, as explained in S. 24, ^^Z

I
See S. 3, Squad Drill.

^
See S. 3, Squad Drill.

j
See S. 3, Squad Drill.

On the word " Thrf ao » *t,« m
•11 „

inrtes, the pupil on the nVhf
W.1I ca

1 out One, the next in order Two the-xt Three, the next One and .0 on to the left

Slow
—March

On the word " March," all numbered One-mam aa th^y are; all „„„,Wed Two, taketwo paces to the frnnf • „ i n
Thrp. iot r ^ ^"'' ^" numbered

,
liiree, take four paces to the front.

At the close of the exA^H-- *-^^ e-^
1

ci„.^-j„^, ^^e iuiiu'fmj/ orders will Uc,given, and movements executed.
^^
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Class

Front.

Right

Tarn.

Dismiss.

7 'wo.

r On the word " Front," the pupils numbered

I
Three remain as they are ; all numbered One,

I advance to the front, being joined as they come

in line with them by the pupils numbered Two
;

when in line with the pupils numbered Three,

all halt.

I
See S. 4, Squad Drill.

j On the word " Dismiss," the pupils will take

I a side pace to the left.

( Oathe word "Two," the class will quietly
<

j
disperse.

Assemble.

Eyas
—Right.

Dress.

Eyes
—Front.

Odd num-
berSi Four

paces to the

Front,

Slow
—March.

Odd num-
bers, Rear
—Turn.

One pace

Uijht Close,

Quick
- }[arch.

SECOND MODE.

J See First Mode.

i See S. 3, Squad Drill,

i See S. 3, Squad Drill.

I
See S. 3, Squad Drill.

On the word " March," the odd numbers will

take four paces to the front and halt.

On the word " Turn," the odd numbers will

turn to the rear.

( On the word " March," the pupils will take

^ one pace to the right ; See S. 21, No. 2, Squad

( Drill.

'&

I
?

i
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At the close of the exercise the following ordera will 1,^>ven, and movemonts executed.
° ^^ ^'

One Pace (
On the word " March," the pupils will take ono

pace to the left; See S. 21, No 2. Squad Drill

will take four paeos lo the front and halt;

Left Close,

Quick—
March.

Even num-
hers, Four
Y)nces to

the Front,

Slow—March.

^pZT L ^".*'^^^'^^^"F^'«nt,"theoda numbers will^ront.
I
turn in that direction.

Jiif/ht ( ^ ^
—Turn. \

'^^^ S- 4. Squad Drill.

Dismiiss.

Two,

I

\ See First Mode.

Assemble.

Byes—liiglit.

Dress,

Eyes—Front.

THIRD MODE.
leword " Assembh
ranks, as explained in S. 35, Squad

r On the word " Assemble," the class will form
'f m two

( Drill.

/ See S. 3, Squad Drill.

I

See S. 3, Squad Drill.

{ See S. 8, Squad Drill.

Slow—March.

On the word « March," the odd numbers of
the front rank will take two paces to the front,
and the even numbers of the rear i-auk two
^paces to the rear.

c^ivtl ^^L
'^""'^ " '^'' ^"^"^ ^' following orders will begiven and movements executed.
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ClnM
— yront.

Rit/ht

Dismiss.

Two.

\ On the word " Front," the odd numbers of

I the front rank will take two pacbs to the rear,

i and the even numbers of the rear rank two

paces to the front.

( On the word "Turn," the class will turn as

j
directed.

On the word ' Dismiss," the front rank will

take a side pace to the left, and the rear rank

will take a side pace to the right.

See First Mode.

Assemble.

FOURTH MODE.

See Third Mode.

Nnmher

— Threes.

On the word "Threes," the pupil on the right

of the front rank will call out One, the next in

order Two, the next Three, the next One, and

so on to the left; the rear rank will then

number off in the same manner, commencing

^at the right.

f On the word " March," the front rank will

I
take four (or seven) paces to the front; then all

I the pupils numbered One, will take two (or

\ three) paces to the front ; all numbered Three,

two (or three) paces to the rear, the pupils

^numbered Two remaining stationary.

At the close of the exercise the following orders will be given

and movements executed.

f On the word " Front," all numbered One

take two (or three) paces to the rear, all

numbered Three, two (or three) paces to the

front, those numbered Two remaining stationary;

Sloio—
March.

It

i,

M

'41

1*1

Hi

it.

itpj
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Class
—Front.

JlUfht

— / urn.

7) is mis.

.

Two.

tho roar rank ;vill tlion close up to their proper
(lisjtanco from tho front rank ; or on tlio word
' .'^'roiiL," all iiuml)(T(Hl Thrco, advance to tho
front, being joined as thoy como in lino with
thoni l.y tho i)upila nuinl.orod Two, when in line
with those nunihercd One, tho front rank will
remain ab tho halt, and tho n^ar rank will close

1^

up to their i.)..pur distance from tho fiont rank.

I
See S. 1, S.juad Drill.

I
Hee Third Mode.

FIRST SERIES OF EXERCISES.

ions as
In this series it will be necessary to give the posit

exercises and as such they are classified.

Assemble.
|

See Modes of Formation.

Hi^ ^-hnnd { c^

Salute. \
^^«« ^- ^>. S.iuad Drill.

Left-hand
f c o-

Salute. \
^^^ ^- ^' Squad Drill.

Exercise 1.

Position of "Attention."

First Position in three Motions-Right shoulder and foot to
tho front.
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One,

Two

Three,

^

Cut 11,

Move the hands smartly to the rear, the left

grasping tho right arm just above the elbow,

and tlie right supportin" tho left arm under the

elbow.

Half turn to the left , turning on the heels, so

that the buck (»f the h-ft touches tho inside of

the right heel, th( head retaining its pobition to

'le front.
I

( Bring tho right he<'l before the h'ft,

} at right angles, the right foot pointing

feet

the

front.

Resume tlie position nf " Att'-ntion/' in three Motions.

i Bring the ri ht foot back, so tliaf the inside

One.
1 of the right hec .ouches the baclc of the left.

\%
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'^^0.

I
Turn to tho front.

"First Position,"
Exc.rcAse '.I.

to

S,.on,, P„»Uion in two Mo.„„._K,„, ,,„„,,„, ^,,, ^^^

Oui

Two

Cut 12.

Jiend the knees gradually, keeping them asnmch apart as possible without raising the heels
or changing the erect position of the body.

' Step out smartly with the right foot about 12
to 18 inches (according to the size of the pupil)m hne with the left heel, hrinm-n^ .u. fi /, ^

~ the perpendicular, and retaining the left n°
preceding motion, t]

^resting equally upon both le^rg

weight of the body
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RcHunio t\ni " First Position," in two Motions.

( Dnvw back the right foot, 8o that the back of

^^"''^'

I

the rii^ht touchtH tho insido of the left heel.

Two. \ Straighten the knees.

Exercise 3.

"Socond Position."

Third Position in one Motion. Right shoulder and foot to

tho front.

J

m

Une.

r

Cut 13.

step forward about 18 to 34 inches, (accord-

ing to size of pupil) the right knee remaining

perpendicular to the instep, the left knee

straiffii t and firm, the foot flat upon the ground.

the body upright, and the shoulders square to

the left.

Lr

H

Vk4
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Resume the " Second Position," in one Motion.

One.

Bend the left knee and draw back the rightfoot unt.l it is 12 or 18 inche. (according t^l

Exercise 4.

Position of « Attention."

tUe^fenf""""
" '""^ Motions-Left shou Icier and foot to

r Move tho hands smartly to the rear, the right^ I TT]^ ''*' "" J«^* ^I'"™ t"» elbow, and

(dboi!
'"'^"""^ "" "«'* "'" ""-^^^ *•"=

fo^t'/i"™.'"
,*'"'"«''* *""™g»° ^e heels.

Two. J ^»/hat the back of the right touches the in^

Itrttrr"'''^^''^^'''^'^'"^"'-'^^-

Three fat ri^T
*"" ,'''*

'T'
'"'"'^ '^''^ "«''*• *"« f^^'

(front ° '' '
''*' '~' P°'"'™« '^ *he

Resume the position of •• Attention," in three Motions.

^"^- ^
tl, T.?J'";

''^' *"' '"'* ^° «'«'> 'he inside ofthe le.t heel touches the back of the right.

Two
I

Turn to the front.

^^*^^^-
I A.?'?

^^'"^ ""''"' ""^'*^-y *° ^^^^ position of
( Attention.
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Exercise 6.

" First Position."

Second Position in two Motions.—Left shoulder and foot to

the front.

One.

Two.

I
Bend the knees gradually, keeping them as

< much apart as possible without raising the heels

( or changing the erect position of the body.

Step out smartly with the left foot about 12

or 18 inches (according to the size of the pupil)

in line with the right heel, bringing the fore-leg

to the perpendicular, and retaining the right as

in preceding motion, the weight of the body

resting equally upon both legs.

Resume the "first Position " in two Motions.

One.
Draw back the loft foot, so that the back of

the left touches the inside of the right heel.

Two. Straighten the knees.

Exercise 6.

Second Position."

-Left shoulder and foot toThird Position in one Motion

the front.

Step forward about 18 to 34 inches, (accord-

ing to the size of the pupil) the left knee remain-

ing perpendicular to the instep, the right knee

straight and firm, the foot flat upon the ground,

the body upright, and tiie shoulders square to

right.

One.
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Resume the "Second Position" in .ne Motion.

Bend the right knee and draw back the left

One. ^ ^^'^^ ""^" it is 12 to 18 inches (according to the-
si.e of pupil) in front of and in line with the
heel of the right.

Exercise 7.

Position of " Attention."

Positions by Numbers—Right shoulder and foot to the
front.

First.

Second.

Third.

Second.

First.

Second.

Third.

Second.

Single

Attack.

(Raising the arms to the rear, making a half
turn to the left, and bringing the right heel in
front of the left, come at once to the '« First
Position."

Come to the " Second Position."

Oome to the '' Third Position."

Come to the «' Second Position."

Come to the "i'irst Position."

Come to the "Second Position."

Come to the " Third Position."

Come to the "Second Position.'

Raise the right foot, and beat it
the ground.

smartly on
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foot, and beat the( Raise the ri^

'^^f^& J ground, first with the heel, then with the flat

\ or the foot.

/ Make a short step to the front with the right

I foot close to the surface of the ground, then
Advance. < ij^j^g ^jp the left the same distance, and place

it firmly on the ground.

^

\ i

Double

Attack.

Retire.

Advance.

Retire.

As before.

i
Make a short step to the rear with the left

, foot, then bring back the right the same dis-

I tance and place it firmly on the ground.

As before.

As before.

Atlention. \ Resume the position of Attention.

Exercise 8.

Position of " Attention."

Positions by Numbers.—Left shoulder and foot to the front.

This exercise is the same as Exercise 7, with the left shoulder

and foot to the front; instead of the right shoulder and

foot.

Exercise 9.

Position of "Attention."

Bring the hands arms, and shculderp. to the

front, the back of the fir jjrs touching, arms

down to the full extent ^ raise them to the front

Mt

t ^H

'--i-l
III
ri ^^1
y ^H

iM
if ^^1

^^p^>rfa^^^K

Wb ' '^IBfl

^Kf jB^H
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One.

Three.

Four.

Five.

Six.

PJIi'SlCAL OULTUiiE.

in a circular din^ction al

\

ln'ad; (hunibs to tho froi

lovc ,ind in front of tli

»t: tlion turn the
wrists, Hfcill k,.oping the back of tho iing.,r8 to-
g«'th(,r, and bring tho hands din^ctly over tlic
l.md, points of tho fingors down, and thun.bs
to the rear; elbows pressed bac:k and shoulders

L kept down.

Separate and extend the arms and fingers
upwards, forcing (hem obliq.udy },ack until
they are extended on a line with the shoulders

I

and as they fall gradually from thenco to the
•>ng,„al position of Attention, endeavor as

V"'uch as possible to elevate the chest.

Turn the palms of the hands to the front
and press back the thumbs with the arms ex-
tended, and raise them to the rear until they
•ucet above the he.d, tho fingers pointing up-
^••Hr an<l the thui ibs locked, with the left
thumb in front.

Keep the knees and arn.H straight and bend
over until the hands touch the feet, the head
being brought down in the same direction.

Slowly raise the body to the erect position,
^yid the arms up and to the front in a circular
^i'"oction, until they are over the head, fin..ers
^pointing upwards, thumbs still locked.

"

Separate the hands and bring the arm..
<>l>l'que]y back and slowly down to the sidesF-.ng the shoulders back and advancing the
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Exercise 10.

"Tliiril Position."—Right shoulder and foot to the front.

Bring the arms to the front of the body, with

the hands closed and knuckles uppermost,

touching each other below the waist, raise them

gradually until the wrists, by bearing inwards,

touch the breast, the elbows being kept up
;

then by forcing back the shoulders, the hands

will be drawn apart, and the motion is com-

pleted by sinking the elbows, and smartly extend-

ing the arms and fingers in a diagonal line, the

righii to the front, with the wrist as high as the

forehead, the left to the rear, shoulders kept

down and the thumbs inclined to the right.

One.

Two.

ThrcG.

First

Position.

\

Raise the body by straightening the right

leg.

Bend the right knee and repeat " One."

Spring up with the arms to the rear, and the

back of the right heel against the inside of the

left, which forms the " First Position," as before

described.

'

'f

Attention. -! Conio smartly to the position of Attention.

Exercise 1 1

,

Third Position."—Lcit shouhl.r and foot to thr front.
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(!

Two.

Three.

Bring the arms to the front of the body, withth
hands closed and knuckles uppermost, touching
each other below the waist, raise them gradually
until the wrists, by bearing inwards, touch th(!

breast, the elbows being kept up ; then by forc-

One, ^ ^^f' ^'^^k the shoulders, the hands will be drawn
apart, and the motion is completed by sinking
the elbows and smartly extending the arms and
fingers in a diagonal line, the left to the front,
with the wrist as high as the forehead, and the
right to the rear, shoulders kept down, and the
thumbs inclined to the left.

I

Raise the body by straightening the left leg.

I
Bend the left knee and repeat " One."

r Spring up with the arms to the rear, and the

First J
^ack ^^ *lie left heel against the inside of the

Position. \ light, wliich forms the "First Position,'' as be-
I fore described.

Attention.
|

Oorne smartly to the position of Attention.

See S. 6, Squad Drill.

Front.
I

As described in Modes of Formation.

-l':f {
See S. 6, .quad Ddll.

_^«''''
I See S. 4, Squad Drill.

-c. lOt tiff •

Dismiss. < See S. 51, Squad Drill.

Right-hand
—Salute.
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SECOND SERIES OP EXERCISES.

A ssemhle

( The formation of the class will be as explain-

I. ^ ed in S. 35, Squad Drill, except that the rear

1^
rank will be three paces behind the front rank.

*'^~"

I
See S. 6, Squad Drill.

I
See S. 6, Squad Drill.

lii(lht-hand

Salute

Left-hand

Salute.

Turn, \
^^® ^' *» Squad Dria

Exercise 1,

Position of " Attention."

Caution.—iJa^a^ice Step, conwiencing with the left foot, with-

out advancing.

Front.
I

See S. 11, No. 1, Squad Drill.

Re<vr.
I

See S. 11, No. 1, Squad Drill.

When steady the words "Front" and "Rear" will he
repeated several times, and the motions performed as desciibed
in S. 11, No. 1, Squad Drill.

Halt
I

See S. 11, No. 1, Squad Drill

Exercise 2.

Position of " Attention."

Caution.—5aZa»wje Step, commencing with the, left fooU witk-
out auiVancing. at
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( i

pii'

Lc/t.

f On tlie word " Left," the left foot will be

raise d from the ground by a slight bend of tlie

kn(!(", and carried gently to the left, without a
jfirk, the knee being gradually straightened as

\ the foot is carried to the left ; the foot to be

turned to tlu^ left, the sole parallel to and clear

of the ground, and the back of the left heel in

line with the inside of the riffht.V

limr.
I

Sec S. 11, No. 1, Squad Drill.

When steady the words "Left" and "Rear" will he re-

peated several times, and the motions performed as described.

J/alL
I

See S. 11, No. 1, Squad Drill.

Exercise 3,

Position of " Attention."

Caution.— 7ia/«7iC6' Step, commencing with the rigJit foot, with-
out advancing.

Front
I

Sees. 11, No. 1, Squad Drill.

Rear.
| ScoS. 11, No. 1, Squad Drill.

When steady the words '' Front " and " Eear " will be re-

peated several times, and the motions performevl as described
in S. n, No. 1, Squad Drill.

IMt.
I

See S. 11, No. 1, Squad Drill.

Exercise 4.

["osition of "Attention."

Caution.

—

Balance Ste2), commencing with the rightfoot ^ loith-

out dclvcincino-
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Hi(jht. J

Rear.

^ On cho word " Riglit " the right foot will be

raised from the ground by a slight bend of the

knee, and carried gently to the right without a
jerk, the knee being gradually straightened as

the foot is carried to tin* right ; the foot

to be turned to the right, the sole parallel to

and clear of the ground, the back of the right

\ heel in line with the inside of the left.

I
See S. 11, No, 1, Squad Drill.

When steady the words " Right " and '* Rear " will be re-

peated several times, and the motions performed as described.

^lalt.

I
See S. 11, No. 1, Squad Drill.

Exercise 5.

Position of " Attention."

Caution.

—

Balance Step, commencing with the left foot, with-

out advancing.

Front.
<j See S. 11, No. 1, Squad Drill.

R>'ar. i See S. 11, No. 1, Squad Drill.

Lefi' \ See Exercise 2.

Rear,
|

See S. 11, No. 1. Squad Drill.

When steady the words " Front " " Rear," " Left," "Rear"
will be repeated several times, and the motionw performed as
described.

Halt. f

I

SeeS. 11, No. 1, Squad Drill.

' '\

n
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Exercise 6,

I • ;!

f .

Position of " Attention."

Caution.

—

Balance Ste}), coinmencing vnth tlte rightfoot ^ with-

out advancing.

Front.
I

SeoS. 11, No. 1, Squad Drill.

Rear.
| See S. 11, No. 1, Squad Drill

Right. \ See Exercise 4.

Rear.
| gee S. 11, No. 1, Squad Drill.

When steady the words " Front," " Rear," '* Right," "Rear"

will be repeated several times, and the motions i)crformed as

described.

Halt. SoeS. 11, No. 1, Squad Drill

Exercise 7.

Position of " Attention."

Caution.

—

Balance Ste}), advancing on the word ^^ Forward."

Front. \ See S. 11, No. 2, Squad Drill.

Forward.
|

See S. 11, No. 2, Squad Drill.

Right. < See Exercise 4.

Rmr.
I

See Ij. 11, No. 1, Squad Drill.

Front.
I

See S. 11, No. 2, Squad Drill.

Forward.
|

See S. 11, No. 2, Squad Drill.
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Wt'
I

See l-x ereise 2.

li' ar.

{
Sr

. I). 1, Squad Drill.

Th(3 above coinman.is ^\ill be repeated and the motions per-
formed sev U times as described.

Halt.
I

See S. 11, No. 2, Squad Drill.

liiyht [

about— J See S. 4, Squad Drill.
Turn. {

Exercise 8.

Position of *' Attention."—This xercise will be the same as
ICxercise 7.

Exercise 9.

Position of " Attention."

Caution.—i;a^a7ice Step, advancing on the word ''Forward:'

Front. Sees. 11, No. 2, Squad Drill.

Forward.
|

See S. 11, No. 2, Squad Drill.

See S. 11, No. 2, Squad Drill.

See S. 11, No. 2, Squad Drill.

See S. 4, Squad Drill.

Front.

Halt.

Right

about—
Turn.

i

I

Exercise 10.

Position of " Attention."—This exercise will be the same as
Exercise 9.

Left—Turn. \ .Qpo « a c!^.,..j t\..mi

I Pi

ill

.;i

h.

t *

i I
I

I'l-

- 1 11
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Hight-hand j
—Salute.

\
^^e ^^- 6» Squad Drill

Left-hand
\ „ « « „ , ^ .„

--Salute. \
See S. 6, Squad Drill,

Right— f « „
Turn.

I

°®® ° 4, Squad Drill.

Dismiss, i See S. 61, Squad Drill

THIRD SERIES OP EXERCISES.

Each group of this series should be thoroughly learned be-

fore proceeding to the next. Pupils under eight should not be re-

quired to learn this series; and the junior classes need not go
past Group IV.

TECHNICAL TERMS.

Preliminary Group.—The high leap.

Group I.—Standing on the hands and head, feet against the
wall

; and the elephant's walk.

Group TI.—Hand and head stand ; and the roll up.

Group III.—Hand stand, feet against the wall; and the nip

up, or upstart, with the hands behind.

Group IV.—Hand stand; and nip up, with the hands in

front.

Group V.—Hand and head stand, and raising to the hand
stand, feet against the wall ; and nip up, or the classical up-
start, with the arms folded.

Group VI. Hand and head stand and raising to the hand
stand; and 1st, parallel bar exercise,

Group VII. Forearm stand; hand stand; fingers stand; and
2nd, parallel bar ex«^rcise.
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Group VIII.—Running iitncl and head spring; and 3rd,

narallol bar exercise.

Group TX.—Standing hand and head spring; and nip up

repeat.

Group X.—Running hand spring; and cart-wheel to the

l('ft.

Group XL—Standing hand spring ; and cart-wheel, to the

lii^ht.

Group XII.—Walking on the hands; and back-bend.

Group XIII.—Twirling.

Group XIV.—The classical running hand spring.

]ss',mhie.

Stand at—
Ease.

PRELIMINARY GROUP.

I
For the formation of the class see S. 24,

\ Squad Drill.

The class \\ ill be in line, parallel to the side of the building.

See S. 2, No. 2.—The pupils will take this posi-

tion in the class until required to perform the

^xercise, when they will immediately assume

the position given at the head of the exercise.

The exercist s in this group will be conducted in the following

manner:
—

'J'he left hand pupil will take six paces to the front,

halt and turn to the rear ; the next pupil on the left will take

three paces to the front and one to the left and halt ; they Avill

each hold one end of a piece of rope or a stick. The right hand

pupil will now come to Attention and advance till at therequired

distance from the rope, when he will come to the position given

at the head of the exercise, commence the exercise, and having

finished it, will take the place of the second pupil fVom the left

who will retire to his place in the class. As soon as the riglit

hand pupil begins the exercise, the next pupil on the right will

come to Attention and advance till at the reijuisite distance from

Ifcji

.t,
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the rope, when he will come to the position given at the head
of the exercise and begin it, and having finished will take the

place of the left hand pupil ; the next in order will advance
in his turn and having finished the exercise will take the place
of the right hand pupil, who will retire to his place in the class

by passing round and in rear of the class as described in

Group VIII. The rest of the pupils will proceed in like manner
until all have performed the exercise, when it may be repeated
or the next commenced.

In each of the exercises in this group the pupil must jud^^e

his distance from the rope, which at first must not be far from
the ground, being gradually raised higher as the pupil becomes
more proficient.

The pupils holding the rope must let it go, if the pupil in

trying to clear it, fails.

Exercise 1,

Position of " Attention."— Facing the rope.

i Closing the hands, raise the arms to the front

-j
and bending the elbows bring the hands a little

( above and opposite the side of the head.

Straightening the elbows, bring the arms down,
keep the knees straight, and bending slightly

over, bring the arms which are kept straight,

well to the rear.

I Bring the arms down frcm the rear and

I

slightly bend the knees.

{Immediately straightening the knees and
carrying the arms up to the front, spring up
and over the rope, alighting on the fore-part of

the feet, allowing the knees to bend a little, on
the feet striking the ground, and then straighten.

One.

Two.

Three.

Fov/r.
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Exercise 2.

Position of '* Attention."—Right side to the rope,

Ons. < The same as in Exercise 1.

\ The same as in Exercise 1.
Two.

Three.

Four.

The same as in Exercise 1.

Immediately straightening the knees and
carrying the arms up to the front, spring up
and to the right over the rope, alighting on the

fore-part of the right foot.

The right foot will be carried up. to th(i right over the rope

and down; the left foot will be caj iied to the front, up, to the

light over the rope, to the rear until in line with the left foot

and down on the ground,

Exercise 3.

Position of " Attention."—Left side to the rope.

Tliis exercise will be performed in the same manner as

Pkercise 2, only read " left " for " right " whenever it occurs

and nice versa.

Exercise 4.

Position of ** Attention."—Front to the rope, but far

enough from it to allow a short run to be taken.

This exercise will be performed in the same manner as

Exercise 1, a short run being first taken, and at the end of

the run springing from the right foot.

Exercise 6.

Position.—The same as in Exercise 4.

This exorcise will be performed in the same manner as

Exercise 4, except that the pupil will spring from the left foot.
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GROfJP I.

A 11 j ^or the formation of tlio class, Soe S. 3,
ssem a. i^

^^^^^ j^^.-,)^

If there is not space enough for each impil, the odd and even

numbers will practise the exercise alternately.

The class will be parallel to and about 45 inches (more or

less, according to the size of the pupil,) from (ho wall.

Right about i See S. 4, Squad Drill.—The class will now be— Turn. \ facing the wall.

Stand at—
Ea^e. {

See Preliminary Group.

\

Exercise 1.

Position of "Attention."

One.

Two.

Three,

Four.

Raise the hands from the wrists sideways

;

backs of the bands up, thumbs to the front and

separated from the fore-fiiigers.

Keeping the arms straight, raise them to the

front until they are above tbf nead ; backs of

the hands down, thumbs to the rear, and the

fingers pointing outward and upward.

Raise the left heel, and slide the left foot back

until it rests on the point ; the body leaning

forward, and the weight of it on the right leg
;

the knees kept straight.

Bend over, bending the right knee, until the

hands come to the ground ; the left leg kept

straight, and sliding back to the full extent on

the point of the foot.
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Five.

Six.

Seven.

Eight.

Keeping the right foot in its place, by bend-
ing at the elbows, ankles and toes, bring the
head to the ground, about six inches in front of

the hands; the left leg being kept straight.

Spring from the right foot, carrying it and the

left with it, up, until by bending over they rest

agrtinst the wall ; the heels will be together, the;

logs at their full extent, the body curved,

and the weight of it resting on the hands
^and head.

i Spring from the right foot, and bending the

J right knee, bring it and the left down to their

/ positions as in " Four."

I
Keeping the right foot in its place, spring

1 from the hands to the position of Attention.

SI

Exercise 2.

Position of '• Attention."

One.

Two.

Three.

Four,

The same as in Exercise I.

The same as in Exercise 1.

I

{

f

Raise the right heel, and slide the right foot

back until it rests on the point ; the body lean-

ing forward, and the weight of it on the left leg
,

the knees kept straight.

Bend over, bending the left knee, until the

hands come to the ground ; the right leg kept

straight, and sliding back to the full extent on

the point of the foot.

7'

It-
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Five.

Six,

Seven.

Eight.

Keeping the left foot in its place, by bendin;^

at tlie elbows, ankles and toes, bring the lieu'l

to the ground, about six inches in front of the

hands
; the right leg being kept straight.

Spring from the left foot, carrying it and the

right with it, up, until by bending over they

rest against the wall ; the heels will be togethei-,

the legs at their full extent, the body curved,

and the weight of it resting on the hands
^and head.

I

Spring from the left foot, and bending the

left knee, bring it and the right foot down to

their position as in " Four."

Keeping the left foot in its place, spring from

the hands to the position of Attention.

1 1\

I

;

Exerci-ie 3.

Position of " Attention."

One.

Two.

Three.

Four..

Five. <

< The same as in Exercise 1,

j The same as in Exercise 1.

( Bend over, bending the knees, until the hands

( come to the ground.

( Bending the elbows, ankles and toes, bring

( the head to the ground.

j
Slightly sinking the knees, immediately .spring

I from both feet, carrying them up, until by

! bending over they rest against the wall ; tlu

\

heels together, the legs at their full extent, the

body curved, and the weight of it resting on

the hands and head.

I
II
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Six.

Clitss—
Front.

( Spring from both feet, and bending the knees,

) bring them to their position as in " Three," and

I
iramediatf^ly come to the position of Attention.

( See R. 4, Squad Drill.

Exercise 1.

Cut 14.

Position of " Attention."

( Keep the arms straight and raise them above

( the head.
One.

Two.
the hands

aes, bring

Slow

ely spring

until by

{or Quick)
—March.

wall ; the

xtent, the

esting on

Halt.

( 3«'id over and bring the hands to the ground,

) ( onsiderably in front of the feet ; the knees

I and arms kept straight.

On the word " March," the left foot and arm

will be carried forward together, the knees and

arms kept straight
;
{see Cut I4) as soon as they

^ have come to the ground, the right foot and hand

I
will be carried forward, the knees and arms

\^kept straight, and so on alternately.

(' On the word " Halt," the moving foot and

J hand will complete their pace, and the rear foot

I
and hand be brought up in line with them

i.
B
-5l - .

l>
>:..

'f' -»

J

•

'

-

• H t
t t

lA
\h U'Mi
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Three,

Four.

Kvjhl—
i urn.

Dismiss.

PHYSICAL CULTURE.

( Bend the elbows slightly, bringing the head

(
and shoulders a little forward.

I Spring from the hands, coming immediately

(
to the position of Attention.

I

See S. 4, Squad Drill.

See S. 51, Squad Drill

Assemble.

Right about j—Turn. \

GROUP II.

!. < See Group I.

See Group I.

Stand at— ( ., t. ,. .

Base. \
^^'^ Preliminary Group.

Exercise 1.

Position of " Attention."

One.
j

The same as in Exercise 1, Group I.

< The same as in Exercise 1, Group I.

< The same as in Exercise 1, Group I.

< The same as in Exercise 1, Group I.

.j The same as in Exercise 1, Group I.

.
The same as in Exercise '1, Group I, except

J that the feet will not touch the wall, the body

( balancing on the hands and hcaa.

/ Bending the right knee, bring the feet down
< to tlie place they first occupied, immediately
' coming to the position of Attention,

Two.

Three.

Four.

Five.

Six.

Seven.

|i la
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.*;i

Position of

One

Two.

Three.

Four.

Five.

Six.

Seven.

Exercine 2.

" Attention."

The same as in Exercise 1, Group I.

The same as in Exercise 1, Group I.

The sam(^ as in Exercise 2, Group I.

The same as in Exercise 2, Group I.

The same as in Exercise 2, Group I.

(

The same as in Exercise 2, Group I, except

that the feet will not touch the wall, the body

{ balancing on the hands and head.

( Bending the left knee, bring the feet down
to the place they first occupied, immediately

( coming to the position of Attention.

Pi)sition of

One

Two.

Three.

Foiir.

Five.

Six.

Class—
Front.

Exercise 3.

"Attention."

The same as in Exercise 1, Group T.

The same as in Exercise 1, Group I.

The same as in Exercise 3, Group T.

The same as in Exercise 3, Group I.

The same as in Exercise 3, Group I, except

{

{

I

that the feet will not touch the wall, the body
balancing on the hands and head.

/ Bending both knees, bring the feet down to

< the place they first occupied, immediately

I coming to the position of Attention.

I See S. 4, Squad Drill.

r
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P0»ili„„._%i„;,,|„W„ „„ U„, 1,H..|<, tl,„ l,„,|y ..«! li„,b, will
W, fuhy ,.ton<l..,l; tl,., 1,«.1„ togc.th,,-, aad tlu, arnm clo«„ t„
tho sulfs

On«.

T'wA

Foiir.

Fiive.

Riyht—
/ nrti.

Dismiss.

i

luring tho luxly up to tho sitting poHitiou.

Roll on t.) tho hack, throwing the hands
quickly up, aiui separating th« iingors aixl
th.in.bH, l.ring (hem to tho ground hchind and
close to tho shoulders

; and at tho sai , tiuio
bring tho feet over and behind tho lioad.

j
Bring tlio hands and feet forward and down

(
and tho body up, coming to tho sitting position!

f
Bring tho body down, coming to tho position

I given at tlio head of tlio exorcise.

/ Come to tlie sitting position, bond tho knoos

I

and cross tiie logs, bring tlio foot close to the
body and without using tho hands, by bending
the body well forward and straightening the
knees, como to tho position of Attention.I

f

\

See S. 4, Squad Drill.

See S. 51, Squad Drill.

Assemhh. \

Right about j

—Turn. \

Stand at—
(

Ease. \

GROUP III.

See Group I.

See Group I.

See JVeliminary Group.
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Exei'cisn 1.

07

Cut 15.

Position of " Attention."

One.

Two.

Three.

Four.

Five.

Six.

The same as in Exercise 1, Group I,

The same as in Exercise 1, Group I.

The same as in Exercise 1, Group I.

The same as in Exorcise 1, Group I.

Slightly bend the elbows and sink the right

knee.

Spring from the right foot, and straightening

the elbows, carry it and tho left with it up, until

by bending over they rest against the wall ; the

heels will be together, the legs and arms at their

full extent, tho body curved, and the weight of it

l^resting on the hands. (See Cut 15.)

i>i
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Seven.
I

Th(! saiiK! tiH in Kxorciso 1, Group I.

7iV/////.
j Tho same as in Exorciso 1, Group 1.

Exercise ?,.

Position of " Attention."

One. } Tho samo as in Exercise 1, Grouj) I.

\ TIk! same as in Exercise 1, Group 1.
Two.

Three.

Four.

Five.

iSix.

Seven.

Fight.

< The same as in Exercise 2, Group I.

1
Tlie same as in Exercise 2, Group I.

I
.

Slightly bend the elbows and sink the loft

( knee.

Spring from the left foot, and straightening

tho elbows, carry it and the right with it up,

until by bending over they rest against the

"l

wall ; the heels must bo together, the legs and
I arms at their full extent, the body curved, ami

Vtlie weight of it resting on the hands.

< The same as in Exercise 2, Group I.

< The same as in Exercise 2, Group I.

Exercise 3.

Position of "Attention."

One. i The same as in Exercise 1, Group I

Two.
j

The same as in Exercise 1, Group 1.

Three.

'our.

\

(

\

The same as in Exercise 3, Group I.

Slightly bend the elbows and sink tho knees.
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pi.

pi.

I.

Fiv<'..

V f.
Six.

pi.
ChlX^' ~

pi.
Front.

pi.

nk tlio left

braightening |
with it UP> 1
against the

^ho legs and |
curved, and

s.

{Spring from both feet, and straightening the

elbows, carry them up vntil by b(!nding over

tlioy rest against the wall ; the lieols will b(;

together, the legs and arms at their full extent,

the body curved, and the weight of it resting

on the hands.

Spring from both feet, and bending tlie knees,

' bring them to th( ir original position, and im-

mediately come to the poaUion of Attention.

See S. 4, Squad Drill.

Exnrcisc, 4.

./*•

X

.'</

I 1
I.

Position

I. I One.

the kn((^s. I Two.

/ .-

,..-f"-- '
'/

:::^....-.....«:::L

Cut 10.

-The same as in Exercise 4, Group II.

\ The same as in Exerciso 4, Group II.

I The same as in Exercise 4, Group II.

V ' . M

•
, ,a

I- ;ii

'If
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Coiiiinonoin^' to bring thn legs forward, sprin-
uj)\v;u(1h from tlu; Iiaiuls and shoulders, {See ,i,

Cut JC), curvo the body, and endeavouring to

Ihree. ^ Ixilp tho spring from the hands and shoulders-,

by throwing the shoulders and arms forward,
raise tho body, coming to tho position of

\ Attention. {See, Jf, Cut 16.)

To bring tho feet as far under tho body and to tho ground
as quickly as possible, is tho principal means of accomplishing
this feat.

Tho less pause there is betwecni tlu? numlxjr.s, the more
chance there ii of succeeding.

I'wlr I
.S^^S. 'i, Squad ])rill.

Dismiss,
j

fSee S. 51, Squad Drill.

II 1

ki

Assemble. I

Rltjlit ohont
i

'—Turn.
]

Stau'f at—
(

CROUP IV.

See Group 1.

See Group I.

See Preliminary Group.

Exercise 1.

Position of "Attention."

This exercise will l)o the same as Exercise 1, Group TIT,

except that tho body will balance on the hands without the

feet touching the wall ; and, bending the right knee, the feet

will be brought down to the place they first occupied, the

pupil coming smartly to the position of Attention.
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Exernise 2.

Position of " Attention."

This exercise will lie the same as Exercise 2, Group III,

except that the body will balance on the hands without the

f(ct touching the wall; and, bending the left knee, the feet

will b(3 brought down to the place they first occupied, the

pupil coming smartly to the position of Attention.

Exercise 3.

Position of " Attention."

This exercise will be the same as Exercise 3, Group III,

except that the body will balance on the hands without the
f.M't touching the wall ; and, bending both knees the feet will

Ik; l)rought down to the place they first occupied, the pupil

foiniiig smaitly to the imsition of Attention.

Class—
I

Fro)d.

position.

Our,.

Two.

Th rec.

j

See S. 4, Squad Drill.

Exercise 4.

'Hw same as in Exercise 4, Group II.

\ The same as in Exercise 4, Group II.

( Roll on to the back, raising the arms from
J the elbows iind bringing the feet over and be-

(
hind the head, the legs pressing on the hands.

/ Commencing to l)ring the legs forward, spring
upwards from the shoulders, giving the legs a
quick shove from the hands, curve the body,

:^
bringing the feet quickly down and underneath
the body, and endeavouring to help the spring

from the shoulders, raise the body, coming to

the position of Attention.

Rhiht-

T urn.

Disiniss.

\

i

See S. 1, Squad Drill.

See S, 51, Squad Drill.

i'h

n

'i'T

fc M:
f^?:

W
H -
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GROUP V.

AnsemhU. \ 8c(! (^roup I.

/ t m \ Sc(! Group I.about— 7urn
\

^

Stand atStand rt< I c< n I • r^

^^^^^ { fc>t.c rroliminary Group.

Position of

One.

Two.

Three.

Four.

Five.

Six.

Seven.

Eight.

{

{

Nine.

Ten.

Exercise 1.

" Attention."

The same as in Exorcise 1, Group L

I The same as in Exercise 1, Group I.

< The same as in Exercise 1, Group I.

The same as in Exercise 1, Group I.

< The same as in Exercise 1, Group I.

< The same as in E'icrcise 1, Group I.

j
Straiglitening the elbows, raise the body to

< its full extent, letting the feet slide upwards

(^
against the wall.

Slowly bond the elbows, letting the head
down to the ground, and keeping the feet

against the wall.

< The same as " Seven," in Exercise 1, Group I.

-j
The same as " Eight," in Exerciae 1, Group I.
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Exercise 2.

Position of " Attention."

One. \
The same as in Exercise 1, Group I,

Two. \
The same as in Exercise 1, Group I.

Three. \
The same as in Exercise 2, Gioup I,

Four. \
The same as in Exercise 2, Group I.

Five. \
The same as in Exercise 2, Group I.

Six. \
The same as in Exercise 2, Group I.

Seven. \
The same as in Exercise 1.

Eight. \
The same as in Exercise 1.

Nine.
\

The same as " Seven," in Exercise 2, Group T.

Ten.
\

The same as " Eight," in Exercise 2, Group 1.

Exercise 3.

Position of " Attention."

One.

Two.

Three.

Four.

Five.

Six.

Seven.

The same as in Exercise 1, Group I.

The same as in Exercise 1, Group T,

The same as in Exercise 3, Group I.

The same as in Exercise 3, Group I.

Th(, « '-me as in Exercise 3, Group I.

The same as " Seven," in Exercise 1.

The same as " Eight," in Exercise 1.

ii ."

Jr..
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^ight.
I

The same as " Six," in Exercise 3, Group I

Class— (

Front.

Class— f CI « -

Front, \
^^® ®- ^' S^uad Drill.

rM7o.

Exercise 4,

Position.~The same as in Ex(.rcis(. 4, Group II, except that
the arms will be folded across tlie breast.

Keeping the legs and heels motionless in

One <
^^'^'' P«^^^^«"' slowly raise the body, without
the use of the hands or arms, to the sittini,'

Itosition.

Keeping the arms folded, roll on to the back,
bringing the feet over and behind the head.

Commencing to bring the legs forward, spring
upwards from the shoulders, curve the body'^

Three. <^

^""^ing the feet quickly down and underneath
the body, and endeavouring to help the spring
from the shoulders, raise the body erect on the
feet.

Four. J
Unfold the arms and drop them to the sides

j

coming to the position of Attention.

^TW" { See S. 4, Squad Drill.

Dismiss, i See S. 51, Squad Diill.

GROUP VI.

Assemble, < See Group I.

Right about / q >^ ^
—Turn, \

""^^ ^roup x.

Stand at ( ^ — .. .

—-Ease.
I

^^® Preliminary Group.
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Exercise 1.

'osition of " Attention."

One. \ The same as in Exercise 1, Group 1.

Two.

Three.

Four.

Five.

Six.

< The same as in Exercise 1, Group I.

s The same as in Exercise 1, Group I.

< The same as in Exercise 1, Group I.

< The same as in Exercise 1, Group I.

< The same as in Exercise 1, Group II.

I Straightening the elbows, raise the body to

I

its full extent, balancing on the hands.

Slowly bend the elbows, letting the head

down to the ground, and balance on the handu

and head.

< The same as " Seven," in Exercise 1, Group 11.

Exercise 2.

Position of " Attention."

< The same as in Exercise 1, Group I.

< The same as in Exercise 1, Group I.

< The same as in Exercise 2, Group I.

< The same as in Exercise 2, Group I.

< The same as ui Exercise 2, Group I.

Fho same as in hixyrcioe i/, v^roup j-l.

Seven.

Eight.

Nine.

One.

Two.

Three.

Four.

Five.

KilX.

Seven.

{

I
The same as in Exercise 1,

M

111.'

n'
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Ei(jht

Nine.

Position of

One.

Two.

Three.

Four.

Five.

Six.

Seven.

Fight

Class—
Front.

{

{

PHYSICAL CULTURE.

Tho sanio as in Exercise 1

.

The same as "Seven," in Exercise 2, Group 11,

Fxercine 3.

" Attention."

Tho same as in Exercise 1, Group I.

The same as in Exercise 1, Group I.

The same as in Exercise 3, Group I.

The same as in Exercise 3, Group I.

The same as in Exercise 3, Group ] J.

The same as "Seven," Exercise 1.

The same as "Eight," Exercise 1.

The same as "Six," in Exercise 3, Group IL

See S. 4, Squad Prill.

Frprcise 4.

{

I

{

{

;?—
"N.

.••.-*—-r-7 \

••«- --.

Cut 17.

Position of "Attention."

Om. (
Slowly bending the knees, bring them gently

( to the ground
; the heels must be kept together.
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Two,

7'hrfic.

Four.

Fire.

Six.

Eight.

/.
Throwing the arms to the front, roll on to the

ihcst and hands ; the elbows will be bent, the

\ hands a little outside of and in line with the

(^shoulders, and the fingers pointing forward.

j
Straighten the knees, bringing thera from the

I ground, the legs resting on the point of the feet.

j
Keeping the knees straight, raise the body as

-' high as possible by straightening the elbows.

{
(See 4, Cut 17.)

i Keeping the knees straight, sink the body to

\ the ground by bending the elbows; the face

(should just touch the ground. {See S, Cut 17.)

I The same as " Four."

I'

Bend the knees bringing them to the ground

Sp.ven. < and springing from the hands come to the kneel-

i ing position.

^ Draw the fore-part of the feet as far under

J the legs as possible, bring the body back and

j
slowly raise it erect on the feet by gradually

I straightening the knees.

Four and Five should bo repeated three or four times. The
slower they are done the more difficult the exercise becomes.
They should be repeated both in quick and slow time.

^l^f/nT {
^^^ ^' ^' ^^''^^ ^"^^•

Dismiss. \ See S. 51, Squad Drill.

»}

(
B«.ld!^ ' Li
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GROUP VII.

< S(5o Group I.

< Seo (J roup I.

I

Seo Picliniiriary Group,

Exercise 1.

Position of "Attention."

Assemble.

Right about
•—Turn.

Stdtid at—
Ease.

One.

Two.

Three.

Four.

i

i

Fiive.

The same as in Exercise 4, Group VF.

Bend over and place the hands on the ground.

Place the fo. e-arms on the ground.

«l.ringfroin either the right or the left foot
cany it and the other with it up, until hy bend^

I

mg over, they balance the body on the fore-
! arms.

' Bending the right, or the left knee, brin, the
feet and knees down to the place they first
occupied and straightening the elbows, sprin..
from the hands, coming at once to the position
or Attontion.

Exercise 2.

Position of "Attention."

Raise the arms to their full extent above tho
Oiv

Two.

.
head, draw back the left foot anlrlt^heTeilt

(of the body on it ; the chest well advanced.

Commencing to bend the body to the front
and bringing the arms and shoulders forward and
down the right knee slightly bending, spring
from both feet on to the hands, and carry the
feet up until by bending over they balance the
body over the hands.
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n'wee.

Slightly end tho elhowa, and raise the lioad,

bringing tho shouldora slightly forward, tho

balanco will bo destroyed and the legs and feet

commencing to return to tho ground, spring

smartly from the hands on to the feet, conjing

at once to tho position of Attention.

Without coming to Attention, " Two " and " Three " may be

repeated several times without pausing.

I

Exercise 3.

Position of "Attention."

Tills exercise will be the same as Exercise 2, except that in

" One," the right foot will 1)0 drawn back, and the weight of tlu^

body on it ; and in " Two," read the left knee slightly bending,

instead of the right knee slightly bending.

)•

Exercise 4.

Position of " Attention."

This exercise will be the same as Exercise 1, Group IV.,

except that tho body instead of balancing on the palms of the

hands and fingers will balance on the fingers and thumbs, they

boing spread apart.

Exercise 5.

Position of " Attention."

This exercise will be the same as Exercise 2, Group IV,,

except that the body instead of balancing on the palms of tlu;

iiands and fingers, will balance on the fingers and thumbs,

thoy being spread apart.

^fZV. {
See S. 4, Squad Drill.

I ;
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Exarcise 6,

Position of '» Attention."

One.
I

The Hinne as Exorcise 4, Croup Yl.

\ '^^^••«^7"«t'"' arms down roll on to tl.,.c.hostan.i

hands;tl.arn.hontattheeIl,owMl.,llrd
-ngah ,einadv..nceofthoWthefiS

^t.irned out, thumbs in front.
^

Thren.
|

The same as in Exercise 4, Group VI.

^W.
I

The same as in Exercise 4, Group V f.

I
The same as in Exercise 4, Group VI.

< The same as '< Four."

S^n.
I

The same « in Exeroiao 4, Group VI.

^kht.
I

The same as in Exercise 4, Group VI
" Four" and "Five," should be repeated 3 or 4 times Tl.ovshould bo repeated both in quick and slow time

^
night—

f

Turn. \
See S. 4, Squad Drill.

DisraisB.
|

See S. 61, Squad DrilL

Five.

Six.

GROUP VIII.

Jseembh.
| See Group I.

Sicyji ,:- " (

— /^r^. )
See Preliminary Group.

-t- nr.. tnr.. ...xCi.c« or tni8 Uroup, and also Groups X.
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ind XTV., if tho building is not wide enough to allow a short
run to be taken, the ri-ht hand pupil will (.orae to Attention,
take three paces to the front, halt, and turn to the left; as
Hoon as he has tried the exercise, he will walk on till he comes
to the loft of the class, when he will wheel to the left and con-
tinue on till he comes to the rear of the class, when he will
again wheel to the loft, walking on in rear of the class until
opposite to his place, ho will then turn to the front and step
up to his i)lace, halt, and stand at ease. As soon as th(* right
Land pupil has comnienced to run, the next on the right will
take three paces to the front, halt, and turn to the left, and as
soon as the first pupil commences to walk away, he v. ill com-
mence the exejcise, etc., the next to the right taking three
l)ace8 to the front, etc., and so on to the pupil in the centre of
the class.

Tiie left hand pupil will then step three paces to the front,
iialt, atid turn to the right, try the exercise, walk on till he comes
to the right of the class, wheel to the right, continue on till in
rear of the class, wheel again to the right, walk in rear of the class
until opposite his place, turn to the front, and step up to his
place, halt, and stand at ease. As soon as the left hand pupil
has commenced to run, the next on the left will take three
paces to the front, halt, and turn to the right. He will then
commence the exercise as the other walks away, proceeding as
described. When the pupils have all tried the exercise, the
teacher may direct one, or all, to repeat it if necessary.

Exercise 1.

Positionof" Attention."

Bear in min.l that the left foot is to be the foot to start
irom.

I

I

•[•ii

( 11

,»
If

'•! ff i
•
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One.

Two.

Th roe.

Four,

1

^'•^ PHYSICAL CULTUllK.

f
Take a short run, and f.t the end of the ran

wl.eji the left foot is coming to the ground
'ending the elbows throw the hands up above
the head, the chest well advanced and the
shoulders thrown back, the body slightly curved
to the rear

;
at the same time springing up

and a little backwards on the ball of the left
foot, the foot scarcely leaving the ground.
And instantaneously bringing the right foot

to the front, spring from the left foot on to the
right, throwing the left up to the rear and

' bringing the body well forward and commencing
to bend over.

*

Instantly spring from the right foot, throwing
It up to the rear, on to the hands, and allowin<r
the elbows to bend still more, bring the head to
the ground.

The body being curved, and the feet being
carried up to the rear and over to the front, as
they are coming down, spring from the haiids
and head to the feet, resuming the position of

I Attention.

Exercise 2.

Position of " Attention.'*

This exercise is the same as Exercise 1, except read "right
foot "for «' left foot " and vice ver.d.

Exercise 3

Position of "Attention."'

Take a short run, aiul at the end of the run
v'hen the right (or left) foot is coming to the
ground, throw tho hands up above the head. th.
chest well advanced, the shoulders thrown back,
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One.

Two.

Three.

and the body curved to Wm roar ; at the same time
springing up ou tlie ball of tlie right (or left)
foot, the foot scarcely leaving the ground, bring
the right (or left) foot instantly in lino with the
left (or right) foot, and aliglit on both feet

Instantly bringing the body and arms forward
pnd commencing to bend over, spring from both
feet on to the hands, and allowing the elbows to
bend still more, bring the head to the ground.
The same as "Four," in Exercise 1.

Exercise 4.

Position of " Attention."

One.
I

The same as in Exercise 4, Group VI

I
The same as in Exercise 4, Group VI

f
"

Two.

I

Three.

Four.

Five.

Six.

Seven.

Eight.

Nine.

Straighten the Icnnes, bringing them from the
.
ground, and drawing the feet forward until the

( legs rest on the tbre-part; the heels together.

•I The same as in Exercise 4, Group VI.

/ Sliding the feet back and allowing the elbows
•j

to gradually b«id, bring the fore-arms and body
{ to the ground, the face just touching the ground,
j-

Drawing the body forward and gradually
-. straightening the elbows, raise it to the position
I in "Four."

^
Continuing to draw the body forward,

•, gradually turn the hands sideways, until they are
I nearly opposite the waist.

- The same as " Five," in Exercise 4 G

/

Group

'M

P

i I

it

'i

!

Li..i_H.:

The same as " F^cur.
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Ten.

Eleven.

Tivelv.

liiyht—
Turn.

Dismiss.

PHYSICAL CULTURE.

C Sliding the body back on the fore-part of the
' feet until turning gradually the fingers point

I

forward and the hands are a little outside of and
\^in line with the shoulders.

j
The same as "Five," in Exercise 4, Group VI.

f
Roll smartly on to the back and quicklycome to

\ the feet by Exercise 4, Group III., IV., or V.

I
See S. 4, Squad Drill.

I
See 8. 51, Squad Drill.

Assemble.

Stand at—
Ease.

{

GROUP IX.

See Group I.

Soc Pieliiuinary Group.

Exercise 1.

Position of " Attention."

This exercise will be performed in the same manner as

Exercise 1, Group VIII., but without the run, the left foot
being in front.

Exercise 2.

Position of "Attention."

This exercise will be performed in the same manner as

Exercise 2, Group VIII., but without the run, the right foot

being in front.

Exercise 3.

Position of "Attention."

This exercise will be performed in the same manner as

Exercise 3, Group VIII., but without the run, both feet being
in line ; as the hands are thrown up spring on both feet,

scarcely leaving the ground, and alight on the fore-i)art of the

feet, and, as the body and arms come forward and bend over,

spring from both feet, etc.

I
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)art of th(!

gers point

nde of and

jrroup VI.

clycometo

'., or V.

11 o

anner as

iglit foot

inner as

3et being

3th feet,

rt of the

nd over,

Exercise 4.

Position.—See Exercise 4, Group II.

This exercise will bo the same as Exercise 4, Group III ex
cept that instead of end.avourin, to come up standing, on' the
oet coming to the ground in,modiat..ly spring back on to thehands and shoulders, and then spring from the hands and
shoulders to the feet, coming up to the po.sition of Attention

ofirr .f" "
''" *'""' '^'^^^ ^^™^"^ '^'^^ P-ition

of Attention, this is a vory attractive looking exercise.
Riqht—

f CI oi

Turn. \
^^^ ^- ^^ ^quad Drill.

Dismiss.
I

See S. 51, Squad Drill.

Assemble.

1 Stand at
{

1

GROUP X.

See Group I.

See Preliminary Groi

1annor as

left foot \
Exerchf 1

.

Cut IS.

Position of "Attention."

This exercise will be porformed in the same manner as Exer-
cise

1 Group VIIL, except that the head will not touch the
ground.

ki '3

.'•* w,'

l-M

f

.1

u .
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Exercise 2.

Position of "Attention."

This exercise will be performed in the same mnnner as
Exercise 2, Group VIII., except that the head will not touch
the ground.

Exercise 3.

Position of " Attention."

This exercise will be performed in the same manner as
Exercise 3, Group VIII., except that the head will not touch
the ground.

\

Exercise 4.

Position of " Attention."

One.

f Carry the left foot and arm out to the left,

the palm of the hand towards the floor, thumb
pointing to the left, the left shoulder lowered

I and the right raised ; the right arm raised
above the head and slightly bent at the elbow,
the palm of the hand towards the left, thumb to

\
the rear.

Two.

Three.

( Spring to the left on to the hands, carrying
< the feet up and over to the left, and springing

( from the hands bring the feet to the ground.

{
Come to the position of Attention.

This exorcise may be repeated several times in succession
going in a straight line to the left, or round in a circle."^

' '



nnner as

QOt touch

'-vcaajuii.

Right-
Tarn.

Dismiss.

CALISTHENICS.

See S. 4, Squad Drill.

See S. 5i, Squad Drill.

il7

A ssemhle.

Stand at—
Ease.

{

GROUP XI.

See Group I.

See Preliminary Group.

Exercise 1.

Position of " Attention.-'

This exercise will be performed in the same manner as
Exercise 1, Group X., but without the run, the left foot being
in front

;
it may be repeated several times in succession, gointr

straight to the front.

Exercise 2.

Position of " Attention."

This exercise will be performed in the same manner as
Exercise 2, Group X., but without the run, the right foot being
in front; it may be repeated several times in succession, goin»
stiaight to the front.

Exercise 3.

Position of " Attention."

This exercise will be performed in the same manner as
Exeicise 3, Group, X., but without the run, both feet being im
line; as the hands are thrown up, spring on both feet, scarcely

I ,1

ll

,t
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leaving the ground, and alight on the fore-part of the feet, and
as the body and arms instantly come forward and bend over
spring from both feet, etc.

Exercise 4.

Position of " Attention."

This exercise will be performed in the same manner as
i^xercise 4, Group X., only read "iiigbt'' for -Left" wherever
it occurs and vice versa.

Bight— ( „ ^
Turn. \

^®® S 4, Squad Drill.

dismiss.
I

See S. 51, Squad Drill.

Assemhlf.

Stand at—
Ease. 1

GROUP XII.

See Group I.

See Prelinnnary Group.

Exercise 1,

Position of " Attention."

One.
I

The same as in Exercice 2, Group VII.

Two.
I

The same as in Exercise 2, Group Vil.

Three. \ Walk on the hands to the front.

Four.
I

The same as « Three," Exercise 2, Group VII.
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b " wherever
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Exercisa 2.

Position oc " Attention."

Om. . The E.Amo as in Exercise 3, Group VII.

< The same as in Exercise 3, Group VII.

Walk on the hands to the roar.

119

Two.

Three.

Four,
I

Allow the feet to overbalance and .spring from

-^ the haiids to the feet, coming to the position of

[^
Attention.

I

\

Exercise 3.

Cut 10.

Position of <•' Attention."—Standing with the back to the
wall, distant 24 inches, more or less, according to the size cf the
pupil, from it.

One. i Turn the backs of the hands to the front.

'V

) >

r ^

-.1 li
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Two,

Three.

Four.

Five.

Six.

Right.—
Turn.

Smartly throw the arniH up in front bending
the elbows and bringing the hands above and
a little behind the head, backs of the hands
down, and fingers pointing to the rear.

Bend over backwards bringing the hands to
the wall. {See Cut 19.)

Keep on bending until the hands which have
been moving down the wall come to the ground.
The pupil sliould at first only bend a short

distance, andtlien return to the upright, gradually
bending farther as he gets more practice, until

finally he is able with ease to bend until his

\hands come to the ground.

Bringing the hands from tlie ground to the
wall, and moving them up, bring the body up,

the hands above the head and against the wall.

Spring from the hands and bring them down
to the sides, coming to the position of Attention.

See S. 4, Squad Dria

Dismiss. \ See S. 51, Squad Drill.

Assemble.
{

GROUP XIII.

See Group I.

Ease.
I

®®® Preliminary Group.

There are numerous variations and combinations of the
exercises in this group which any one having learned the
exercises here given, can, by a little ingenuity, easily find out
for himself.
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Exercwe 1,

Position of " Attention."

i
Bring the left le^ across in front of the right,

One.

Two.

Three.

Four.

Five.

Glcange.

< the inside of the left knee being against the
t outside of the riglit.

/ Raise the fore-part of the feet, and keeping
\ the body steady while turning on the heels,

I

make a complete circle, the right shoulder
^ leading.

Bring the fore-part of the feet to the ground

;

the outside of the left knee will now be against
the inside of the right.

. Raise the fore-part of the feet, and keeping

J
the body steady while turning on the heels,

j
make a complete circle, the left shoulder

V leading.

( Bring the fore-part of the feet to the ground ;

«j
the pupil will now be in the same position as

( he was in " One."

( On the word "Change," come to the posi-

\ tion given at the head of the next exercise.

i i.\

'hi

Exercise 2.

Position of " Attention."

This exercise will be performed in the same manner as
Exercise 1, only read ''right" for "left" wherever it occurs,
and vice versa.

Exercise 3.

Position of « Attention."

One. i. The same as in Exercise 1.

*-

1'

' 1

I'i
I 'i
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tr

J!

! I

i i

Two.

Three,

Four.

Five.

Change.

Raise the heels, and keeping tlie body steatly

while turning on the fore-part of the feet, make

a complete circle, the right shoulder leading.

Bring the heels to the ground ; the outside of

the left knee 11 now be against the inside of

the right.

j The same as " Two," only the left shoulder is

( leading.

< Bring the heels to the ground.

j See Exercise 1.

Exercise 4.

Position of " Attention."

This exercise will be performed in the same manner as

Exercise 3, only read " right " for " left " wherever it occurs,

and vice verad.

Exercise 5.

Position of " Attention."

(Spring straight up, commencing to bring the

right shoulder around as the feet are leaving

the ground, and describing a complete circle,

alight on the fore-part of the feet, as nearly as

possible in the place they occupied before.

At first, turning only three-quarters of the circle will be

practised.

Exercise 6.

Position of " Attention."

This exercise will be performed in the same manner as

Exercise 5, except that the left shoulder will be brought

around as the feet are leaving the ground.

Turn. \
^^^ ^'

'
^^^^^ ^*'i^^-

Dismiss. < See S. 5, Squad Drill.
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manner as

GROUP XIV.

Assemble. \ Soo Group I.

Stand at

Ease. I
See Proliininary Group and Group VIII.

Exercise 1.

Position of " Attention."

B.'ar in mind that the left foot is the foot to start frojn.

One.

Two.

Three.

Four.

\ The same as in Exercise 1, Group VIII.

< The same as in Exercise 1, Group VIII.

i Instantly spring from the right foot on to

I the hands, and the arms being straight, allow

(
the elbows to bend a little.

The feet being carried up and over, (the

knees kept straight and the body well curved)
as they aro coming down spring from the

hands to the feet, coming up standing per-

^fectly erect.

Exercise 2.

Position of " Attention."

Bear in mind that the right foot is to be the foot to start
from.

This exercise is the same as Ex'Tclse 1, except read <« right
foot" for "left foot," and vke vcrsd.

Exercise 3.

Position of " Attention."

One.
I

The same as in Exercise 3, Group VIII.

I
I

..' i:

:
r~

"

li

I?-

>i

f'

U;

-!.

ii I
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Two.

Three.

Right—
Turn.

Dismiss.

PHYSICAL Oin.TURE.

Instantly bringing tli(5 l.ocly and arms forwanl
and commencing to l)end over, «pring from 1 oth
feet on to the hands, and the arms boi.,..

straight, allow the elbows to bend a little.

The same as « Four," in Exorcise 1.

See S. 4, Squad Drill.

See S. 51, Squad Drill.

•^^->>fepfl^<0.
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GYMNASTICS.

LIGHT DUMB-BELL SERIES OP
EXERCISES.*

Axsemhle. \ See Modes of Formation.

of "Attention." The Uumb-btills being held inI'oaition

tin; hands.

Salute.

A Uentiou.

On the word "Salute," slowly depress the

chin and slightly bend the body, drawing back
the hips, at the same time draw back the right

foot until the ball of the foot is behind and
about an inch from the heel of the left, the
weight of the body being principally on the
right log, the feet flat on the ground, and the
knees straight throughout; at the same time
bending the elbows, bring the dumb-bell in the
right hand up in front of and against the chest,

the upper part being against the front of the left

shoulder, the dumb-bell in the left hand being
brought up behind, and resting against the back.

( On the word "Attention," which should not

\ be given until after a slight pause, come to that
' position, but not too quickly.

* Repeat each of the exercises 3, 4, 6, 8, 9 or 12 times before proceeding
to the next. They should first be learned separately ; afterwards they will
be executed in quick time, excej)t where otherwise specified, without any
pause between the numbers or exercises, commencing at the first exercise
and finishing at the last. At an entertainment this series of exercises
should be accompanied by music.

i'

I *Ml

t i- \

M
a

vj| ft
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Exfrcisa 1.

I;

{ \

: T 1=5

2

Cut 20.

Position of " Attention," except the arms, which are kept
straight, raised, and brought to the front with the dumb-bells
together and in front of the neck and lower part of the face;
backs of the hands outwards. {See i, out 20.)

Separate the dumb-bells smartly, Keeping tli(^

arms straight and bringing them back on a^line
with the shoulders, but not with too much force

.
{See 2, cut 20.)

( Keeping the arms straight, bring the dunil,-

. bells together in front of the neck and lower
( part of the face. {See 1, cut 20.)

^

On the word " Change," come to the position
given at the head of the next exercise.

One.

Two.

Change.
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Exercise 2.

'>:y^-\"

\.

ich aro k('j)t

e dumb-bells

of the face;

Positi

Keeping tlie
are turn

ck on a line

much force. One.

q the dunil-

: and lower Two.

the position

se. Channt

Cut 21.

Position of •' Attention," except that the backs of the hands
are turned iu ; thumbs to the rear. {See 1, cut 21.)

I Keep the arms straight, and raise them side-

l ways from the shoulders, until the dumb-bells
\ meet above the head. {See 2, cut 21.)

Separate the dumb-bells smartly, keep the
arms straight, and bring them down sideways,
until the backs of the hands touch tbp Iptrg

I ^

On the word '« Change," come to the position

(
given at the head of the next exercise.

P

^t-

n

u
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Exercise 3.

Positiou of .. Attention," excopt the armK the left „,

I ng the arm in hne with the shoulders, (the eyosOne.
j

to folkw the du„,l>bell) at the same t ,e ben
"S the „,ht elbow and wrist, bring the du.nb-

Vbell in the right hand to the shoulder.

/Straighten the right elbow and wrist, extend-

^-^a
j

to fo low the du,nb-bell) at the same time bend-

Z^ l\'''''trr^ ^"''' •'""S*'>« dumb.
Vbell in tlie left hand to the shoulder.

Cham/e. i .

On the word " Change," come to the position
I given at the head of the next exercise.

f!

Exercise 4.

Position of "Attention," except that the arms are bent at

tttuZ: ™^*^' ''-' '''-' '-'' ''^ ^-^-^^"« rest on

I

Straighten both arms at the elbows and wrists
^ extending them in line with the shoulders.

I
Bend the arms at the elbows and wrists, and

(
brnror the dumb-bells to the shoulders.

On the word " Change," draw back th^. H.l.f

One.

Two.

Change, foot coming to the position gi vc^^'It Te hid
V ot tJio next exercise.
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Exercise 5

129

1/ \/JA V.../.^ -^
\7"" /V^)

Cm< 22.

"Third Position," as explained in Exercise 6, First Series,

Calisthenics, except that the right arm will be behind, and
the dumb-bell against the back ; the left arm hanging down
outside of, and in line with the left leg.

One,

T,too.

nn rer,.

f Bend over, letting tha left arm go down,
\J until the dumb-bell touches the ground outside

of, and in line with the left foot. (See 1, cut

22.)

I

Straighten the left knee and bend the right,

I bringing the body to the upright. {Sm 2%ia
\22.)

I Bend the left arm at the elbow, raf.sir.g the
dumb-bell until it nearly touches the front part

I of the shoulder. {See 3, cut 22.)

(• ii

M
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I
i

Four.

Five.

Six.

{

iSevfim.

PHYSICAL CULTURE.

Elevate the dumb-bell above the head to the
I full extent of the arm. (See 4, cut 22.)

( Bend the arm at the elbow, bringing the

< dumb-bell down to the shoulder, rear part nearly
(touching. (See 3, cut 22.)

( Straighten the arm and drop it to the side
I (See 2, cut 22.)

I Straighten the right knee and bend the left

.j
coming to the " Third Position » as before ex-

(
plained.

Chamje. | ^^ ^^^ ^^ord " Change," come to the position
I given at the head of the next exercise.

Exercise 6.

"Third Position," as explained in Exercise 6, First Series
Calisthenics, except that the left arm will be behind and the
dumb-bell against the back

; the right arm hanging' down in
front of the right, and inside of the left leg.

Bend over, letting the right arm go down
until the dumb-bell touches the ground inside of,

and in line with the left foot,

/ Straighten the left knee and bend the right,

(^
bringing the body to the upright.

Bend the right arm at the elbow, raising the

dumb-bell until it nearly touches the front part
of the shoulder.

r Elevate the dumb-bell above the head to the

1 full extent of the arm.

j
Bend the arm at the elbow, bringing the

\ dumb-bell down to the shoulder, rear part nearly
' touching.

I

Straighten the arm and drop it to the side.

One.

Two.

Three.

Four.

Five.

Six.
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Seven.

Change.

f Straighten the right knee and bend the left,

< coming to the " Third Position," as before ex-
' plained.

f On the word « Change," come to the position

( given at the head of the next exercise.

Exercise 7.

" Third Position," as explained in Exercise 6, First Series,

(Calisthenics, except the arms, the left arm hanging down outside

of and in line with the left leg ; the right arm hangin*^ down
in front of the right and inside of the left leg.

Bend over, letting the arms go down until the

dumb-bells touch the ground, the left outside,

and the right inside of, and in line with the left

foot,

f Straighten the left knee and bend the right,

I bringing the body to the upright.

/ Bend the arms at the elbows, raising the

Three. < dumb-bells, until they nearly touch the front
' part of the shoulders.

f Elevate the dumb-bells above the head to the

1 full extent of the arms.

r Bend the arms at the elbows, bringing the

I dumb-bells down to the shoulders,

f Straighten the arms and drop them to the

I sides.

One.

Two.

Four.

Fine.

Six.

( Straighten the right knee and bend the left.

Seven. < coming to the " Third Position," as before ex-
' plained.

Change. < forward, coming to the position given at the

I head of the next exercisa

I

=t i

i !'
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Exercise 8.

" Third Position," as explained in Exercise 3, First Series
Calisthenics, except the arms, the left arm hanging down in
ront of the left and inside of the right leg; the right ann

I'oing behind and the dnvK-bell agc^inst the back.
Bond

:

V >3tti„g the left arm go down, until
the dumbloil touches the ground, inside of and
in line with the right foot.

Straighten the right knee and bend the left
bringing the body to the upright.
Bond the left arm at the elbow, raising the

dumb-bell until it nearly touches the front part
of the shoulder.

r Elevate the dumb-bell above the head to the
( full extent of the arm.

Bend the arm at the elbow, bringing the
dun.b-bell down to the shoulder, rear part
nearly touching.

I
Straighten the arm and drop it to the side.

( Straighten the left knee and bend the ri-lit

< coming to the - Third Position," as before^ex'
V plained.

I
On the word « Change," come to the position

I given at the head of the next exercise.

Exercise 9.

" Third Position," as explained in Exercise 3, First Series

dumbtn
"' '"? T' *'' '''' ^^'" ""^ ^^ "-^' -J *hedunb-bel against the back; the right arm hanging down

outside of, and in line with the right leg.

n.. J ^-^"^
""""'' ^'**"'^ *^" "g^* ^^«^ ffo down

One.
^ until the dumb-bell touches the ground^ outside

of, and m line with the right foot.

One.

7'tvo.

Three.

Four.

Five.

Six.

Seven.

Change.
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Two.

Three.

Four.

Five.

Six.

Seven.

Change.

{

{

i

Straighten the right knee and bend the left.

f Bend the right arm at the elbow, raising the

< dumb-bell until it nearly touches the front part
V of the shoulder.

Elevate the dumb-bell above the head, to the

full extent of the arm.

Bend the arm at the elbow, bringing the
dumb-bell down to the shoulder, rear part nearly

( touching.

< Straighten the arm and drop it to the side.

f Straighten the right knee and bend the left,

< coming to the " Third Position," as before ex-
' plained.

f On the word " Change," come to the position

1 given at the head of the next exercise.

Exercise 10.

" Third Position," as explained in Exercise 3, First Series,
Calisiluaiics, except the arms, the riglit arm hanging down'out-
side of, and in line with the right leg ; the left arm hanging
down m front of the- left and inside of the right le^

/ Bend over, letting the arms go down until the

One. J dumb-bells touch the ground, the left inside and

I

the right outside of, and in line with the right
^ foot.

( Straighten the right knee and bend the left,

I
bringing the body to the upright.

( Bend the arms at the elbows, raising the
J dumb-bells until they touch the front part
I of the shoulders.

I Elevate the dumb-bells above the head to the
( full extent of the arms.

Two.

Three.

Four.

if!

|i U ^ i

M ;

li
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Flue.

Six.

Seven.

Change.

{

Bond the arms at the olbowH, bringing tho
dumb-bells down to the shoulders.

I Straighten the arms and drop them to thu
( sides.

Straighten the left knee and bend the right,
coming to tho " Third Position " as before ex-
plained.

On the word "Change," draw back the right
foot, coming to the position given at the head
of the next exercise.

Exercise 11.

Position of "Attention," except that the dumb-bell in tho
left hand is elevated over the head ; thumb to the front.

ir eeping the left arm straight, bring it down
to the left until it comes to the side, thumb to

One. -l

^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ the same time keeping the right

arm straight, raise it to the right, until the

dumb-bell is over the head,'thumb to the front,

and bend the body to the left.

r Keeping the right arm straight bring it down
I to the right until it comes to the side, thumb to

Two. I *^^ ^^°^*' ^* *^® ^^"^^ ^^™^ keeping the left arm

I

straight, raise it to the left, until the dumb-bell
I is over the head, thumb to the front, and bend
Vthe body to the right.

On the word " Change," come to the positionChange, i
given at the head VfJ. tile nnext exercise.
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r^

\\

Cut 23.

\ n\

Position of •' Attention.'

One.

Two.

Three.

Four

i Raise the arms from the elbows to the front,

I a little higher

cut 23.)

jher than the waist ; thumbs up. {See

)
Straighten the arms, extending them to the

I
front, backs of the hands down. {See S, cut 28.)

J
Bend the elbows and bring the arms back to

I
position as in « One." {See 2, cut 23.)

\

Straighten the arms, elevatin^

over the head, backs of the hands
cut 23.)

th( dumb bellf

out. {See 4,

' W
'
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I

i i

I-

1

- 'Ml

Five.

Six,

Seven.

Eight.

Change.

Two.

Three.

Four.

Five.

Six.

Change.

PHYSICAL CULTURE.

I
The same as '• Three."

I
The same as "Two."

s The same as "Til r(!e."

^
Drop the arms to the sides. (See /, cut 23.)

j On the word " Change " couu- lo the position

(
given at th.i head of the next exercise.

Exercise 13.

" Attention."

Bend the knees and lower the l,ody, keopin<^
It nearly perpendicular until the dumb-boils
touch the ground, outside of, and in line with
the feet

; feet flat on the ground.
r Straighten the knees and raise the body to the
I erect position.

j
Bend the arms at the elbows, raising the

\ dumb-bells until they touch the front part of the
V shoulders.

r Elevate the dumb-bells above the head to the
I full extent of the arms.

Bend the arms at the elbows, bringing tho
dumb-bells down to the shoulders.

Straighten the irms, dropping them to the
sides.

1

I

( On the word " Change," come to the position
I given at the head of the next exercise.

Exercise 14,

Position of " Attention."

J

Swing the durn b-bells upwards to the front, and
One. < bending the elbows, allow them to pass above

(
the head and behind the shoulders.
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1^ Straighton tlin amis at the elbows and swing

Two. •! them down, allowing the dumb-bells to pass the

I legs to the rear as far as they will go.

The body must bo kept steady and erect throughout the

exercise.

^, , On the word " Change," spring smartly to the

\ position given at the head of tho next exercise.

Exercise. 15.

(• <•
i

Cut u.

Position.—The legs are apart, about from 16 to 24 inches

(according to size of pupil), the knees straight, the heels in line

;

the right arm behind the back, back of the hand in, and the

dumb-bell resting against the back ; left arm bent at the elbow

and raised at the shoulder ; the dumb-bell over and behind the

i i

f •'!

r if" i
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One.

shouHor, and the body bent slightly to tho rear. (^. ,

C straighten the left elbow, and bending over
/ swmg the dumb boll in tho left hand down ,,..'

ween the leg,, keeping the knees atraigh,

r»o.
j
body back to the " Position," a» above describ,,!

(
{See i, cw« ,9.^4.)

aan^^fl. I .

^"^ *^\^«^^ " C^^"ge." come to tho position
^

1
given at the head of the next exercise.

Exercise 16.

Position -The legs are apart, about from 16 to 24 inchesaccorchngto the size of thepupil.) the knees straight, the heehne; the eft arm behind the back, back of the h^^d in an"dumb-bel restmg against the back ; right arm bent at the elband raised at the shoulder; the dumb-bell over and beh nd thshoulder, and the body bent slightly to the rear.

I
Straighten the right elbow and bending ovc..

j
swing the dumb-bell in the right hand down'

(
between the legs, keeping the knees straight.

)
body back to the « Position " as above described

Chzr^e, I .

^"^
'^;rf

" ^^^"g«'" ^o"^e to the position
1 given at the head of the next exercisa

Exercise 17.

Position.—The same as in Exercise 16.

(
Straighten the right elbow and bending ov.r

Ur^. < swing the dumb-bell in the right hand down be:

(
^^^^^ *^^ J«g«. keeping the knees straight

One.

Two.
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Tioo.

Three.

Four.

Change.
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;

' Bringing the body up and bonding 8lightly to

tho rear swing the dumb-bell in the right hand
around this right leg and bending the elbow,

bring it up behind and against the back, back

of the hand in ; at the same time bringing tho

left arm and dumb-bell from behind the back,

bend tho elbow and raise the dumb-bell over and
\ behind tho shoulder.

Straighten the left elbow, and bending over
J swing till! dumb-bell in the left hand down be-

( tween the legs, keeping the knees straight.

I
Bringing the body up and bending slightly

I
to the rear, swing the dumb-bell in the left hand

I
around the left leg and bending the elbow,

J
bring it up behind and against the back, back

of the hand in ; at the same time bringing the

right arm and dumb-bell from behind the back,

bend the elbow and raise the dumb-bell over and

I behind the shoulder.

On the word " Change," spring smartly to

the position given at the head of the next exer-

cise.

Exercise 18.

Position of " Attention," except that the arms, keeping

Lhein straight, are raised in line with the shoulders, backs of the

hands up, thumbs to the front.

One. < Turn the arms over, backs of the hands down.

Two. \ Turn the arms over, backs of the hands up.

( On the word " Change," come to the position

Change. ^ given at the head of the next exercise.

^ !

i

i

ft- I f

It 1^W
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Bxercise 19.

Position of "Attention," exoopt that tho dumb-hells ar»

^^«.
I

Turn the arms, backs of tho hands to the rear.

^tvo.
I

Turn the arms, backs of the hands to the front.

Chauffe. J
.

On the word « Change," come to the position

(
given at the head of the next exercise.exercise.

Exercise 20.

Position of "Attention " exconi- fl,af +1,

inW, Wei with the^.Z^^. ^^Z^:^''
One.

I

Turn the arms over, backs of the hands up.

^^0.
I

Turn the arms over, backs of the hands down.

Change. I .

^^ *^^« ^^^d - Change," come to the position
\
given at the head of the next exercise.

Exercise 21.

Position of " Attention," except that the arms are bent at theelbows, fore-arms straight to the front, backs of thehal down
One.

I
^

^"^^ *^« dumb-bells over, backs of the hands

^*^'''
{ down'""

^^^ ^""""^-^^"^ ^^e^' backs of the hands

Change. { .

^^ ^^^ ^^^^ " Change," come to the position
\
given at the head of the next exercise.

Exercise 22.

Position of "A ttentinn » o^pp^j. 4.1. _. . , , . ,

are turned to the front
^ "''^ °* ""' '"""'^
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b-bells aro 1
Om.

icks of the I Two,

'o the rear. 1 Change.

) the front. I
le position 1

j
Turn the arms around, backs of the hands to

\ the rear.

J
Turn the arms around, backs of the hands to

I
the front.

j
On the word " Change," come to tho position

(
given at the head of tlie next exerci.se.

Exercise 23.

„ ''•'''••.../if^.

Cut 25.

Position of " Attention," except that the arms are bent at
tho elbows and raised from the shoulders, the dumb-bells being
above and behind the shoulders. {See 1, cut So.)

Straighten the arms at the elbows and swing
them down, allowing the dumb-bells to pass the

legs to the rear as far as they will go, at the

, I

I*.

-lij.

ii

*i^
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One.

Two.

Change.

One.

PHYSICAL CULTUKE.

same time bend the knees and hips and lower
the body keeping it nearly perpendicular

; the
dumb-bolls just touching the ground in passing
he legs. {See 2, cut 25.) Then raise the body

l>y straightening the legs.

r Swing the dumb-bells up, until they are above
\
and behind the shoulders. {See 1, cut 25.

)

(
On the word « Change/' come to the position

\
given at the head of the next exercise.

Exercise 24.

I'osition.—The same as in Exercise 23.

I Straighten the arms at the elbows and swin.
^ them down, allowing the dumb-bells to pass to
\ the rear as far as they will go.

{Swing the dumb-bells up until they are above
and behind the shoulders, at the same time
>endmg the hips and knees, lower the body
keeping it nearly perpendicular, and straight-
ening the legs, raise the body to the erect
position.

Change. [ .

^" *^^ ^°^^ " ^'^ange," come to the position
1
given at the head of the next exercise.

Exercise 25.

The same as in Exercises 23 and 24.

Straighten the arms at the elbows and swing
hem down, allowing the dumb-bells to pass the
legs to the rear as far as they will go, at the

- same time bend the knees and hips and lower
the body, keeping it nearly perpendicular, the
dumb-bells just touching the ground in passing
he legs, then raise the body by straightening

Two.

Position.

—

One.

I



Tim.

Change.
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r Swing the dumb-bolls up until they are above

I

and behind the shoulders, at the same time
y bendinj; the hips and knees, lower the body,

^ keeping it nearly perpendicular, and straight-
ening the legs raise the body to the erect

Imposition.

On the word " Change," come to the position
given at the head of the next exercise.

ExercAso, 26.

{

Cut m.

Position of « Attention," excnnt that the left arm is bent at
the eibow and raised from the shoulder over the head ; back of
ihe hand to the rear.

I 1
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One,

One.
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( Press the shoulders back and circle the duml,
< bell m the left hand round the head from front
I to rear.

Change, / .

^"^ *^^ ^^^^ " Change," come to the position
I given at the head of the next exercise.

Exercise 27.
Position.—The same as in Exercise 2Q.

Press the shoulders back and circle the dumb-
bell m the left hand round the head from rear
to front.

Charcge. [ .

^" ^^^ ^^^^ " Change," come to the position
I
given at the head of the next exercisa

'

Exercise 28.
Position of "Attention," except tl,at the right arm is bent

o1:L^:r;or:::r™"''^-''-'^-~--^-

One i 1

.^''"^'^ ^^.^ho-W^" b^ob and circle the duml,-One. J bell ,n the right hand round the head from front
V to rear.

Chanje. [ .

^^ *^^ ^^^^ " Change," come to the position
\
gi-en at the head of the next exercise.

Exercise 29.
P' sition.- the same as in Exercise 28.

One i JuV^"")""^.'''
^''^ '""^ ^^-^^ *h- dumb-One.

j
bel in the right hand round the head from rear

V to front.

Change. I .

^^ ^^^^^^'^ " Change," come to the position
1
given at the head of the next exercise.

Exercise 30.
Position of "Attention." exoent fbnf fl,«

the elbows nn.1 , • ^ iJ , ^ *^^ ^™« ^^e bent atthe elbows and raised from the shoulders over the head • nVbfhand in front and backs of the hands to the rear.
^
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One.

Change.

{Press the shoulders back and circle the dumb-
bells round the head from front to rear, com-
mencing with the left and following with the
right.

r On the word "Change," come to the position

\ given at the head of the next exercise.

Exercise 31.

Position.—The same as in Exercise 29, except that the left

hand is in front.

{Press the shoulders back and circle the dumb-
bells round the head from rear to front, com-
mencing with the right and following with the
left.

/ On the word " Change," draw back the right

Change. } foot, coming to the position given at the head of

( the next exercise.

Exercise 32.

" Third Position," as explained in Exercise 6, First Series,

Calisthenics, except that the body is bent over the left {&» and
the dumb-bell that was in the right hand is placed on the
giQund inside of and touching the left foot, the other dumb-
Ijell being in the left hand ; the arms hanging down, the left

outside and the right inside of and to the rear of the left lew.

One.

Two.

Three.

Four.

Change.

{ Pass the dumb-bell from the left hand, behind

( the left leg, to the right hand.

( Bring the left arm outside of, and the right

(
arm inside of the left leg, round to the front.

[ Pass the dumb-bell from the right hand, in

( front of the left leg, to the left hand.
Rrina tbft laff. avm nii4-aiAa. ryf -^J J.1- - • 1 .o — "t.,, -,-M-.'«ivio oi, axiu itiii) rignt

arm inside of the left leg, round to the rear.

I
On the word " Change," corce to the position

(
given at the head of the next exercise.

I
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Position.

One.

Two.

Three.

Four.

PHYSICAL CULTURE.

Exercise 33.

• The same as in Exercise 32.

/ Bring the left arm round outside of, and the

-j
right arm inside of the left leg, round to the

I front.

( Pass the dumb-bell from the left hand, in

\ front of the left leg, to the right hand.

( Bring the left arm round outside, and the

(
right arm round inside of the left leg, to the rear.

I Pass the dumb-bell from the right hand, in rear

\ of the left leg, to the left liand.

Change [ ^^ *^^ "^^^^ " Change," come to the position
^ •

( given at the head of the next exercise.

Exercise 34.

Position.—The same as in Exercises 32 and 3^ except that
the right knee is bent and the left straight, thJIody beudin"
over the right leg and the arms hanging down, the left inside
and the right outside of, and to the rear of the right \e(*.

Pass the dumb bell from the left hand, behind
the right leg, to the right hand.

Bring ^he left arm round inside, and the right

arm round outside, to the front of the right leg.

Pass the dumb-bell from the right hand, in

front of the right leg, to the left hand.

Bring the left arm round inside, and the right

arm around outside, to the rear of the right leg.

On the word " Change," come to the position

One.

Two,

Three.

Four.

Change.

Position.—

One.

{

{

I

I

(
given at the head of the next exercise.

Exercise 35.

-The same as in Exercise 34.

{Bring the left arm around inside, and the

right arm around outside, to the front of the

right leg.
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Two.

Three,

Four.

Change.

C

Pass tho dumb-bell from the loft hand, in
front of the right leg, to the right hand.

Bring the left arm around inside, and the
right arm around outside, to the roar of the
right leg.

Pass the dumb-bell from the right hand,
behind the right leg, to the left hand.
On the word " Change," come to the position

given at the head of the next exercise.

Exercise 36.

'Third Position," as explained in Exercise 6, First Series,
Calisthenics, except that the body is turned to the half-right,'
and bent over

; the dumb-bell that was in the right hand bdng
on the ground inside of and touching the left foot, the other
dumb-bell being in the left hand ; the arms hanging down, the
left inside of the left leg, and the right outside of the right
leg. (^S'ee i, cut 27.)

i Bring the left arm round to the outside of
I the left leg, and the right arm round to the
( inside of tho right leg. {See 2, cut 27.)

One
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Two.

Three.

Four.

ChaTige.

I

1

{

Straightening the left leg and bending the
right, pass the dumb-bell behind tlie left leg,

from the left hand to the right hand.

Turn the body to the right, bringing the left

arm around to the inside of the left leg, and the

right arm around to the outside of the right leg.

{See 3, cut 27.)

Straightening the right leg and bending the

left, pass the dumb-bell behind the right leg,

from the right hand to the left.

On the word " Change," come to the position

given at the head of the next exercise.

One.

Two.

' Exercise 37.

Position.—The same as in Exercise 36, except that the body
is turned to tlie right.

Straightening the left leg and bending the

right, pass the dumb-bell behind the right lee.

from the left hand to the right.

Turning the body to the half-right, bring the

left arm around to the outside of the left le<^

and the right arm around to the inside of the

right leg.

Straightening the right leg and bending the

left, pass the dumb-bell behind the left leg, from

the light hand to the left.

Turning the body to the right, bring the left

arm around to the inside of the left leg, and the

right arm around to the outside of the ri<rht leir.

On the word " Change," bring the right foot

up to the left, then draw back the left foot and

come to the position given at the head of tlic

next exercise.

Three.

Four.

Change.
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iendins: the

Exercise 38.

"Third Position," aa explained in Excoise 3, First SeriesOatahon.cs except that the body is br.nt over the right liand one dun,b-l,ell is on the ground inside of the rilt £o!f

'

1.0 other dumb-bell being in the left hand ; the arms hangint

One,

Two.

Three.

Four.

Change.

I

Pass the dumb-bell from the left hand, behind
i tho right leg, to the right hand.

I
Bring the left arm inside of, and the rightarm outside of the right leg, round to the front

i Pass the dumb-bell from the right hand, in
( front of the right leg, to the left hand

I

Bring the left arm inside of, and the right arm
( outside of the right leg, round to the rear

I

On the word «« Change," come to the position
I given at the head of the next exercise.

Exercise 39.

Position.—The same as in Exercise 38.

One.

Two.

Three.

Four.

Change.

{

I

Bring the left arm inside of, and the rightarm outside of the right leg, round to the front
Pass the dumb-bdl from the left hand, in

front of the right leg, to the right hand
Bring the left arm inside of, and the right arm

outside of the right leg, round to the rear

I

Pass the dumb-bell from the right 'hand
I behind the right leg, to the left hand

I

On the word " Change," come to the position
I given at the head of the next exercise.

Exercise 40.
Position.- The same as in Exercises 38 and 39, except that^i''> i^'ft, Icnee is Lent and the right straight, the b^drb'ndfng

.

i
\%-
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over the left leg, and the arms hanging clown, the left outside
of, and to the rear, and the riglit inside of, and to the rear of
the left leg.

( Pass the dumb-])ell from the left hand, be-

I
hind the left leg, to the right hand.

C Bring the left arm round outside, and the

J right arm round inside to the front of tlie left

(leg.

( Pass the dumb-bell from the right hand, in

i front of the left leg, to the left hund.

Bring the left arm round outside, and the

right arm round inside to the rear of the left

leg.

J On the word " Change," come to the position

I
given at the head of the next exercise.

One.

Two.

Three.

Four.

Change.

Exercise 41.

Position.—The same as in Exercise 40.

One.

Two.

Three.

Four.

Bring the left arm round outside, and thp

right arm, round inside to the front of the left

leg.

f Pass the dumb-bell from the left hand, in

j
front of the left leg, to the right hand.

Bring the left arm round outside and the

right arm, round inside to the rear of the left

)
Pass the dumb-bell from the right hand,, be-

I

hind the left leg, to the left hand.
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Change. [ .

^"^ *^® ^""''^ " ^^^^8< come to the position

I

given at the head of the next exercise.

Exercise 42,

"Third Position," as explained in Exercise 3, First Series
Calisthenics, except that the body is turned to the half-left, and
bent over

;
the dumb-bell that was in the right hand, being on

he ground inside of, and touching the right foot, the other
umb-bell being in the right hand ; the arms hanging down, the

left outside of the left leg, and the right inside of the right leg.

Bring the left arm round to the inside of the
left leg, and the right arm round to the outside
of the right leg.

Straightening the right leg and bending the
left, pass the dumb-bell behind the right leg,

One.

Two.

from the right hand to the left.

Three.

Turn the body to the left, bringing the left
arm round to the outside of the left leg, and
the right arm, round to the inoide of the right
1Of

Four.

Change.

( Straightening the left leg and bending the

<^
right, pass the dumb-bell behind the left leg,

[^
from the left hand to the right.

On the word *' Change," come to the position
given at the head of the next exercise.

Exercise 43.

Position.—The same as in Exercise 42, except that the bodv
IS turned to the left.

^
Straightening the right leg and bending the

One. I left, pass the dumb-bell behind the left leg,
from the right hand to the left
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Four.

Ch'iunge.

PHYSICAL CULTUUK.

/ Turn th(, body to tl.o half-I.-ft britiging tho

J loft una round to t)..* imido of tho loft leg" and

j

tho right ana round to tho outbido of tho li.^Iit

j
Straightening th(^ left ]vg and Lending tiio

)
riglit, pa.s3 tho dunih-boll heliind tho riglit leg.

I

Turn tho body to tho left, ])ringing tho left

•^
arm round to tlio outside of tho left leg, and the
right arm round to tho insido of tho right l(>g.

On tho^vord " ('hange," taking up tho otk-r
dumb-bell and bringing up tho left foot to tiic

I

right, coiuo to tho j.osition given at the head of

^ tho next oxereise.

' Exercise 41.

(

:>1

Cut 28.

Position of "Attention," except that tho back of the loft
hand is turned to the front.



i
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Tm.

Change.

I

( Swing the left arm out to tlio loft, and up as
One. J high as it will go ; back of the haiiU to the front.

(
{See 1, cut 28.)

( Swing it clown, letting it bond at the elbow
I
and pass behind the back. {See 2, cut 28.)

( On the word " Chunge," come to the position

(
given at the head of the next exercise.

Exercise 45.

Pcsition of " Attention," except that the back of the right
liiiiid is turned to the front.

r Swing the right arm out to the right, and up as

(
high as it will go ; back of the hand to the front.

( Swing it down, letting it bend at the elbow,

I
and pass beliind the back.

I
On the word " Change," come to the position

I given at the head of the next exercise.

Exercise 46.

Position of " Attention," except that the backs of the hands
are turned to the front, and the left arm elevated to the left.

Swing the left arm down, bending the elbow,
let it pass behind the back, and at the same
time swing the right arm out to the right, and
up as high as it will go.

Swing the right arm down, bending the elbow,
let it pass behind the back, and at the same
time swing the left arm out to the left, and up

^as high as it will go.

f On the word « Change," come to the position

\ given at the head of the next exercise.

One.

Two.

Change.

One.

Two.

Change.

Exercise 47.
Position of " Attention." except that the right arm is

•^ent at the elbow and behind the back, the dumb-bell bein-
agamst the back.

*
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One,

Chamje.

j Keej

(
in a cir

r On the word " Change," come to tho position

Keeping the left arm straight, swing it round
' -cle from front to rear.

given at the head of the next exercise.

Exercise. 48.

Position.—The same as in Exercise 47.

One,

Change.

(
in i

Keeping the left arm straight, swing it round
a circle from rear to fiont.

I On the word " Change," come to the position

(
given at the head of the next exercise.

Exercise 49.

Position of "Attention," except that the left arm is bent
at the elbow, and behind the back, the dumb-bell being against
the back.

I
Keeping the right arm straight, swing it

(
round in a circle from front to rear.

One.

Change. { On the word " Change," come to the position

i given at the head of the next exercise.

Exercise 60.

Position.—The same as in Exercicie 49.

One. {
I^66pi%' *^ie right arm straight, swing it

I round in a circle from rear to front.

Change. \ ^^ *^*^ ^°^'^ " Change," come to the position

I given at the head of the next exercise.

Exercise 61.

Position of "Attention," except that the arms and dumb-

hells are elevated above the head.

Ons. \
^^^P'ngt^Je left arm straight, swing it down,

I and round in a circle from front to rear.
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ving it round

One.

Two,

Change,

L

/ Keeping the right arm straight, swing it down

Two. \
^""^ ^^""^ ^^ * circle from front to rear, com-

j
mencing at the momcuit the left arm is passing

^ the leof.

Ohange. j ^" ^^^ ^^^^ " Change," come to the position
I given at the head of the next exercise.

Exercise 52.

Position—The same as in Exercise 51.

Keeping the left arm straight, swing it down,
and round in a circle from rear to front.

/ Keeping the right arm straight, swing it down,
) and round in a circle from rear to front, com-

j

mencing at the moment the left arm is passing
^ the leg.

j
On the word " Change," come to the position

I given at the head of the next exercise.

Exercise 53.

Position of « Attention," except that the arms and dumb-
bells are elevated above the head ; backs of the hands to the
rear.

Keeping the knees and arms straight, bend
the body and swing the dumb-bells down, allow-
ing them to pass the legs to the rear as far as
they will go.

Raising the body up, swing the dumb-bells
up, bringing them above the head.

On the word " Change," come to the position

One.

Tioo.

Change.
given at the head of the next exercise.

Exercise 54.

Position of "Attention," except that the arms are bent at
the elbows and wrists

; the dumb bells underneath and touch-
es the arm-pita.

!»«

r

«9ff|' ri

I

:.vi;Jl
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Owe.

T^w^o.

Change.

Salute.

A Itention

Class

Front.

Salute.

Right—
Turn.

Dismiss.

PHYSICAL CULTURE.

Straightening the elbows and wrists, swiii«

the dumb-bells outwards and upwards as liifJi

as they will go, without turning the hands; at

the same time rising and sinking on the toes.

' Swing the dumb-bells down and inwards,
bending the elbows and wrists, bring them under-

neath and touching the arm-pits ; at the same
- time rising and sinking on the toes.

On the word " Change," dropping the arms to

the sides, come to the position of " Attention."

As explained in the beginning of the series.

As explained in the beginning of the .series.

See Mode of Formation.

As above.

The class will turn to the right.

See Modes of Formation.

jii'i
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STATIONARY ROPE SERIES OP
EXERCIfcES.

of the series.

of the .series.

The pupils should never be permitted to climb with the legs
or feet and hands ; no gymnast worthy of the name would
condescend to practise climbing in that manner, nor is there
any need to do so, as the pupil will find that if he has
thoroughly practised the exercises in the Groups up to Group
X, lie will be able to climb by the true gymnastic method of
the hands only.

The exercise in each Group of this series should be thoroughly
learned before proceeding to the next.

Pupils under eight should not be required to practise any of
the exercises of this Group.

TECHNICAL TERMS.

Group L—Springing ^nd pulling up on the single rope
;

springing and bringing the inside of the feet against the rope!

Group II.—Springing and pulling up on two ropes ; spring-
ing and bringing the instep of the feet against the ropes

;

sprin£;ing and turning through.

Group Ill.—Swinging ; swinging and bringing the insteps

Group IV.—Pulling up on single rope; bringing the feet
up.
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..I !

Group v.—Straight pull up on two ropes ; Bird's iNest ; Skin
the Cat.

Group Vr.—Jumping to the rope or ropes.

Group VII.—Straight pull up—legs at a right angle.

Group VIII.—Pulling up and shifting the hands.
Group IX.—Pulling up and shifting the hands—the legs at

a right angle.

Group X.—Climbing the single rope—the legs hanging
straight down—and the legs at a right angle.

Group XI.—Climbing two ropes—the legs hanging straight

down—and the legs at a right angle.

Group XII.—Climbing two ropes by jumps—the legs hang-

ing down—and the legs at a right angle.

if

;

GROUP I.

Assemble I ^^^ *^® formation of the class, See S. 24,

I Squad Drill.

The pupil (or pupils) after finishing the exercise will retire

to his (or their) place by moving on in front of the class and

wheeling about, he (or they) will move en in rear of the class

until opposite his (or their) place, he (or they) will turn, step

up to his (or their) place, halt, and stand at ease.

The class when in line will be facing the ropes.

^^''Ease!~ { ^^^ ^°- 2> S 2, Squad Drill.

The pupils will take this position in the class, until being

required to practise an exercis'^, when they will immediately

assume the position of Attention, step up to their places in

front of the rope, iuid come to the position given at the head of

the exercise.

I
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Exercise 1.
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y-

tM'.'i

'Abq will retire

the class and

.r of the class

ill turn, step

Cut :J'J.

Position of ''Attention," except that the arms are raised,
with the elbows slightly bent above the head, and the hands
grasp the rope, the left underneath, the right above and nearly
touching the left

; thumbs on the opposite side of the rope to
-IP .iigcrs: the rope hanging down outside the right leg.

/ Straightening the arms and bending the knees,

^
lower the body until the weight of it is prin-

' cipally on the arras.

One.

f
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Two.

Three,

Next.

PHYSICAL CULTURE.

i Straightening the legs and bending the arms

j
spring up as high an possible without chan^in:

V the grasp. " ^

I
Slowly lower the body until the feet are on

t the ground.

On the word "Next," the pupil (or pupils)
living finished the exercise, will proceed as al
ready described, while the next in order will
come to Attention, step up and assume the posi-
^tion given at the head of the exercise.

Exercise 2.

Position.--The same as in Exercise 1, except read "left"
where right occurs and vice versd.

This exercise will be performed in the same manner as
lijxercise 1,

Exercise 3.

Position.—The same as in Exercise 1.

< The same as in Exercise 1.

> Straightening the legs and bending the arras

)
spring and throw the legs up, bringing the inside
of the right foot against the rope, above the

"^ hands.

( Bring the feet as slowly as possible to the
( ground.

< The same as " One."

/- Straightening the legs and bending the arms
'—ng and throw the le^s un bringinff the in-

One.

Two.

Thrse.

Four.

Side of the left foot against the rope, above
^ hands,

the
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Six.

Seven.

Eifjht.

Nine.

Next.

\ The same as " Three."

j
The same as " One."

/ Straightening the legs and bonding the arms,
< spring and throw the legs up, catcliing the
' rope between the hollow of the feet.

(

{

The same as "Three."

See Exercise I.

Exercise 4.

I'osition.—The same as in Exercise 2.

This exercise will be performed in the same manner as
I'lxei'cise 3.

Ri'lht—

Turn. { ^^^ ^- ^' ^q^a^ I^rill.

Dismiss.
I

See S. 51, Squad Drill.

GROUP II.

Assemble, i See Group I.

Stmvi at ( a ^
-Ease. \

See Group I.

Exercise 1.

Position.—The same as in Exercise 1. Group T, except that
tlip left hand grasps a rope on the left and the right hand
another on the right, both hands being at the same elevation,
and the ropes hanging outside the legs.

This exercise will be performed in the same manner as
Exercise 1, Group I.
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Exercise 2.

Cut 30.

Position.—The same as in Exercise 1.

The same as in Exercise 1.One.

Two.

Three.

Four

Next.

{
, Straightening the legs and bending the arms,

j
spring and throw tlie legs up, bringing the in-

\ step of the right foot against the rope, held Lv

V the right hand.

/ Curve the body, bringing it between the ropes

( us far as possible.

( Bring the body to i)osiiion as in "Two,'' ana

\ slowly bring the fcct to tliu ground.

< See Exercise 1, Group I.
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Exercise 3.

Position.—The same as in P]xercise 1.

This exercise will be the same as Exercise 2, except that the
iastei- of the left foot will be brought against the rope held by
the lei't hand.

Exercise 4.

Position.—The same as in Exercise 1.

This exercise will be the same as Exorcise 2, except that the
insteps of bjth feet will be brought against the ropes.

Exercise 5.

Position.—The same as in Exercise 1.

The same as in Exercise 1.
One.

Two.

Thee.

Four.

Five.

Six,

Seven.

Eight.

Nine,

Ten.

Eleven.

Twdve.

Next

The same as in Exercise 2.

The same as in Exercise 2,

The same as in Exercise 2.

The same as " One."

The same as " Two," in Exercise 3.

The same as " Three," in Exercise 3.

The same as " Four," in Exercise 3.

The same as " One."

The same as " Two," in Exercise 4.

The same as " Three," in Exercise 4.

The same as " Four," in Exercise 4.

See Exercise 1, Group I.

f |<

It

I

ff
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Exercise G.

Cut 31.

Position.^Tlio .same as in Exercise 1, except that the mpes
will be held by tlie hands, they being only as high as the

shoulders.

One.
j

The same as in Exercise 1.

(Straightening, the legs and bendijig the arms,

spring and bring tlie feet up, and over, and

passing between the ropes to the rear, down to

the ground.

:.'

Three.
j

The same as " One."
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Four,

N'ext.

Right—
Tarn.

165

{Straightening the legs and bending the arms
spring and bring the body up, over, passing
between the ropes, to the frc.it and dov, n, and
bring the feet to the ground, ccming to the
position given at the liead of the exercise.

< See Exercise 1, Gj up I.

I
See S. 4, Squad Drill.

DLsiiiitis. \ SceS. 51, Squad Drill.

GROrM'Ilf.

Assemble': < See Group I,

IStand at— (an, -r

Exercise 1.

Position.—The ame as in Exorcise 1, Group TL, excej t that
Jicanding on the toes, the arra.s ar elevated to their full ctent
when the hands grasp the ropes.

/ Bring the feet i cm the ground to the front,

drawing the knees up.

Straighten the knees, throwing the feot out to
the frori+^, and ike body curving, swing them to

the rear.

Let them ret rn, swinging to the ont and
drawing the knees up.

Straightening the knees and throwing the

feet out to the front, repeat the exercise th ee
\Oi luur tin; 3,

j See Exerc. .e 1, Group L

Oue.

Two.

Three.

Four.

Next.

<
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4 J

Exercisn 2,

Position.—Tho same as in fc^xerci.so 1.

One.

Two.

Three.

Four.

Five.

Six.

Next.

The same as in Exoitiso 1.

Brin*,' tlus iiist(!j) of lIk; ii;j;ht foot against tli(

ropu held by the ri^ht hand.

The sanu! as " Three," in Exercise 2, Group T

I

i

{

j The same as " Four," in Exercise 2, Group 1

1

See Exercise 1, Group 1.

Exercise 3.

Position.—The same as in Exercise 1,

(

One.

Two.
Three.

I

Four.

Five.

Six.

Next.

Position.-

One.

Two.

Three.

Four.

Five.

Six.

Next.

{

The same as in Exercise 1.

Bring the instep of the left foot against th(

rope held by the left haiid.

The same as " Three," in Exercise 3, Group II

The same as "Four," in Exercise 3, Group \\.

See Exercise 1, Group I.

Exercise 4.

Tlie same as in Exercise 1.

The same as in Exercise 1,

I Bring the insteps of both feet against the rope

\ The same as "Three," in Exercise 4, Group II.

< The same as '• Four/' in Exerci.se 4, Group II.

< See Exercise 1, Group I.
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Position.-

One,

wo.

Three.

Four.

Five.

iSix.

Seven.

Next.

Position,

One.

Two.

Exercise 5.

-The Hamo as in Exerciso 1,

I
" One," «' Two " and " Three," of Exercise 1.

Bring the instep of the ri;,'ht foot a<,'aiMst the

rope held by the right hand, and curving the

body, bring it between the ropes as far as

possible.

( Bring the body down, and straigliteuing the

<J

knees, throw the feet out to the front, and the

(
body curving, swing them to the rear.

Let them return swinging to the front, and
drawing the knees up, bring the instep of the

left foot against the rope held by the left hand,

and curving the Ijody, bring it between the

ropes as far as possible.

<j
The same as " Three."

r The same as " Four," except that the insteps of

I
both feet will be brought against the ropes.

( Bring the feet down to the ground, drop the
• hands to the sides, coming to the position of

(
Attention and retire as already described.

See Exercise 1, Group L

Exercise 6.

-The same as in Exercise 1.

j
" One," " Two " and «' Three," of V.^ercLse 1.

j
Bring the body up and over, passing between

J the ropes, and let the feet come down as far ae

I
possible.

i

'i- ^i':H
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' . '

'

/77'
/ nree.

Four.

( Raise the hips and drawing up the knees

<j
bring the body up and over, passing between the

(
ropes, and bringing the feet down to the ground.

Drop the hands to the sides, coming to the

position of Attention and retire as already

described.

^ext.
I

See Exercise 1, Group I.

Right-Turn.
|

See S. 4, Squad Drill.

Dismiss. [ See S. 51, Squad Drill.

i} n
Assemhle.

Stand at—
Ease.

I

{

GROUP IV.

See Group I.

See Group I.

Exercise 1.

Position.—The same as in Exercise 1, Group I., except that

standing on the toes the arms are elevated to their full extent
when the hands grasp the rope.

One. I Lift the toes from the ground.

Bending the elbows, without any assistamo

from the legs or feet, pull the body up until tlic

chin is above the hands ; the heels must be kept

together and the legs straight.

Two.

y

Three.

( Straightening the elbows allow the body to

< sinh to the full ej

1

fxtent of the arms; the feet are

not to touch the ground.
I
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The same as "Two."
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{

/" The same as " Three," except that the feet will

J
be brought to the ground mjkI the arms dropped
to the sides, the pupil coming to the position of

Attention and retiring as already described.I

Fext. \ See Exercise 1, Group I.

"Two" and "Throe," should be repeated three or four times
in succession, in quick time.

Exercise 2.

Position.—The same as in Kxercise 1, except that the right
hand will be underneath and the left above; the ropo hanging
down outside of the left leer.

This exercise will be performed in the same manner as Exer-
cise 1.

Exercise 3.

Position.-

One.

Two.

Next.

-The same as in Exercise 1.

Pull up to half-arm, and smartly throv/in'^

the head back and the knees up, bring the inside

( of the right foot against the rope.

/ Bring the feet slowly to the ground, and

J dropping the arms ^o tho sides, come to the

I

position of Attention, and retire as before
^described.

See Exorcise 1, Group I.
I

Exercise 4.

Position.—The same as in Exercise 2.

This exercise will be performed in the same manner as
Ex(3rcise 3, except that the inside of the loft foot will be
brought against the rope. laii
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Exercise 5.

Position.~The same as in Exercise 1.

One.
I

The same as " One,'' in Exrrcis^ 3.

I ytraightening the elbows, bring the feet down,
( but not touching the ground.

Pull up to half-arms, and quickly throwin-
the head back and the kneos up, bring the inside
of the left foot against the i-ope.

\ The same as "Two."

Pull up to half-arms, and quickly throwing
the head l)ack and the knees up, catcli the rope
between the hollow of both feet.

Bring the feet down to the ground, dropping
the arms to the sides, and coming to the position
of Attention, retire as before described.

I
See Exercise ], Group 1.

Exercise 6.

Position.—The same as in Exercise 2.

This exercise will be performed in the same manner as
JiiXercise 5.

Riqht— [

Tarn. \
^^^ ^'^^ ^^ ^quad JJrill.

Dismiss.
I

See S. 51, Squad Drill.

Tioo.

Three.

Four.

Five.

Six.

Next

Assemble.

Sfatul <il-

Ease.

GKOUP V.

I See Group 1.

I See Croup I
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lanner as

Position.-

One.

Two.

Exercise 1.

-The same as in Exercise 1, Group III.

i
j

The same as "One," in Exercise 1, Group IV.

^
Bending the elbows, without any assistance

j
from the legs or feet, quickly pull the body up

\ (\s high as possible ; the heels must be kept
' tog(;ther and the legs straight.

Three.

Four.

Five.

Next.

i

{

{

{

The same as " Three," Exercise 1, Group IV.

The same as '* Two."

The same as " Five," Exercise 1, Group IV.

See Exercise 1, Group I.

"Two" and " Three*' should be repeated three or four times
ill succession, in quick time.

Exercise 2.

Position.—The same as in Exercise 1.

r Without any assistance from the feet, pull

I

up to half-arms, and smartly throwing the head
I back and the knees up, bring the instep of the

\ right foot against the rope held by the right

I

hand, and curve the body, bringing it between
Vthe ropes as far as possible.

Let the body return between the ropes,

slowly bring the feet to the ground, and drop-
ping the arms to the sides, come to the position

of Attention, and retire as before described.

| See Exercise 1, Group I,

Exercise 3.

One.

Two.

Next.

Position.—The same as in Exercise 1.

ill be peiformed in thThis exercise n samo manner as
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i*' i' . m'

Kxerdse
3, exeopt that the instep of the left font „iii ibrought against the rope held by the left hand.

Bxercise 4.

Position.—The same as in Exercise 1.
This exercise will be nerformPfl ;« ^.u

Exercise 6,

Position.-The same as in Exercise 1.

( Without any assistance from the feet, pull up

One. I Inefu^T
"' ^""'^^ '^^"^ '''' ^^^ -^'

I down
^'

.
""'^ '''' *^^^"Sh the ropos and

/ Slowly bring the hips, knees and feet up, and

f

turning through the ropes, bring the feet dow.
\ to^ the grou.: and dropping the arms to tho

siaes, come to the position of Attention, and
Vi-etire as before described.

\
^''^ Exercise 1, Group I.

j
See S. 4, Squad Drill.

I
See S. 51, Squad Drill.

Two,

N'ext.

Right—
Turn.

Disiuiss.

«

GROUP VI
Assemble.

| See Group I.

Sta)id at— (

A'ase. \
^«e Group I.

Exercise 1.

1."—The p
right of the rope.

Position of « Attention."—The nunil <=fo« i- t .

and a little to the ^^-^i- - --- ^^ '*^^'^"'S "^"'^'^ ^" f'''^"t
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One.

T.wo.

Next.

' Quickly bending the knees and tlien straight-

ening them, spring up as high as possible,

throv^ing the arnis up, and catch the rope with

/ the right hand above and left underneath ; as

the hands catch the rope, immediately pull up
to half-arms ; the heels will be kept together,

and the rope hang down outside the right

Bring the right hand below the left, then

straightening the elbows bring the feet to the

ground, and bringing the aims to the sides, come
to the position of Attention, and retire as

before described.

j See Exercise 1, Group I.

Exercise 2.

Position of "Attention."—The pupil standing close in front

and a little to the left of the rope.

This exercise will be performed in the same manner as

J']xercise 1, only rend " left " for " right," and vice versa.

Exercise 3.

Position of "Attention."—The pupil standing close to the

ropes, each rope being at an equal distance from him.

>- Quickly bending the knees and then straight-

ening them, spring up as high as possible,

throwing the arms up and catching the rope on

the right with the right hand, and the rope

One. 'I on the left with the left hand, the hands being

I on the same level ; as the hands catch the ropes

I

immediately pull i^p to half-arms ; the heels

! will be together and the ropes hang down
Voutside the less.
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Two.

Three.

PHYSICAL CULTURE.

Let go the rope in the left hand and catch
It again about twelve inches lower down.
Let go the rope in the right hand and

catch It again about twenty-four inclies lower
down, bring the feet to the ground and the
arms to the sic^.s, coming to the position of

,Attention, and retire as before described.

Exercise 4.

Position of "Attention.»-The pupil standing a shortdurance from, (the distance to be gradually increased Islbecomes more proficient) and a little to the right of the ro"e
( Quickly bending the knees and then straight-
emng them, spring upward and forward
throwing the arms up and forward, and catch
the rope with the right hand above and the

One. J ^^^^ ^^^^ underneath
; as the hands catch the

rope, immediately pull up to half-arms: the
body will be curved and allowed to swing past
the rope to the front and return beside the rope
the heels kept together and the rope hangin,!

\down outside the right leg.

I
The same as in Exercise 1.

Two.

Next.
I

See Exercise 1, Group I.

Exercise 5.

Position of •' Atte„tio,.."-Tl,e pupil standing a short
distance from, (tl,e distance being g.-adually mcreascd as hebecomes more proficient) and a little to the left of the rone

This exercise will be performed in the same manner 'asExercise 4, only read " left " for '• right," and ,ice versd
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One.

Exercise 6.

Position of " Attention."-—The pupil standing a short
distance (the distance to be gradually increased as he becomes
more proficient) from the ropes, each rope being at an equal
distance from him.

Quickly bending the knees and then straight-
ening them, spring upward and forward,
throwing the arms up and forward and catch
the rope on the right with the right hand, and
the rope on the left with the left hand, the hands

- being on the same level ; as the hands catch the
ropes, immediately pull up to half-arms; the
body will be curved and allowed to swing
between the ropes to the front and return
between the ropes ; the heels together, and the

[ ropes hanging down outside the legs.

I

Let go the rope in the riglit hand and oafcch

(
it again about 12 inches lower down.

(Let go the rope in the left hand and catch
it again about 24 inches lower down, bring the
feet to the ground and the arms to the sides,
coming to the position of Attention, and retire
as before described.

Two.

Three.

Next. \ See Exercise 1, Group I,

Exercise 7.

Position of " Attention.''—The pupil standing dose in front
and a little to the left of the rope.

This exercise will be performed in the same manner as
Exercise 1.
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^^

Exi'vcise 8.

Position of '* Attontion."—The pupil standing close in front

and a little to the right of the rope.

This exercise will be performed in the same manner as

Exercise 2.

Exercise 9.

Position of "Attention."—The pupil standing a short

distance from, (the distance to be gradually increased as he

becomes more proficient) and a little to the left of the rope.

This exercise will be performed in the same manner as

Exercise 4.

Exercise 10.

Position of ** Attention."—The pupil standing a short

distance from, (the distance to be gradually increased as he

becomes more proficient) and a little to the right of the rope.

This exercise will be performed in the same manner as

Exercise 5.

Exercise 11.

Position.—The same as 5n Exercise 6.

/ The same as in Exercise 6, except that the

I body will be curved and allowed to swing

J between the ropes to the front, and throwing

the knees up bring the insteps of the feet against

the ropes, and curving the body pass it between

^the ropes.

I
Let the body return between the ropes and

(
bring the feet down.

/Let go both ropes, catching them again

about 12 inches lower down, drop to the ground,

bring the arms to the sides, coming to the posi-

tion of Attention, and retire as before described.

One.

Two.

Thro.o.



Nt'xt.

Right—
Turn.

Dlsniitifi.

i
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I

Soe Exercise 1, (Jroup L

See S. 4, Squad Drill.

See S. 51, Squad Drill.
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Assemble.

GROUP VII,

See Group I.

:^tnnd at— f c< /-<

Knse. \ ^^^ ^''«^M> T.

Exercise 1

Cut 32.
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i <.i

.'.-I

Position.—Tlio Hame as in Exorcise 1, Group IIT.

Keeping the kiK'oa and arms straight, slowly

raise the feet to the front until the legs are

a right angle with th(5 body ; het^ls together.

( Keeping the knees and arras straight, let the

I
feet come slowly down, but not touch the ground.

j The same as " One."

/ Keeping the knees and arms straight let the

I feet come slowly down to the ground, drop the

\ arms to the sides, coming to the position of

I Attention, and retire as already described.

One.

Two.

Three.

Four.

Next. \ See Exercise 1, Group I.

)

Exercise 2.

Position.

-

Ovie.

Two.

Three.

Four.

Five.

Six.

Next.

-The same as iii Exercise 1.

I The same as in Exercise 1.

Keeping the knees straight and the legs at

a right angle, bend the elbows, pulling the body

up as high as possible ; heels k '>pt together.

Straightening the elbows, lower the body to

the full extent of the arms ; the knees will be

kept straight, the legs at a right angle, and the

heels together.

The same as " Two."

The same as "Three."

The same as " Four," in Exercise 1.

See Exercise 1. Grou:) I.
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Exercise. 3.
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Positiou. l'h(^ same as in Exorcise 1.

Two.

Three.

Next.

lUcfht—
Turn.

Dismiss.

Ke(!ping the knees and arms straight, slowly
raise the feet to the front, up, pasning Ixdweon
the ropes over to the lear, and clown as far as
possible; heels kept to^-etluT.

/ Keeping the knees and arms straight, slowly
raise tiie hips and bring them up, over and down

( to the from until the legs are at a ri<,djfc angle.

I
The same as "Four," in i^Jxercise 1.

I
See Exercise 1, Group I.

I
See S. 4, Squad Drill.

\ See S. 51, Squad Drill.

«, •.*,«.» I

GROUP v:u.

Assemble.
| See Group T.

i See Group (,

Stand at

Ease.

Ui

:' M

fe'
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Exercise 1.

Position.

—

(hie.

Cut o'J.

The same as in Exercise 1, Croup IV.

Without any assistance from the feet or legs,

pull the body up smartly until having passed
the half-arms, quickly let go with the left hand,
and the r'ght arm still continuing to pull, catch
the rope again about 12 inches above the right
hand

;
the knees kept straight, the heels together

and the rev changing down outside the right leir.
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Two.

Three.

Next.

j
Slowly lowering the body let go with the left

1
1-^a^d and bring it quickly down, catching the

I rope about 12 inches below the right hand
r Bring the feet to the ground and drop the
< arms to the sides, coming to the position of

I

Attention, and retire as before described.

\
See Exercise 1, Group L

Exercise 2.

Position.—The same as in Exercise 2, Group IV.
This exercise will be nerformprl i». +i.^

P . , ,
i'«'iorraea m the same manner ashxcrcise 1, only read '« right " for " Ipff " c^a 7

, . / '="'' ^"^ 'ett and vice versa. Therope hanging down outside the left leg,

Exercise 3.

Position -The same as in Exercise 1. except that the ropeMill hang down outside the left leg.
^

This exercise will be performe'l in the same manner asRxercise 1, the rope hanging down outside the left leg

Exercise 4.

Position -The same as in Exercise 2, except that the ropem\l hang down outside the right leg.

This exercise will be performed" in the same manner as
ii-xerc.se 2. the rope hanging, down outside the right leg.

Exercise 5,

Position—The same as in Exercise 1, Group III.

< Without any assistance from the feet or legs
pull the body up smartly until having passed the
half-arm, loosen the grasp of the left hand, and

One. { ^^^ "S^* ^^''" «*i" continuing to pull, slide the
left hand quickly up the rope and grasp it again
12 inches, more or less, higher than the ri^ht
hand; the knees kept straight, the heels together,

V ^^ '"o^f^^ viown uuosiae tne legs.
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Two.

Three.

Four.

Next.

/ Slowly lowering the body let go with the left

) hand and slide it quickly down the rope, and

j
grasp it agj

bright hand.

t again about 12 inches lower than the

The same as " One,"

The same as " Two," except that the feet will

be brought to the ground and the arms dropped
to the sides, coming to the position of Attention,
and retiring as l^efore described.

j See Exercise 1, Group I.

Exercise 6.

Position.—The name as in Exercise 5.

This exercise wUl be performed in the same manner as
Exercise 5, only read "right" for /' left " and vice versd.

Tur^ I
See S. 4, Squad Drill,

Dismiss.
I

See S. 51, Squad Drill.

Assemble.

Stand at—
Ease.

GROUP IX

< See Group I.

I See Group I.

Position.

One.

Exercise 1.

-The same as in Exercise 1, Group IV.

/ Keeping the knees and arms straight, raise the

< feet to the front until the legs are at a right
' angle with the body ; heels together.
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Two.

Three.

Four.

Next.

The same as " One," in Exercise 1, Group
VIII., except tliat the legs are at a right angle
with the body.

( The same as "Two," in Exercise 1, Group
-j
VIIT

, except that the legs are at a right angle
' with the body.

f The same as "Three," in Exercise 1, Group
I VIII.

^

\ See Exercise 1, Group I.

Exercise 2.

Position.—The same as in Exercise 2, Group IV,

\ The same as in Exercise 1.

The same as " One," in Exercise 2, Group
VIII., except that the legs are at a right angle
with the body.

( The same as "Two," in Exercise 2, Group
I VIII., except that the legs are at a right angle
( with the body.

f The same as "Three," in Exercise 2, Group
( VIII.

^

One.

Two.

Three.

Four.

Next.
•j

See Exercise 1, Group I,

Exercise 3.

Position.—The same as in Exercise 1, except that the rope
will hang down outside the left leg.

This exercise will be performed in the same manner as
Exercise 1, the rope hanging down to the left of the body.

Exercise 4.

Position.—The same as in Exercise 2, except that the rope
will hang down outside the right ]eg.
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This exercise will be performed in the same manner as
Exercise 2, the rope hanging down to the right of the body!

Exercise 6.

Position.—The same as in Exercise 1, Group III.

One. \ The same as in Exercise 1.

' The same as « One." in Exercise 5, Group
VIII., except that the legs aroat a right an<rlo
with the body.

°

The same as " Two." in Exercise 5, Group
Vlll., except that the legs are at a right anr^le
with the body.

**

\ The same as "Two."

The same as " Three," except that the feet
will be brought to the ground, the arms dropped
to the sides, coming to the position of Attention,

• and retiring as before described.

•j
See Exercise 1, Group L

Exercise 6.

Position.—The same as in Exercise 5.

This exercise will be performed in the sar manner as
Exercise 5, only read "right" for "left" s^d vice versd

'

Eight— f r. ^
Turn. \

^®® S- ^> Squad Drill.

Dismiss.
I

See S. 6 1 , Squad Drill

Two.

Three.

Four.

Five.

Next.

Assemble.

Stand at

-

Ease.

GROUP X.

"I

See Group L

I
See Group i.
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Exercise. 1.

Position.—The same as in Exercise 1, Group IV.

One.
j

The same as in Exorcise 1, Group VIII.

Two. 1
Jl^^

^*"^^ ^^ " One," in Exercise 2, Group

Repent " One " and "Two," until the pupil arrives at the
top of the rope or until he commences to feel tired, when he
must not try to go higher, but keep his remaining strength to
descend with, in the following manner. «

Slowly lowering the body let go with the

Three. -l
"PP^^^^ost hand and bring it quickly down,
catching the rope twelve inches more or less be-

low the other hand.

Four. The same as "Three."

Repeat "Three" and " Four," until the feet come to the
ground, then drop the arms to the sides, come to the position
of Attention, and retire as before described.

Next. I See Exercise 1, Group I.

The pupil must not attempt to slide down the rope, as he
would be very liable to tear his hands, perhaps to the bone, but
if he should by chance miss his grasp, he should direct all his
energies to attain a new one. If however he has become pro-
ficient in the preceding exercises in this series, keeps his eyes
directed to the point he intends to place his hands, and begins
to descend before he gets tired out, there is not the slightest
chance of his missing his grasp, or slipping.

Exercise 2.

Position.—The same as in Exercise 1, except that the rope
will hang down outside the left leg.

This exercise will be performed in the same manner as
Exercise 1.
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Exercise 3.

Position.—The same as in Exercise 1, except that the legs
will be at a right angle with the body.

This exercise will be performed in the same manner as
Exercise 1.

Exercise 4.

Position.—The same as in Exercise 2, except that the legs
will be at a right ungle with the body.

This exercise will be performed in the same manner as

Exercise 1.

Dismiss.
|

See S. 51, Squad Drill

GROUP XI.

Assemble. < See Group I.

Stand at— f ci /-.

Ease, \
See Group I.

Exercise 1,

Position.—^The same as in Exercise 1, Group III,

One.
-j The same as in Exercise 6, Group VIII.

Two. [
^^^ ^*°^® ^ " ^^®»" ^" Exercise 6, Group

Repeat " One " and " Two," until the pupil arrives at the top

of the rope, or until he commences to feel tired, when he must
not try to go higher, but commence to descend in the following

manner.
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) manner as

manner as

Three.

Slowly lowering the body, let go with the

uppermost hand and bring it quickly down the

rope, and grasp it again about twelve inches

lower than the other hand.

Four. < The same as •' Three."

Repeat "Three" and "Four" until the feet come to the

ground, then drop the arms to the sides, coming to the position

of Attention, and retire as before described.

Next. < See Exercise 1, Group L

Exercise 2.

Position.—The same as in Exercise 1, Group III.

One. < The same as in Exercise 5, Group IX.

Two. \ Tha same as in Exercise 5. Group IX.

Three.
j

The same as " Two," in Exercise 6, Group IX.

Repeat " Two" and '' Three," until the pupil arrives at the top

of the rope, or until he commences to feel tired, when he must

not try to go higher, but descend in the following manner.

^^^^ ^
The same as in Exercise 1 ; the legs kept at

\ a right angle to the body.

Five.
{

The same as " Four."

Repeat "Four" and "Five" until near the ground, then brin«

the feet to the ground, drop the arms to the sides, coming to

the position of Attention, and retire as before described.

Next.

Right-
Turn.

I
See Exercise 1, Group I.

I
See S. 4, Squad Drill.

Dismiss, -s See S. 51, Squad Drill.

Ill
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GROUP XII.

Assemble. < See Group I.

Stand at— f « ^
Ease. \

See Group I.

Exercise 1,

Position.—The same as in Exercise 1, Group III.

ir

Pull the body up smartly and as the arms aro

I

passing the half-arms, spring from the hands
8 iding them quickly up the ropes and graspin.^
the ropes again 12 inches, more or less, hichor'

^

the legs kept straight and hanging down berweeu'
..the ropes.

j
I^ower the body to nearly full arms.

I
The same as " One."

Repeat "Two" and^Three" until the pupil arrives at the top
of the rope, or until he commences to feel tired, when he must
not try to go higher, but descend in the following manner.

- Pull the body up smartly, and as the arms are

Four. } r''\"^
'^^ half-arms, loosen the grasp, and sli.l-mg the hands down the rope grasp it again about

D or 8 inches lower down.

Two.

Three.

Five.

Six.

I
Lower the body to nearly full arms,

j The same as "Four."

Repeat •' Five » and « Six » until the feet come to the ground
then drop the arms to the sides, coming to the position of
Attention, and retire as already described.

Next.
I

See Exercise 1, Group I.
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Exercise 2.

Position.—The same as in Exercise 1, Group III.

One. < The same as in Exorcise 1, Group IX.

Two. i The same aa "Ono," in Exercise 1.

Three. f The same as " Two," in Exercise 1.

Four. i The same as *' One," in Exercise 1.

Repeat " Three " and " Four," until the pupil arrives at the

top of the rope, or until he commences to leel tired, when he

must not try to go higher, but descend in the following manner.

Five. I The same as "Four," in Exercise 1.

Site \ The same as "Five," in Exercise 1.

Seven. The same as "Six," in Exercise 1.

Repeat " Six " and "Seven," until near the ground, then bring

the feet to the ground, drop the arms to the sides, coming to

the position of Attention, and retire as before described.

Next. < See Exercise 1, Group I.

Right— f gg^ g^ ^ g ^^^ p^jjj^
Turn. \

^

Dismiss. < See S. 51, Squad Drill.

Kg
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PART II.

FOR GIRLS.

DRILL.

Definitions.—See Part I.

General Rules.—See Part I.

Glass or Squad Drill.—See Part I.

The drill will be the same as in Part T, omitting b. 6, s. 33,

Nos. 3 and 4 of s. 41, No. 2 of s. 43, s. 44, s. 45, a. 46, s. 47,
s. 48, s. 49, and s. 60.

%-^ vj » -5—t^r-T;?e—

I
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CALISTHENICS.

FIRST SERIES OF EXERCISES.
Assemhk.

I
See Alodes of Formation, Part I.

Salute. -(

Cvt 34.

On the word - Salute," slowly depress the
chm and slightly bend the body, drawing
back the hips, and at the same time draw back
the right foot until the ball of the foot u behind
and about an inch from the heel of the left, the
weiirht of the body being principally on the right
foot

;
the feet flat on the ground and the knees

\^kept straight.
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f On the word " Attention," whicli should not

Attention < be given until after a slight pause, come to that

V position, but not too quickly.

For the exercises in this series see First Series, Calisthenics,

Part L

SECOND SERIES OF EXERCISES.

Assemble. \ See Second iSeries, Calisthenics, Part L

Salute, i See First Series.

Attention. \ See First Series.

For the exercises in this series see Second Series, Calisthenics

Part L

THIRD SERIES OP EXERCISES.*

Assemble. <

Salute, <

Attention. <

See Modes of Formation, Part I.

See First Series.

See First Series.

^ See note page 125.
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Ex(^rcise 1.

II

Cxit 35.

Position of " Attention."

One.

Two.

as( Close the hands and raise them smartly ...

< high as the shoulders, backs to the rear, and the

(^elbows kept close to the sides.

C
Straightening the elbows, elevate the arms to

\ the full extent above the head.
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Three.
j

Bending the elbows, bring the hands down

^
level with the shoulders, backs to the rear, and
the elbows close to the sides.

Fov/r, {
S*^*^g^*6^iDg *lie elbows, drop the arms to

( the position of Attention.

Change. [ ^^ *^® ^°^^ "Change," come to the position

1 given at the head of the next exercise.

Exercise 2.

Position of " Attention."

One.

{
Two.

I Olose the hands and raise them to the front,

(
backs down, and the elbows close to the sides.

Straightening the elbows, extend the arms to

the front.

Three.

Four.

f Bend the elbows bringing them back close to

the sides, hands to the front.

I Straightening the elbows drop the arms to the

I position of Attention.

Change, < See Exercise 1,

Exerdae 3.

Position of " Attention."

One.

Two.

Three.

( Bending the elbows and wrists bring the

I
fingers to the shoulders, shoulders pressed back.

r straightening the elbows, elevate the left arm

J above the head, thumb to the rear, and drop the

j
right to the side, thumb to the front; eyes

Rooking at the left hand.

( Bending the elbows and wrists, bring the
J fingers of the left hand down, and those of the

1^
right up, tc the shouldersc

f

i
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Four.

Five.

Six.

Seven.

Eight.

Change.

PHYSICAL CULTURE.

Straightening the elbows, elevate the right
arm above the head, thumb to the rear, Tnd
drop the left to the side, thumb to the front-
eyes looking at the right hand.

'

Bending the elbows and wrists, bring the
fingers of the right hand down, and those of the
left hand up, to the shoulders.

Straightening the elbows elevate both arms
above the head.

Bending the elbows and wrists, bring the

fingers of both hands to the shoulders.

Straightening the elbows, bring the arms to

the position of Attention.

See Exercise 1,

Fxercise 4.

Position of " Attention."

One.
I

The same as "One," Exercise 3.

Two.

Three.

Four.

Five,

Sioi.

Seven.

Straightening the elbows, extend the left arm
to the left, thumb to the rear, and drop tlie right

arm to the side, thumb to the front.

j
The same as « Three," Exercise 3.

Straightening the elbows extend the right arm
to the right, thumb to the rear, and drop the

left arm to the side, thumb to the front.

I
The same as « Five," Exercise 3.

f Straightening the elbows, extend the left arm

(
to the left and the right arm to the right.

I
The same as " Seven," Exercise 3.
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I

Eight.

Change.

CALISTHENICS.

I
The same as ''Eight," Exercise 3.

j
See Exercise 1.

197

Exercise 5.

Position of "Attention."

Caution.—/S/oitf Time,

One.

Two.

Three.

Four.

Five.

Six.

S:'sven.

i Bring the hands at the full extent of the
< arms to the front, close to the body, knuckles
(
inwards, till the fingers meet at the points.

r Letting them touch the clothes and pass close
to the face, raise them over the head, the ends

/ of the fingers still touching and pointing down-
wards so as to touch the head, thumbs pointing
to the rear, elbows pressed back, shoulders kept

\down. ^

f Throw the hands up, extending the arms
I smartly upwards, palms of the hands inwards.

f Force them obliquely back and gradually let
< them fall to the position of Attention, elevating
I the chest as much as possible.

I

Raise the arms outwards from the sides with-
I out bending the elbows, pressing the shoulders

^
back, until the hands meet above the head
palms to the front, fingers pointing upwards!

r thumbs locked, left thumb in front

I Bend ovc. intil the hands touch the feet

(
keeping the arms and knees straight.

'

^ • 'x«^Do iuuiveei ana bring the body
to the erect position, keeping the arms straight
and raising them over the head.
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m i

Eight.

Change.

Separate tlie hands, forcing the arms obliquely
back until they are extended in a line vrith the
shoulders, and allow them to fall gradually from
thence to the original position of Attention.

< See Exercise 1.

One.

Two.

Exercise 6.

Position of " Attention," except that the hands are raised
in front, at the full extent of the arms and in line with the
mouth, palms together, thumbs clor,e to the fore-fingers.

Separate the hands smartly, throwing them
well back, slanting downwards; at the same
time raise the body on the fore-part of the feet.

(Keeping the arms straight bring the hands in

front, at the full extent of the arms and in line

with the mouth
; palms meeting and the heels

coming to the ground.

Change. I See Exercise 1.

Exercise 7
Position of "Attention."

I

Keeping the arms straight, close the hands

J and raise them in front of and in line with the

I

mouth, thumbs upwards and the fingers

\^touching.

j
Separate the hands smartly, throwing the

< arms back in line with the shoulders, backs of

(^
the hands downwards.

J
Swing the arms round from front to rear as

I

many times as required.

Four. ( Stop, with the arms in line with the

( shoulders

One.

Two.

Three.
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rear as
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Five.

Six.

Change.

( Keeping the arms straight, bring the hands in
< front of, and in line with the mouth, thumbs
( upwards and the fingers touching.

I
Come to the position of Attention,

{
See Exercise 1.

Exercise 8.

Position of " Attention," except that the left arm is bent
at the elbow and raised from the shoulder over the head ; back
of the hand to the rear.

^^ I
Press the shoulders back and circle the left

I
hand round the head from rear to front.

Change. < See Exercise 1.

Exercise 9.

Position of "Attention," except that the right arm is bent
at the elbow and raised from the shoulder over the head

;

uack of the hand to the rear.

One,

Change. <

( Press the shoulders back and circle the right

\ hand round the head from rear to front.

See Exercise 1.

Exercise 10.

Position of " Attention," except that the arms are bent
at the elbows and raised from the shoulders over the head

;

left hand in front and the backs of the hands to the rear.

j
Press the shoulders back and circle the hands

0?ie. < round the head, from rear to front, commencing
(with the left hand, followed by the right

Change,
j See Exercise 1.
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Exercise 11.

Position of "Attention," except that the arms are raised

in line with the shoulders, backs of the hands down, and the

hands open.

One.

Two.

Change.

( Turn the arms over, backs of the hands up,

( closing the hands at the same time.

( Turn the arms, backs of the hands down,

( opening the hands at the same time.

{
See Exercise 1.

Exercise 12.

Position of "Attention," except that the arms are raised

from the elbows, the hands closed and against the chest, backs
to the front.

( Extend the left arm to the front, left shoulder

< turning to the front, back of the hand down,

{ and the head inclining to the left.

I Bring back the left hand to the chest, and the

( shoulders square to the front.

( Extend the right arm to the front, right

J shoulder turning to the front, back of the hand

I down, and the head inclining to the light.

( Bring back the right hand to the chest and

( the shoulders square to the fronts

i Extend both arms to the front, shoulders

< square to the front, backs of the hands down and

I the head erect.

One,

Two,

Three,

Four.

Five,

Six.

Change.

{

{

Bring back both hands to the chest.

See Exercise 1.
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Exercise 13.
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'I?

Cut 30,

Position of " Attention," except that the arms are raised

from the elbows and brought together, the hands closed, backs

to the front.

One,

Two.

Change.

(Separate the arms smartly, bringing them

back in line with the shoulders; shoulders

pressed back, fore-arms upright and the backs of

the hands to the rear ; at the same time rise on

the toes.

I Bring the arms together in front and the

i heels to the ground.

See Exercise 1.
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Exercise, I'l.

\*

f ^

I,

3
li» 'A

Cut 37.

Position of "Attention."

One. <

/ Step to the front with the left foot, the left

knee perpendicular to the instep, the right knee
straight and firm, feet flat upon the ground; the

body upright, shoulders square to the right, left

arm elevated from the shoulder, bending at tlie

elbow and wrist, back of the hand up, and the

points of the fingers nearly touching the head,

chin slightly elevated, the eyes looking upwards
and to the front; and the right hand behind the

\right leg.
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[ Step to the rrar with the left foot, the left

knee perpendicular to the instep, the right knee
straight and firm, feet flat upon the g?ound; the
body upright, shoulders square to the left, right

Two. J
^"° elevated from the shoulder, bending at the
elbow and wrist, back of the hand up, and the
points of the fingers nearly touching the head,
chin slightly elevated, the eyes looking upwards
and to the front; and the left hand behind the

Vleft leg.

See Exercise 1,Change. \

One. <

Mxerciae 16.

Position of " Attention."

f
Step to the front with the right foot, the right

knee perpendicular to the instep, the left knee
straight and firm, feet flat upon the ground; the
body upright, shoulders square to the left, right
arm elevated from the shoulder, bending at the
elbow and wrist, back of the hand up, and the
point of the fincjers nearly touching the head,
chin slightly elevated, the eyea looking upwards
and to the front ; and the left hand behind the
left leg.

f Step to the rear with the right foot, the right

knee perpendicular to the instep, the left knee
straight and firm, feet flat upon the ground; the
body upright, shoulders square to the right, left

arm elevated from the shoulder, bending at ihe

elbow and wrist, back of the hand up, and the

points of the fingers nearly touching the head,

chin slightly elevated, the eyes looking upwards
and to the front; and the right hand behind the

right leg.

See Exercise 1.

Two. <

Change, i

m

: fri
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;il'

Exercise 16.

Position of "Attention."

/ Bring the right hand under the right shouldiT,

I

thumb to the front; the left arm elevated from'

G.ie. < **'^ s'lO'^l^er and bending at the elbow and

I

wrist, back ->f the hand up, and the point of

I the fingers nearly touching the head ; the l>ody
Vbending to the right.

Bring the left hand under the left shoulder,
thumb to the front; the right arm elevated froni

2W. ^
^^^ shoulder and bending at the elbow and
wrist, back of the hand up, and the point of
the fingers nearly touching the head ; the body
^bending to the left.

Change. < See Exercise 1.

Exercise 17.
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One.

Tioo.

PoKition of " Attontion."

j
btop to the front with the left foot, as in

-^Exercise 14; backs of the hands together a8
( high as the waist.

^

Step to the rear with the left foot, as in
lOxercise 14 ; at the same time bring the hands
up, letting them touch the clothes and pass
close to the face, until they are el.>vatcd over
the head, then press the shoulders back and
separate the hands, bringing the arms obliquely
^back and letting them fall to the aidea.

Change. < See Exercise 1.

Exercise 18.

Position of " Attention."

J
Step to the front with the right foot, as in

< Exercise 15 ; the rest will be the same as in
(Exercise 17.

J
Step to the rear with the right foot, as in

\ Exercise 16; the rest will be the same as in
(Exercise 17.

Change. < See Exercise 1,

Exercise 19.

« Second Position," as in Exercise 5, First Series, except
that the left foot is raised about four inches from the ground,
and the weight of the body is on the right leg.

Caution.— Without advancing.

Spring from the right foot to the fore-part of
the left and hop once on the fore-part of the left

One. ^
foot, ^swinging the right foot to the rear, the sole
about four inches from the ground ; the right
foot pointing to the right, and the left pointing
^to the front.

One.

Two.
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Two.

f S^-ring from the left foot to the fore-part of

I the right and hop once on the fore-part of the

J right foot, swinging the left to the front, the

^ sole about four inches from the ground ; the

I
right foot pointing to the right, and the loft

V^pointing to the front.

Change.
{

See Exercise 1.

Exercise 20.

One.

" Second Position," as in Exercise 2, First Series, except

that the right foot is raised about four inches from the ground,

the weight of the body being on the left leg.

Caution.— Without advancing.

{Spring from the left foot to the fore-part of

the right and hop once on the fore-part of the

right foot, swinging the left foot to the rear,

the sole about four inches from the ground ; the

left foot pointing to the left and the right

pointing to the front.

/ Spring from the right foot to the fore-part of

I
the left and hop once on the fore-part of the

left foot, swinging the right foot to the front,

the sole about four inches from the ground ; the

left foot pointing to the left and the right

^pointing to the front.

Two,

Change, See Exercise 1,

Exercise 21.

Position.—" One " of the "First Position," as in Exercise 4,

First Series, except that the left foot is about twelve inches to

tlie left of the right foot, and raised about four inches from the

ground.
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Omtion.— Without closing.

Spring from the right foot to the fore-part of
the left and hop once on the fore-part of the left

One. J 7*' swinging the right foot out to the right,
the sole about four inches from the ground

; the
teet pointing in the same direction as they were
^at the start.

Spring from the left foot to the fore-part of
the right and hop once on the fore-part of the

Two. ^ ^;g^*^ f«o*. swinging the left foot out to the left
the sole about four inches from the ground ; the
feet pointing in the same direction as they were

^at the start.

Change.
| See Exercise 1.

Exercise 22.

that the left foot is raised about four inches from the groundCaution.—^(/vanc^. ^

Spring from the right foot to the fore-part of
the left, and hop once on the fore-part of the left
toot, advancing about three inches and 8wingin.r
the right foot to the rear, iJie sole about four
inches from the ground

; the right foot pointing
.the right and the left pointing to the front.

Spring from the left foot to the fore-part of
the right, bringing the right down in the place
just vacated by the left, and hop once on the

Two. {
*ore-part of the ri^ht foot, advancing about three
inches, swinging the left foot to the front, the
sole about four inches from th. ground ; the
right foot pointing to the right and the left,

\^pointing to the front.

One,

i
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Change. \ See Exercise 1.

One.

Exercise 23.

Position.—The same as in Exercise 21.

Caution.

—

Left close,

{Spring from the right foot to the fore-part of

the left and hop once on the fore-part of the left,

closing about three inches and swinging the right

foot out to the right, the sole about four inches

from the ground ; the feet pointing in the same
direction as they were at the start.

/ Spring from the left foot to the fore-part

of the right, bringing the right down in the

place just vacated by the left, and hop once on
the fore-part of the right foot, closing about three

inches, swinging the left foot out to the left, the

sole about four inches from the ground ; the feet

pointing in the same direction as they were at

^the start-

See Exercise 1,

Two.
<

Change. <

Exercise 24.

Position.—"One " of the " First Position," as in Exercise 1,

First Series, except that the right foot is about twelve inches

to the right of the left foot, and raised about four inches from
the ground.

Caution.

—

Right close.

Spring from the left foot to the fore-part of

the right, and hop once on the fore-part of the

right, closing about three inches, and swinging
the left foot out to the left, the sole about foui

I

inches from the ground ; the feet pointing in

Vthe Rnrae direction as they were at the start.

Orie.
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^th!1^ I'°"
""' ?«•" '~' *° *« '«-P«t oEthe left, bringing the left down in the place

ju.t vacated by the right, and hop once on the

^
ore-part of the left foot, closing about three
nche

,
swingmg the right foot out to the right,

thesole about four inches from the ground
; th^

feet pomtingin the same direction as they were^at the start.

Change.
| See Exercise 1.

One,

Exercise 25.

thrtthTlh^f
':"'" ?^-,^-''-- 5« First Series, exceptthat the right foot is raised about four inches from the ground.

Caution.—i?e^rea<m^.

!'

Spring from the left foot to the fore-part of
the right, and hop once on the fore-part of the
right foot, retreating about three inches and
swinging the left foot to the front, the sole about
four inches from the ground ; the right foot
pointing to the right and the left pointing to the
front.

°

!'
Spring from the right foot to the fore-part of

the left, bringing the left down in the place just
^ acated by the right, and hop once on the fore-
part of the left foot, retreating about three
inches and swinging the right foot to the rear
the sole about four inches from the ground the
right foot pointing to the right and the left foot
pointing to the front.

Change.
| See Exercise 1.

Two.
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One.

Exercise 26.

" Second Position," as in Exercise 2, First Series, excepi

that the right foot is raised about four inches from the ground.

Caution.—A dvancing.

Spring; from the left foot to the fore-part of the

right and hop once on the fore-part of the right

foot, advancing about three inches and swinging

the left foot to the rear, the sole about four

inches from the ground ; the left foot pointing

,.to the left and the right pointing to the front.

^ Spring from the right foot to the fore part of

the left, bringing the left down in the i)lace just

vacated by the right, and hop once on the fore-

part of the left foot, advancing about three

inches and swinging the right foot to the front,

the sole about four inches from the grouxid
;

the left foot pointing to the left and the right

\ pointing to the front.

See Exercise 1.

Two. <

Change.
{

Exercise 27.

This exercise is the same as Exercise 24.

Exercise 28.

This exercise is the same as Exercise 23.

Exercise 29.

" Second Position," as in Exercise 2, First Series, except

that the left foot is raised about four inches from the ground.

QcLwtion.— Retreating.



One.

Two.

Position of

Salute.

Attention.

Class—
Front,

Salute.

Eight—
Turn.

Dismiss.

CALISTHENICS.
gH

Spring from the right foot to the fore-part of

foot rl; . ^"" ''^ ''^ '^^^-P-'^ -' 'te ^eftfoot, retreating about three inches and swinging

n'h ' ^""[ '' '^^ '^^^*' ^^« -'« about Lr
M> the left and the right pointing to the front.

/ Spring from the left foot to the fore-part of theright, bringing the right down in the place ius

p:rT:fr'^if'/"^^^^--"^^^^^^

1 V
„-^^"o ^"® ^eft foot to the rear the

foot pointing to the left and the right foo\pomting to the front.

" Attention."

{
See First Series.

See First Series.

See Mode of Formation, Part I.

See First Series.

The Class will turn to the right.

See Modes of Formation, Part I.

^(^-^-)^
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GYMNASTICS.

LIGHT DUMB-BELL SERIES OF
EXERCISES.*

Assemble. I See Modes of Formation, Part I.

Position of " Attention."—The dumb-bells being held in tlio

hands.

Salute. \ See First Series, Calisthenics.

Attention. \ See First Series, Calisthenics.

For Exercises 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10. See Light

Dumb-bell Series, Part I.

One.

Exercise 11.

Position of " Attention."

(Bring the right hand under the right shoulder,

thumb to the front, at the same time raising the

left arm from the shoulder to the left as high

as it will go, arm straight, thumb to the front

;

the body bending to the right.

Bending the left elbow and wrist, bring the

left hand under the shoulder, thumb to the

front, at the same time straighten the right arm

and raise it from the shoulder to the right, as

high as it will go, arm straight, thumb to the

ront, and the body bending to the left.

*See Note page 125.
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Change.
| .

On the word " Change," come to the position
I given at the head of the next exercise

For Exorcise 12, See Light Dumb-bell Series. Part I^jor Exercise 13, See Exercise 14, Light Dumb-bell Series.

^_^For Exercise 14, See Exercise 18, Light Dumb-bell Serie.

^Jor Exercise 16, See Exorcise 19, Light Dumb-bell Series.

Jor Exercise 16, See Exercise 20, Light Dumb-bell Series.

Jor Exercise 17, See Exercise 21. Light Dumb-bell Series.

Jor Exercise 18, See Exercise 22, Light Dumb-bell Series.

Jor Exercise 19, See Exercise 26, Light Dumb-bell Series.

Jor Exercise 20, See Exercise 27. Light Dumb-bell Series.

Jor Exorcise 21, See Exercise 28, Light Dumb-bell Series.

^Jor Exercise 22, See Exercise 29. Light Dumb-bell Series

^l<.r Exercise 23, See Exercise 30. Light Dumb-bell Series.

Jor Exercise 24. See Exercise 31. Light Dumb-beU Series

^J»
Exercise 25, See Exercise 44. Light Dumb-beU Series.

^^For Exercise 26, See Exercise 45. Light Dumb-bell Series.

^^I^,r Exercise 27, See Exerci.e 46. Light Dumb-bell Series.
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For Exercise 28, See Exercise 47, Light Dumb-bell Series.

Part I.

For Exercise 29. See Exercise 48, Light Dumb-bell Series.

Part I,

For Exercise 30, See Exercise 49, Light Dumb-bell Series.

Part I.

For Exercise 31, See Exercise 50, Light Dumb-bell Series.

Part I.

For Exercise 32, See Exercise 51, Light Dumb-bell Series.

Part I.

For Exercise 33, See Exercise 52, Light Dumb-bell Series

Part I.

t Exercise 34.

Cut 39.

Position of '- Attention," except that the arms are bent at

the elbows and wrists, and the dumb-bells underneath and

touching the arm-pits.
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One.

r Straightening the elbows and wrists, swin«
the dumb-bolls outward and upward, until tho
arms are in lino with the shoulders, backs of the
hands up, then turn the arms, backs of the hands

"^ down, bend the elbows, and bring the dumb-bells
over and touching the shoulders ; at the same
time rising and sinking on the fore-part of the

\feet.

/ Straightening the elbows and wrists, swing
the dumb bells outwards until the arms are in
line with the shoulders, backs of the hands down,
then turn the arras, backs of the hands up, and
bending the elbows and wrists bring the dumb-
bells underneath and touching the armpits ; at
the same time rising and sinking on the fore-

\part of the feet. "

Change, j .

^^ *^^ ^^rd " Change," come to the position
t given at the head of the next exercise.

Tioo. J

Exercise 35.

Position of " Attention."

Caution.

—

Slow Time.

One,

Two.

nn
inree

( Turn the hands and bring the dumb-belJs
I together in front and touching the clothes

;

I backs of the hands in.

Keep the dumb-bells together, and the arms
straight, and raise them until they are above
and in front of the head ; backs of the hands to

. the rear.

/ Keep the dumb-bells together and turn them,

j
backs of the Iiands up, and slightly bonding tlie'

( elbows, allow the dumb-bells to touch the head.
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Four.

Five.

Six.

Seven.

Eight.

Nine.

Ten.

Eleven

/ Sey)arate and extend the dumb-bells upwards,

I forcing the arms obliquely back until they are

I (ixtended on a line with the shoulders, and as

"K they fall gradually from i/hence to the original

I
{)Osition of Attention, endeavour as much as

Impossible to elevate the chest.

, Turn the backs of the hands to the rear and

J
press back the dumb-bells with the arms extend-

\ ed, and raise them to the rear until they meet

V above the head.

( Keep the knees and arms straight, and bend

-( over until the dumb-bells touch the ground in

i front of the feet.

(Leave the dumb-bells on the ground, bring the

hands together thumbs locked, with the left

thumb in front ; slowly resume the erect position,

keeping the arms straight and raising them over

the head.

(Separate the arms forcing them obliquely back

until they are extended on a line with the

shoulders, and as they fall gradually from

thence to the original position of Attentioi

,

endeavour as much as possible to elevate tho

chest.

{Turn the backs of the hands to the rear and

press back the thumbs, with the arms extended

and raise them to the rear until they meet above

the head, the fingers pointing upward and the

thumbs locked with the left thumb in front.

( Keep the knees and arras straight, and bend

I over until the hands grasp the dumb-bells.

Keep the dumb-bells together, backs of the

hands to the front, and bringing the body to

the erect position, keep the arms straight and

raise them over the head.



Twelve.

Change.

OYMNA8TIC3.
gl?

/ Separate the dumb-bells forcing tl.o arms

I

o ,,„e , back until the, are e.tenled „„ a Z
1 r ,

/'"'"''•''"' «nd alio.' them to fall

iris *"'" '" *' ""«'""' P""'"" "'

I On the word "Change," come to the position
1 given at the head of the next exercise.

J^xercise 36.

Cut 40.

Position of '« Attention."

' Swing the left leg to the front around theright until bending th. l.ff 1..^^ -- - TT ^

fV,^ ^^f^. J.
^ --- ixx.ee, uie hollow of

PonttfTh;"?"'**'' "^'" '^"^''' -<> thepomt of the foot rests on the ground in line
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Steady.

with the hollow of the rif,'ht foot j at tho siunc

Qj^g^ ^ time the left arm will be bent at the (jlbow and

the dumb-bell brought up to and placcid agaiuHi

the chest, the upp(!r part touching the right

shoulder in front ; the right arm bent at the

elbow, and the dumb-bell brought up behind

and placed against the back.

Retain this position while you count eight.

Swing the left leg in a circle to tho front

and around to the rear of the right, until, bend-

ing the left knee it rests against the hollow of

the right knee, and the point of the foot rests

on the ground in line with the hollow of the

right foot ; at the same time straighten the left

arm and bring the dumb-bell down and by a

Two. \ circular movement to the rear, bending the

elbow and bringing the dumb-bell up behind

and against the back ; also, straighten the

right arm and bring the dumb-bell down, and

by a circular movement to the front, bending

the elbow and bringing the dumb-bell up in

front and against the chest ; the upper part

touching the left shoulder in front.

Steady. < Retain this position while you count eight.

( On the word " Change," come to the position

( given at the head of the next exercise.

Exercise 37. .

The same as Exercise 36, only no pause is made between

'' One" and "Two."
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ade between

One.

I MO.

Exercise 38.
Position of " Attontion."

^ Swi„^theri,htlegto the front around tho
ft un ,1 bonding the right knee the hollow of

•ththehollowofthe left foot; at the same
tnne he right arm will be bent at tho elbow
'"-Uhe d.imb-bell brought u,, to, and placed
against the chest, the upper part touching the
le t Hhoulder in front ; the left «rm bent ^t the
^'ll>ow and the dumb boll brought up behind,
and placed against tho back.

''^t^^a<hj.

I
Retain this position while y .u count eight.

Swing the right leg in a circle to the front
and around to the rear of the loft, until, bend-
ing the right knee, it rests against the hollow
of the left knee, and tho point of the foot rests
on the ground in line with the hollow of the
h^ft foot

;
at the same time straighten the ri-ht

arm and bring the dumb-bell down and by a
circular movement to the rear, bending the
elbow and bringing the dumb-bell up behind
and against the back

; also straighten the left
arm and bring the dumb-bell down, and by a
circular movement to the front, bending the
elbow and bringing the dumb-bell up in front
and against tho rhest ; the upper part touching
the right shoulder in front.

*

Steady. j

Change. i

I giv

Retain this position while you count eight,

'le word '^ Change," come to the position
b the head of the next exercise.

Oi
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! V

Exercise 39.

The same as Exercise 38, only no pause is made between
"One" and ''Two."

Position of "Attention."

Salute.

Attention.

Class—
Front.

Salute.

Right—
Turn.

Dismiss.

See First Series, Calisthenics.

See First Series, Calisthenics.

See Mode of Formation, Part I.

See First Series, Calisthenics.

The class will turn to the right.

See Modes of Formation, Part I.

INDIAN CLUB SERIES OP
EXERCISES.

The illimitable number of combinations that may be effected

in Artistic Indian Club swinging, the exceeding grace and
beauty of the movements, the poetry and rhythm of motion,

especially when accompanied by music, the operation of the

mental faculties in conjunction with the physical, the splendid
exercise it gives to the body, especially the upper portion, the

fact of both sides being equally employed, the erect ease and
freedom of carriage acquired through its practice, mark it as

being pre-eminently adapted as an exercise for ladies.

In the family circle, reading aloud and cheerful conversation

furnish pure pleasuie; but how agreeably is this pleasurp

varied by the air on the piano, the duct, or the song. By
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the introduction of Artistic Indian Club solos and duets
another beautiful and agreeable addition to the happiness of
tlie family circle will be made.

Artistic Indian Club swinging consists of Positions, Circles
and Ellipses, which will be Jiereafter described. There are
also other movements, etc.

There are eight positions which are designated Eight or
Left, (R.H. or L.H.) according as the club is in the rFght or
left hand. The circles are divided into Maxim and Minim
circles. The ellipses are divid(^d into Upper and Lower ellips< s
Each group in the Series ought to be learned thoroughly

before proceeding to the next.

Each Exercise in a Group should be repeated 2, 3, 4, 6, 8,
9, 12 or 16 times before changing to the next.

All the pupils will keep perfect time with the leader, and on
the word « Change," the club will glide to the next position,
care being taken to avoid jerking.

The heels must be kept together, as nothing looks more
awkward and ungainly than to have them apart.

Keep the body as much as possible from swaying, and on no
account allow it to bend to the rear or front, or twist.

The pupils should be encouraged to make other combina-
tions besides those given in the book.

At an entertainment Indian club swinging should always be
accompanied by music.

POSITIONS.

"First Position," RH—This position is the same as the
position of Attention, except that an Indian club is held in
the right hand, the club hanging down ; the back of the hand
to the right, fourth finger on the knob of the club. {See Cut 48)

" First Position," L.H.-This position is th<; same as the
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position of Attention, except that an Indian club is held in
the left hand, the club hanging down ; the back of the hand
to the left, fourth finger on the knob of the club.

" Second Position," R.H.—This position is the same as the
position of Attention, except that the right elbow, being only
slightly bent, the arm is elevated to the right of and in line

with the face, the club perpendicular, handle down. (See
Cut U).

" Second Position," L.H.—This position is the same as the
position of Attention, except that the left elbow, being only
slightly bent, the arm is elevated to the left of and in lino

with the face, the club perprrxdicular, handle down.

"Third Position," RH.—This position is the same as the
position of Attention, except that the right fore-arm is raised

to the front and close to the upper-arm ; the elbow close to

the side and the club perpendicular, handle down. (See Cut

"Third Position," L.H.—This position is the same as the
position of Attention, except that the left fore-arm is raised

to the front and close to the upper-arm ; the elbow close to

the side and the club perpendicular, handle down.

" Fourth Position," R.H.—This position is the same as the

position of Attention, except that the right arm is straight

and in line with the shoulders ; the club horizontal and
pointing to the right. (^See Cut 4.3).

" Fourth Position," L.H.—This position is the same as the

position of Attention, except that the left arm is straight and
in line with the shoulders ; the club horizontal and pointing to

the left.

" Fifth Position," RH.—This position is the same as the

position of Attentio.i, except that the right arm is straight to

the front as x^ig^^ as the shoulder ; the club horizontal and
pointing to the front. (See Cut 44).
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"Fifth Position," L.H.-Thi8 position is the same as the
position of Attention, except that the left arm is straight to
the front as high as the shoulder ; the club horizontal and
pointing to the front.

"Sixth Position," RH. -This position is the same as the
position of Attention, except that the right arm is bent at the
elbow and in front of the lower part of the face, the hand and
club being above the left shoulder ; the club perpendicular
handle down. (See Cut 45).

'

"Sixth Position," L.H.~-This position is the same as the
position of Attention, except that the left arm is bent at the
elbow and in front of the lower part of the face, the hand and
club being above the right shoulder ; the club perpendicular,
handle down.

'' Seventh Position," R.H.-This position is the same as the
position of Attention, except that the right arm is bent at the
elbow, the hand and club being under the left shoulder; the
club perpendicular, handle up, the left arm horizontal' and
pointing to the front. (See Cut 46).

" Seventh Position," L.H.—This position is the same as the
position of Attention, except that the left arm is bent at the
elbow, the hand and club being under the right shoulder ; the
club perpendicular, handle up, the left arm horizontal' and
pointing to the front.

"Eighth Position," R.H.-This position is the same as the
position of Attention, except that the right arm is slightly
bent at the elbow and in front of the body in a diagonal
direction to the left, the hand as high as the face; the club
horizontal. (See Cut 47).

"Eighth Position," L.H.-This position is the same as the
position of Attention, except that the left arm is slightly
bent at the elbow and i.i front of the bodv in a ^-— /i

direction to the right, the hand as high as the face ; the club
horizontal.
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GROUP I.

Assemble, j See Modes of Formation, Part I.

" First Position," R.H.

Salute.
I

See First Series, Calisthenics.

Caution.-— r/i6 Maxim Circles and Upper Ellipses from the
cond Position.Second

!''5^"-*»"."—•—

«"V

///

/;r

! \

I

I

\ V

\

/
/

Cut 41.

Exercise 1.

—

E.H.
"Secuud Position," R.H.

llriugthe club towards the right, down and
to the left, keeping the arm straight until it is
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I.

One,

'pses from the

\
Change. \

in front, when it is slightly bent at the elbow,

J
and the club and arm continuing the circle is

'^ carried on to the left, up and to the right, the
arm gradually straightening as it passes the
body until the circle is complete and the arm
and club are at the place they started from.

L {See 1, 1, Cut 41).

^ On the word " Change," given as the club is

completing the circle, bring the right arm in
front to the left, the elbow being only slightly

bent and the club perpendicular, the handle
sliding through the hand about two or three
inches ; instantaneously raise the left hand and
grasp the handle below the right, and drop Hie
j-ight arm to the side, coming to the position

given at the head of the next exercise.

r
I

/

t, down and

; until it is

Exercise 1.

—

L.H.

' Second Position," L.H.

/ Bring the club towards the left, down and to

the right, keeping the arm straight until it is

in front, when it is slightly bent at the elbow,

/ and the club and arm continuing the circle is
"^-

"^ carried on to the right, up and to the left, the
arm gradually straightening as it passes the
body until the circle is complete and the arm
^and club are at the place they started from.

[ On the word " Change," given as the club is

completing the circle, bring the left arm in front

to the right, the elbow being only slightly bent

/ and the club perpendicular, the handle sliding
'^ ' ^ through the hand about two or three inches

;

instantaneously raise the right hand and grasp

the handle below the left, and drop the left arm

3
\^to the side, coming to the Second Position, R.H.
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One.

Exercise 2.

—

H.H,
" Second Position," R.H.

Bring the club and arm—the elbow commenc-
ing to bend slightly—towards the left, dov/n,

and the elbow straightening, to the right, up
and to the iitil the arm and club are at

^the place thv
.

larted from. {See 1, 1, Cut 4I).

Change. i See Exercise 1, R.H.

Exercise 2.—L.H.
" Second Position," L.H.

Bring the club and arm—the elbow commenc-
ing to bend slightly—towards the right, down,
and the elbow straightening, to the left, up and
to the right, until the arm and club are at the

place they started from.

Change. < See Exercise 1, L.H.

Exercise 3.

—

H.H',

Second Position," R.H.

Turning the back of the right hand to the

front and keeping the arm straight, bring the

One. -!
^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ *° *^® ^^°^^' ^^^'^J ^^^ passing

the right side, to the rear, up and over to the

front as far as the place they started from.

XSee 2y 2, Cut 4I.)

Change. \ See Exercise 1, R.H.

One.

Exercise 3.

—

L.H^

"Second Position," L.H.

Turning the back of the left hand to the

front, and keeping the arm straight, bring the

club and arm to the front, down, and passing

the left side, to the rear, up and over to the

I front as far as the place they started from.

One.
\'
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Change,
| See Exercise 1, L.E.

227

((

Exercise 4.

—

R,H,

Second Position," R.H.

Turning the back of the right hand to the
left and keeping the arm straight, bring the
club and arm to the rear, down, and passing
the right side to the front, up, and to the place
they started from. {See 2, 2, Cut U),

I

See Exercise 1, R.H.

One.

Change.

One,

Change.

Exercise 4.

—

L.H.

S* ond Position," L.H.

Turning the back of the left hand to the
right and keeping the arm straight, bring the
club and arm to the rear, down, and passing
the left side to the front, up, and to the place
^they started from.

I
See Exercise 1, L.H.

Exercise 5.

—

E.H,

•Second Position," R.H.

^ Bring the club and arm to the front in a
diagonal direction to the right, down, past the
left side to the rear in a diagonal direction to

One I
*^^ ^^^*' "P' ^""^ *° *^^ P^^°® *^^y started from

;
the elbow commences to bend as the club and
arm pass to the left of the left side, and then
straightens as it is carried u

\^the circle. {See S, 3, Cut 41).

See Exercise 1, R.H.

[^ auu, uuiupieces

Change. <
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Exercise 5.

—

L.H,

"Second Position," L.H.

Bring the club and arm to the front in a

diajronal direction to the left, down, past the

right side to the rear in a diagonal direction to

One ^
^^^ ^'^^*' "^' ^^^ *° *^® P^^^® **^^y started

from
; the elbow commences to bend as the

club and arm pass to the right of the right

side, and then straightens as it is carried up
and completes the circle.V

Change.
| See lilxercise 1, L.H.

*

Exercise 6.-7?. TT.

''Second Position," RH.
Bring the club and arm to the rear in a

diagonal direction to the left, down, past the

left side to the front in a diagonal direction to

/ the right, and up to the place they started

from ; the elbow will commence to bend as the

club and arm go down and pass the left

shoulder, and commence to straighten after

\^they have passed. (^See 8, 5, Cut 41).

Change, i See Exercise 1, R.H.

Exercise 6.

—

L.H.

Second Position," L.H.

' Bring the club and arm to the rear in a

diagonal direction to the right, down, past the

right side to the front in a diagonal direction

to the left, and up to the place they started

from ; the elbow will commence to bend as the

club and arm go down and pass the right

shoulder, and commence to straighten after they

\^have passed.

One. ^
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e front in a

wn, past the

1 direction to

jhey started

bend as the

of the right

is carried up

i rear in a

ivn, past the

direction to

hey started

bend as the

iss the left

?hten after

rear m a

vn, past the

lal direction

bhej started

bend as the

1 the right

n after they

Change. •! See Exercise 1, L.H.

One.

Exercise 1.—R.H.

Second Position/' R.H.

Bring the club and arm to the front in a

diagonal direction to the left, down, past the

right side to the rear in a diagonal direction to

the right, up, and to the place they started

from j the arm kept as straight as possible.

^See 4, 4, Cut 41).

Change,
-j See Exercise 1, R.H.

Exercise 7.

—

L.H.

Second Position," L.H.

Bring the club and arm to the front in a

diagonal direction to the right, down, past the

left side to the rear in a diagonal direction to

the left, up, and to the place they started from
;

^the arm kept as straight as possible.

I See Exercise 1, L.H.

Exercise 8.

—

R.H.

One.

Change.

" Second Position," R.H.

{Bring the club and arm to the rear in a
diagonal direction to the right, down, past the

right side to the front in a diagonal direction

to the left, up, and to the place they started

from; the arm kept as straight as possible.

{See 4, 4y Cut 41).

Change. < See Exercise 1, R.H.
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Exercise 8.

—

L.ll.

"Second Position," L.H.

Brin<^ the club and arm to the rear in a

diagonal direction to the left, down, past the

left side to the front in a diagonal direction to

the right, up, and to the place they sturtefl

Jrora ; the arm kept as straight as possible.

See Exercise 1, L.H.

One,

m

(i

Change. <

Caution.— :5r/ifi Upper Ellipses from the Second Po.ntion.

One.

, Exercise 9.

—

R.H.

"Second Position," R.H.

Bring the right arm to the rear until the

upper-arm is in line with the shoulders and the

fore-arm perpendicular, turn the back of the

hand to the right, letting the club incline to

the right and describe an ellipse ; the back of

the hand turning down and to the rear as the

club goes to the right and down; the hand
coming towards and up behind the right side of

the back of the head as the club is carried to

the left and up, the ellipse being completed by

bringing the club and arm to the position given

at the head of the exercise. {See J, 5, Cut 41).

Change. < See Exercise 1, R.H.

Exercise 9.— L.H.

" Second Position," L.H.

Bring the left arm to the rear until the

upper-arm is in line with the shoulders and the

fore-arm perpendicular, turn the back of the
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One.

liand to the left, letting the club incline to the

left and describe an ellipse ; the back of the

hand turning down and to the rear as the club

goes to the left and down ; tho hand coming
towards and up behind the left side of the back

of the head as the club is carried to the right

and up, the ellipse being completed by bringing

the club and arm to the position given at the

head of the exercise.

Change. < See Exercise 1, L.H,

Exercise 10.

—

R.H,

Second Position," R.H.

Bring the right arm to the rear until the

upper-arm is in line with the shoulders and the

fore-arm perpendicular, the club inclining slight-

ly to the left, and bringing the hand to the left

and down behind the right side of the back of

the head, let the club describe an ellipse ; the

One. { back of the hand turning down as the club

passes to the left and down behind the left

shoulder ; the back of the hand turning up, to

the right, and to the rear as the club comes to

the right and up behind the right shoulder and

arm to the position given at the head of the

exercise. {See 5, 5, Gut 41)»

Change. < See Exercise 1, R.H.

Exercise 10. —L.H.

Second Position," L.H.

Bring the left arm to the rear until the

upper-arm is in line with the shoulders and tho

fore-arm perpendicular, the club inclining
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slightly to the right, and bringing the hand to
the right and down behind the left side of tl»(3

back of the head, let the club describe an
ellipse; the back of the hand turning down as
the club passes to the right and down behind
the right shoulder; the back of the hand
turning up, to the left, and to the rear as the
club comes to the left and up behind the left

shoulder and arm to the position given at tho

[ head of the exercise.

"First Position," L.H.—Drop the arm to the First Position
L.H.

Salute.

Class—
Front,

Salute.

Bight—
Turn.

I
As before.

See Mode of Formation, Part I.

As before.
{

I
See S. 4, Squad Drill.

Dismiss. J. See Modes of Jj^ormation, Part I,

HI I'M
^^B^ m ' ^^^^H

ak ^^^^^^B
^^^n| ¥ ^^B
JHiii II '' MB

GROUP II.

Assemble. < See Modes of Formation, Part I,

"First Position," R.H.

Salute. < See First Series, Calisthenics.
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Caution.—rAe Maxim CirdeHfrom the. Third Position,

t

/

\
V

Hut 42.

Exercise 1.

—

B.H,

'Third Position," R.H.

One.

Two.

Three.

r Raise the right arm and club to the Second
I Position, R.H. {See dotted lines, Cut 42.)

I
The same as "One," Exercise 1, R.H. Group I.

f Drop the arm and club to the Third Position,

\ R.H. {See Cut 42).
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Change <

( On the word "Change," which will be given as

the club is completing the circle, bring the right

arm in front, to the left and down, the handle

of the club sliding through the hand for about

two or three inches, the club perpendicular,

handle down ; instantaneously raise the left

arm from the elbow and grasp the handle near

the knob with the left hand and drop the right

arm to the side, coming to the Third Position

\L.H.

Exercise \,—L.II,

« Third Position," L.H.

Raise the left arm and club to the Second Posi-
One.

( Raise th

) tion, L.H.

Two.

Three,

( The same as "One," in Exercise 1, L.H.

1 Group I.

( Drop the arm and club to the Third Position,

(L.H.

' On the word "Change," which will be given as

the club is completing the circle, bring the left

arm in front, to the right and down, the handle

of the club sliding through the hand about two

Change. < or three inches, the club perpendicular, handle

down ; instantaneously raise the right arm from

the elbow and grasp the handle near the knob

with the right hand and drop the left arm to

\the side, coming to the Third Position, R.H.

Exercise 2.

—

E.H,

" Third Position," R.H.

^ I Raise the right arm and club to the Second

I Position, R.H. (See doi id lines, Cut Jf2).

rp ( The same as " One," in Exercise 2, R.H.

i Group I.
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f
Drop the arm and club to the Third Position,

I R.r
Three.

.H. {See Cut 42).

Change.
| See Exercise 1, R.H.

Exercise 2.—L.H.

Third Position." L.H,

f Raise the left arm and club to the Second
( Position, L.H.

r The same as "One," in Exercise 2, L.H.
( Group L

Drop the arm and club to the Third Position,

One.

Two.

^^'''''
{ l.h'

Change.
| See Exercise 1, L.H.

Exercise 3.—R.H,

" Third Position," R.H.

One i
^^^^^ *^^ ^'^^* *"" ^^^ ^'^^ *° *^® Second

(
Position, R.H. {See dottedlines, Cut 42).

The same as "One," in Exercise 3, R.H.
( Group I.

Three { ^^^"^ ^ ' *''°* *^^ club to the Third Position,

I R.H. {See Cut 42).

Change.
| gee Exercise 1, R.H.

Exercise 3.

—

L.H.

Third Position," L.H.

I Raise the left arm and club to the Second

( Position, L.H.

( The same as "One," in Exercise 3, L.H.
^'^'''

1 Group L
Drop the arm and club to the Third Position,

Three.
{ L.H.

Change, i See Exercise 1, L.H.
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One.

Two.

{

Exercise 4.

—

R.H.
"Third Position," R.H.

Raise the right arm and club to the Second
Position, R.H. {See dotted lines, Cut 42).

I The same as "One," in Exercise 4, R.H.
( Group I.

Three [ ^^^^ *^^® *^°^ ^^^ ^lub to the Third Position,

I R.H. {See Cut 42),

Change. \ See Exercise 1, R.H,

Exercise 4.

—

L.H.
" Third Position," L.H.

Raise the left arm and club to the Second
Position, L.H.

The same as "One," in Exercise 4, L.H.

One.

Two.

Three.

I

( Group I.

r Drop the arm and club to the Third Position
1 L.H.

Change. | See Exercise 1, L.H.

Exercise 5.

—

R.H,

" Third Position." R.H.

Raise the right arm and club to the Second
Position, R.H. {See dotted lines, Cut 42).

( The same as "One," in Exercise 6, R.H.

I Group 1.

One.

Two.

Three.

{

Drop the arm and club to the Third Positionr Dr

I R.H. {See Cut 42).

Change. < See Exercise 1, R.H.

Exercise 5.

—

L.H,

"Third Position," L.H.

One, <

Raise the left arm and club to the Second
Position, L.H.
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Two, [
"^^^ ^^™® *^ " ^"6," in Exercise 6, L.H.

( Group I.

Three. i ^^°P *^^ *^^ '^"^ ^^'^^ ^o ^^e Third Position,

( L.H.

Change,
j See Exercise 1, L.H.

Exercise 6.—JR.H.

" Third Position," RH.
f Raise the right arm and club to the Second

] Position, R. H. {See dotted lines, Cut 42).

j The same as "One," in Exercise 6, R.H.
'•

t Group I.

/ -^^^P *^® *^°* ^^^ ^^^'^^ *o the Third Position,
i/iree.

| j^ jj^ (See Cut 42).

Change. |
See Exercise 1, E.H.

Exercise 6.—Z.^.

" Third Position," L.H.

One.

Two.

One,
f Raise the left arm and club to the Second

( Position, L.H.

Two. i
-^^^ ®^°^® *^ " ^^^'" ^ Exercise 6, L.H.

( Group 1.

Three i ^^^^ *^® ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ *^ *^6 Third Position,

I L.H.

Change. < See Exercise 1, L.H.

Exercise 7.

—

RH.

•'Third Position," R.H.

One.

Two.

( Raise the right arm and club to the Second
1 Position. R,H, (See dotted lines Cut '"i)

{ The same as "One," in Exercise 7, R.H.
I Group L
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Three. [ I^^op the arm and club to the Third Position,

^ R.H. {See Cut m.
(

Change, i See Exercise 1, R.H.

Exercise 7.

—

L.R,

"Third Position," L.H.

/ Raise the left arm and club to the Second

( Position, L.H. (See dotted lines, Cut 42).

j,^^^ f The same as "One," in Exercise 7, L.H.
I Group I.

Three
^ L.H. {See Cut J^).

Change.
| g^^ Exercise 1, L.H.

Exercise 8.

—

U.H.

Third Position," R.H.

I Raise the right arm and club to the Second

\ Position, R.H. {See dotted lines, Cut 42).

^^^ j The same as "One," in Exercise 8, R.H.

,^
i Drop the arm and club to the Third Position

((

One.

I,
i Drop the arm and club to the Third Position,

^ R.t..

- i
( Group I.

Three
^ n.K. {See Cut 42).

Change.
| See Exercise 1, R.H.

Exercise 8.

—

L.H»

"Third Position," L.H.

( Raise the left arm and club to the Second
^'^^

\ Position, L.H.

^^^^
r The same as "One," in Exercise 8, L. H.

1 Group I.

Three. [
Dyot^ the arm and club to the Third Position,

^ L.H.

Change. \ See Exercise 1, L.H.
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Exercise Q.—H.IT.

"Third Position," R.H.

One. i ^
^^'^^ *^^ "g^*^ a™ and club to the Second

(
Position, R.F. (^ee dotted lines, Cut 42).

Two.
I

T*i® same as "One," in Exercise 9, R.H.
( (iroup I.

Tfiree. i Drop the arm and club to the Third Position
t R.H. {See Cut J0).

'

Change.
| See Exercise 1, R.H.

Exercise 9.

—

L.U.
" Third Position," L.H.

One. [
^^'^^ *^® ^^^*^ ^^"^ ^^^ ^^I'^b to the Second

I Position, L.H.

Two. \ ^^^ «^"^^ as "One," in Exercise 9, L.H.
I Group I.

Three. |
I^rop the arm and club to the Third Position,

^ L.H.

Change.
| gee Exercise 1, L.H.

Exercise 10.

—

R.H.
"Third Position," RH.

One. [ ^^'^^ *^^ "^^'^ ^"""^ ^^^ ^^"^ to the Second
I Position, R.H. {See dotted lines, Cut 4.2).

Two. i ^^® ^a°^® as "One," in Exercise 10, R.H.
( Group L

Three.

J

R.H. {See Cut 42).

Change.
| gee Exercise 1, RH.

I. / Drop the arm and club to the Third Position
^ RH. r ~

Exercise 10.

—

L.H.

Third Position," L.H.

( Raise the left arm and club to the Second
( Position, L.H.

One.
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The same as " One," in Exercise 10, L.H.

Group I.

7 ree i I^^op the arm and club to the Third Position,

Two,

Three,

{

L.H.

' First Position," L.H.—See Group I.

Salute. {

Class—
As before.

„ J \ See Mode of Formation, Part I.
Front. \

Salute.
I

As before.

Right— {
ggg g^ 4 g ^j j)j.jji^

lurn. {

^

Dismiss.
\

See Modes of Formation, Part I.

GROUP III.

Assemble. < See Modes of Formation, Part I.

" First Position," E.H.

Salute. \ See Fiist Series, Calisthenics.

Caution.

—

Combined Maxim Circles and Upper Ellipses, and

combined Maxim Circles from the Second Position,

Exercise 1.

—

U.H.

" Second Position," RH.

One. \ The same as in Exercise 1, R.H. Group 1.

rp^^ { The same as "Cue," in Exercise 9, E.H.

\ Group 1.

Change. < See Exercise 1, TI.H. Group I.
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Exercise 1.

—

L.H,
" Second PosiMon," L.E.

One.
I

The same as in Exercise 1, L.H. Group I.

Two. I
^^® ^^^^ *^ "One," in Exercise 9, L.H.

I
Group I.

Change.
|

See Exercise 1, L.H. Group I.

Exercise 2.

—

H.H,
" Second Position," RH.

One.

I
The same as in Exercise 1,RH. Group I.

Two. ! ^^^ «*">® as " One," in Exercise 10, E.H.
1 Group I.

Change.
|

gee Exercise 1, RH. Group I.

Exercise 2.

—

L.ff,

" Second Position," L.H.

One.
I

The same as in Exercise 1, L.H. Group L

Two. i
^^® ^*°^® as "One," in Exercise 10, L.H.

I
Group L

Change.
| gee Exercise 1, L.H. Group L

Exercise Z.—R.H.
"Second Position," RH.

One. i The same as in Exercise 2, R.H. Group T.

Two. ]
^^^ ^^°^® as "One," in Exercise 9, R.H.

( Group L
Change. / See Exercise 1, RH. Group L

Exercise 3.

—

L.H.
'• Second Position," L. H.

One.
I

The same as in Exercise 2, L.H. Group L
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Two.
f The same as "One," in Exorcise 9, L.ll.

( Group I.

Change. \ See Exercise 1, L.H. Group I.

Exercise 4.

—

H.H,

' Second Position," R.H.

Q^g^ i The same as in Exercise 2, R.IT. Groap I.

( The same as "One," in Exercise 10, li.H.

( Group I.

Change, i See Exercise 1, R.H, Group I.

Exercise 4.

—

L.H,

'Second Position," L.H.

One. i The same as in Exercise 2, L.H. Group 1.

( The same as "One," in Exercise 10, L.H.
Two. \ r^ T

( Group L

Change, j See Exercise 1, L.H. Group I.

Exercise 5.

—

R.H,

' Second Position," R.H.

One, { The same as in Exercise 3, R.H. Group 1.

( The same as " One," in Exercise 5, R.H.
^'"''- {Group I.

Change. | See Exercise 1, R.H. Group I.

Exercise 6.—L.H,

' Second Position." L.H.

One. i The same as in Exercise 3, L.H. Group L

( The same as "One," in Exercise 5, L.H.
Two.

i p T
( Group 1.

Change, i See Exercise 1, L.H. Group L
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Exercise 6.

—

R.H,

"Second Position," R.H.

One.
j

The same as in Exercise 4, R.H. Group I.

Two. i
^^® ^*^™^ *^ "One," in Exercise 6, R.H.

I Group I.

Change, i See Exercise 1, R.H. Group I.

Exercise 6.

—

L.H.

" Second Position." L.H.

One.
-j

The same as in Exercise 4, L.H. Group L
{ The same as "One," in Exercise o, L.H.Two.
\ Group I.

" First Position," L.H.-See Group I.

Salute. < As before.

Front. {
®®® ^°^^ °* Formation, Part L

Salute. < As before.

^^iCrZ {
See S. 4, Squad Drill.

Dismiss. < See Modes of Formation, Part I.

GROUP IV.

Assemble. -I See Modes of Formation, Part I,

"First Position," R.H.

Salute, i See First Series, Calisthenics.

^.H,ntior\,^Co7nhned Upper Ellipses, Combined Maxim
Circles, and Combined Maxim Circles and Upper Ellipses from
the Third Position.
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Exercise 1.

—

R.H,

One.

Two.

"Third Position," R.H.

f The same as "One," "Two" and "Three,"

\ Exercise 9, R.H. Group II.

{ The same as "One," "Two" and "Three,"

I Exercise 10, R.H. Group II.

Change.
| See Exercise 1, R.H. Group II.

Exercise \.—L.H,

" Third Position," L.H.

( The same as "One," "Two and "Three,"

( Exercise 9, L.H. Group II.

( The same as " One," " Two " and " Three/'
^'

\ Exercise 10, L.H. Group II

Change. < See Exercise 1, L.H. Group II.

Exercise 2.

—

R.H.

One.

Two.

One.

Two.

" Third Position," R.H.

j
The same as " One," " Two '* and " Three,"

I
Exercise 1, R.H. Group II.

I

The same as "One," "Two" and "Three,"

\ Exercise 2, R.H. Group 11.

Change, < See Exercise 1, R.H. Group II.

Exercise 2.

—

L.H.

(( Third Position," L.H.

r The same as " One," " Two " and " Three,"

( Exercise 1, L.H. Group II,

J
The same as "One," " Two " and "Three,"

( Exercise 2, L.H. Group II.

Change. \ See Exercise 1, L.H. Group II.

One.

Two.
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Exercise 3.

—

R.ff,

" Third Position," R.H.

One. i ^
^^^ '*™« *« "One," "Two" and "Three,"

I Exercise 3, R.H. Group TI.

Two. [ ^ ^^^ '*™^ ^^ " C>ne," " Two " and " Three,"
( Exercise 4, R.H. Group II.

Change.
|

See Exercise 1, RH. Group 11.

Exercise 3.

—

L.H.

"Third Position," L.H.

One. i ^
^^^ '^"'^ ^^ "On«'" "Two" and "Three,',

I
Exercise 3, L H. Group II.

Two { ^^^ ^^"'^ ^^ " ^""^^ " Two" and " Three,"
( Exercise 4, L.H. Group II.

Change.
|

See Exercise 1, L.H. Group IL

Exercise 4.

—

R.H,

'Third Position," R.H.

One i
^^^ ^^""^ ^^ "0"®'" "Two" and ''Three,"

) Exercise 5, R.H. Group II.

Two i
The same as "One." '«Two" and "Three,"

(
Exercise 6, R.H. Group n.

Change.
|

See Exercise 1, R.H. Group IL

Exercise 4.

—

L.H.

'Third Position," L.H.

One i
^^^ ^^™^ ^^ " ^''®'" " T'^o " and « Three,"

I
Exercise 5, L.H. Group II.

Two {
^^®«*^® ^« "One," "Two" and "Three,"

( Exercise 6, L.H. Group IL

Change, i See Exercise 1, L.H. Group IL
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Exercise 5.

—

B.H»

"Third Position," RH.
I The same as ** One," «'Two" and "Three,"

\ Exercise 7, R.H. Group II.

The same as "One," "Two" and 'Three,"

Exercise 8, R.H. Group II.

Change, i See Exercise 1, R.H. Group II

Exercise 5.

—

L.H.

One.

Two.
I

Third Position," L.H.

< The same as " One," " Two " and " Thno,"

I
Exercise 7, T,.H. Group II.One.

Two.
The same as "One," "Two" and "Three,"

( Exercise 8, L.H. Group II.

Change. < See Exercise 1, L.H. Group II.

Exercise 6.

—

R.II.

"Third Position," R.H.

j The same as " One," " Two " and " Three,"

^^'
\ Exercise 1, R.H. Group II.

( The same as " One," " Two" and " Three,"

'^^^'
\ Exercise 9, R.H. Group II.

Change. < See Exercise 1, R.H. Group II.

Exercise 6.

—

L.H,

"Third Position," L.H.

/ The same as " One," " Two " and " Three,"

{ Exercise 1, L.H. Group II.

The same as*' One" "Two"' and "Three,"

se 9, L.l

Exercise 1, L.H. Group

One

Two.
I Exercise 9, L.H. Group IL

Change.
{
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Exercise 7.

—

B. IL

"Third Position," R.H.

One [ ^^^ ^^™® *® " ^^®''' " '^^<^" »^<^ " Three,"

\ Exercise 1, R.li. Group II.

Two {
The same as "One," "Two" and "Three,"

( Exercise 10, R.H. Group II.

Change.
|

See Exercise 1, R.H. Group II

Exercise 7.

—

L,H,

" Third Position," L.H.

One i
"^^® ^*°"® *^ " ^^®'" " '^"^^ ** *^<^ " Three,"

( Exercise 1, L.H. Group II.

Two i
'^^^ ^''°^® *® " ^"®'" " "^"^^ " *^^ " Three,"

( Exercise 10, L.H. Group II.

Change.
|

See Exercise 1, L.H. Group II.

Exercise 8.

—

H.H.

"Third Position," R.H.

One i
'^^^^^'^^ ^3 ''One," "Two" and "Three,"

( Exercise 2, R. H. Group II.

Tn,n I
^^^^ ^^^^ ^ " ^"®'" " T^o" and " Three,"

''''''

] Exercise 9, RH. Group II.
r

Change,
-j

See Exercise 1, R.H. Group IL

Exercise 8.—L.H.

"Third Position," L.H.

One }
^^^ same as "One," "Two" and "Three,"

\ Exercise 2, L.H. Group II.

Two (
The same as "One," "Two" and "Three."

( Exercise 9, L.H. Group II.

Change.
|

See Exercise 1, L.H. Group IL
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Exercise 9.

—

R.H,

"Third Position," R.H.

f The same as " One," " Two " and " Three,"

\ Exercise 2, RH. Group II.

( The same as "One," "Two" and "Three,"

( Exercise 10, RH. Grouj) II.

I See Exercise 1, R.H. Group II,

Exercise 9.—Z. JT,

One.

Two.

Change.

"Third Position," L.H.

r The same as "One," "Two" and "Three,"
^^^'

i Exercise 2, L.II. Group II.

f The same as "One," "Two" and "Three,"
^^°'

I Exercise 10, L.H. Group 11.

" First Position," L.H.—See Group I.

As before.
{

< See Mode of Formation, Part L

J As before,

i See S. 4, Squad Drill.

Dismiss. \ See Modes of Formation, Part I.

Salute.

Class—
Front.

Snlute.

Eight-
Turn.

GROUP V.

Assevible. I See Modes of Formation, Part 1.

"First Position," R.H.

Salute.
"I

See First Series, Calisthenics.
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Cut 43.

Exercise 1.

—

R.H.

"Fourth Position" RH.
/ Keep the right arm as straight as possible
and let the club describe a circle; going down
towards the left, up, passing in the rear of and
nearly touching the arm, and to the right untilm the position it started from ; the fingers will
loosen their grasp considerably as the club
commences the circle, the hold being maintained
principally by the thumb and upper part of"the
fore-finger, and resume their hold as the club
,comes up to the position. {See 1, i, Gut 43.)

ne.
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Chnnge.

PHYSICAL CULTURE.

!0n the word " Change " given as the club is

completing the circle, bring it and the arm

down, to the left, and as the right hand comes

near tlie left, seize the club with the left hand

above the right, immediately letting go with

the right and carrying the club up to the

position given at the head of the next exercise;

the right arm will drop to the side.

Exercise 1.

—

L.H,

" Fourth Position " L.H.

One.

Change.

f Keep the left arm as straight as possible and

let the club describe a circle; going down,

towards the right, up, passing in rear of and

nearly touching the arm, and to the left until

in the position it started from ; the fingers will

^ loosen their grasp considerably as the club

commences the circle, the hold being maintained

principally by the thumb and upper part of the

fore-tinger, and resume their hold as the club

\comes up to the position.

(On the word " Change," given as the club is

completing the circle bring it and the arm

down, to the right, and as the left hand comes

near the right, seize the club with the right

hand above the left, immediately letting go

with the left and carrying the club up to the

position given at the head of the next exercise

Vthe left arm will drop to the side.
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Exercise 2.—2i.II,

" Fourth Position " R.H.

Keep the right arm as straight as possible
and let the club describe a circle; going up

One J ''"T^!
''" !'^'' ^°""' P^^^'^^ i- rear of and^ne.

^ nearly ouch.ng the arrn, towards the right, and
up until in the position it started from; (See
i, i. Cut 48) ; the fingers, etc., see Exercise 1,

Change.
| See Exercise 1, R.H.

Exercise 2.~L.H,
"Fourth Position" L.H.

{•

Keep the left arm as straight as possible and
et the club describe a circle

; going up, towards
the nght, dow.., passing in rear of and nearly
touching the arm, towards the left, and up
until in th. position it started from; the
fingers, etc., see Exercise 1, L.H.

One.

Change,
I

See Exercise 1, L.H.

-R.H.

One.

Exercise 8.

"Fourth Position" R.H.

and let the club describe a circle; going down
towards the left, up, passing in frtnt ^fanj
c ose to the arm, to the right, and down until in
the position it started from

; (See 2, !2, Cut AS)
the knob of the club will be held in the hand
anc It will turn between the first and second

V^ngers and thumb as the club describes the circle

I
See Exercise 1, R.H.

Change.
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One,

Exercise 3.

—

L.ff,

"Fourth Position" L.H.

(Keep the left arm as straight as possible and

let the club describe a circle ;
going down,

toward the right, up, passing in front of and

close to the arm, to the left, and down until in

^ the position it started from ;
the knob of the

club will be held in the hand, and it will turn

between the first and second fingers and thumb

\ as the club describes the circle.

Change, | See Exercise 1, L.H.

Exercise 4.

—

R.3,

" Fourth Position" B.H.

f Keep the right arm as straight as possible

I
and let the club describe a circle ;

going up,

I
towards the left, down, passing in front of and

^^'
\ close to the arm, towards the right, and up,

I
until in the position it started from

;
{See 2, 2,

\cut 4S) ; the knob etc., see Exercise 3, R.H.

Cliange. | See Exercise 1, K.H.

Exercise 4.

—

L.B.,

"Fourth Position" L.H.
..^ a

{Keep the left arm as straight as possible and

let the club describe a circle ;
going up, towards

the right, down, passing in front of and close to

the arm, towards the left, and up, until in the

position it started from ; the knob, etc., see

V Exercise 3, L.H.

One.

Change. I See Exercise 1, L.H.
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Exercise 5,

—

R.Jl,

" Fourth Position " RH.
r Keep the right arm as straight as possible
and let the club describe a circle; passinc.

One. J ^^^^^^« th« r^a^' to the left, to the front nearly
touching as it passes over the arm, and to the
right, until in the position given at the head of

Vthe exercise. (See S, 3, Cut 43).

Ch(mge.
| gee Exercise 1, E.H.

Exercise 5.

—

L.II.

' Fourth Position " L.H.

[ Keep the left arm as straight as possible and
let the club describe a circle

; passing towards

One. J !^® ^^*^' to the right, to the front nearly touch-

I

ing as It passes over the arm, and to the left
I until in the position given at the head of the
Vexercise.

Change.
| See Exercise 1, L.H.

Exercise 6.

—

B.ff.

'Fourth Position" R.H.

r Keep the right arm as straight as possible
land let the club describe a circle

j p.,sincr

One. J <^^*J^«
the front, to the left, to the rear nearly

I

touching as it passes over the arm, and to the

I

right, until in the position given at the head of
Vtiie exercise. (See 3, 3, Cut 43).

Change.
| gee Exercise 1, R.H. Group V.
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MH

One.

\e3

Exercise 6.

—

L.H.

" Fourth Position " L.H.

Keep the left arm as straight as possible and

let the club describe a circle
;
passing towards

the front, to the right, to the rear nearly toucli-

ing as it passes over the arm, and to the left,

intil in the position given at the head of the

^exercise.

Change. < See Exercise 1, L.H. Group V.

The Positions and descriptions given for Exercises 5 and 6

will do for Exercises 7 and 8, the only dijfference being that

the club passes under instead of over the arm. (See 4, 4» Cut 4-S)]

and the back of the hand is up, the knob of the club being

held between the first three fingers and thumb ; the thumb to

the front, the third finger to the rear and the first and second

fingers to the right (or left).

"First Position," L.H.—See Group I.

Salute.

Class—
Front.

Salute.

Right—
Turn.

Dismiss.
{

As before.

Fee Mode of Formation, Part L

As before.

See S. 4, Squad Drill.

See Modes of Formation, Part I.

»
-J*-.*- = ..'

GROUP YI.

Asservhle. \ See Modes of Formation, Part I,

"First Position" R.H.

Salute. < See First Series, Calisthenics,
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Caution.-^. Minim Circlesfrom the Fifth Position,

Gut 44.

Exercise 1.—i?.//.

"Fifth Position," R.H.

Keep the am as straight as possible and
let the club describe a circle outside of the arm
going down, towards the rear, up, passing close
to the arm, and to the front until in the position
given at the head of the exercise

; (See i, i, Cut
U) ;

the fingers, etc., see Exercise 1, R,

One.

V-
Group

(i^nge,
| See Exercise 1, R.H. Group V.
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-L.H.

V

Exercise 1.

"Fifth Position" L.H.

One, [
"^^^ description given in Exercise 1, R.H.

I will do for this exercise.

Change.
|

See Exercise 1, L.H. Group V,

Exercise 2.—R.H.
" Fifth Position " R. H.

Keep the arm as straight as possible and let

the club describe a circle outside of the arm^

going up, towards the rear, down, passing

One. \ close to the arm, to the front, and up to the

position given at the head of exercise
; {See

i, i. Cut Jflf) ; the fingers, etc., see Exercise 1,

R.H. Group V.

Change, \ See Exercise 1, R.H. Gnup V.

Exercise 2.

—

L.U.

" Fifth Position " L.H.

^
r The description given in Exercise 2, R.H.

i will do for this exercise.

Change. \ See Exercise 1, L.H. Group V,

Exercise 3.

—

R.II.

"Fifth Position" RH.

Keep the arm as straight as possible and let

the club describe a circle inside of the arm,

going down, towards the rear, up, passing close

Oiie. •< to the arm, and to the front until in the position

given at the head of the exercise
;
{See 2, 2, Cut

44) 3 the knob, etc., see Exercise 3, R.H. Group

V

Change. I See Exercise 1, R.H. Gioup V,
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Oina.

Exercise 3.

—

L.H.

"Fifth Position,'* L.H,

Q^^
i The description given in Exercise 3, R.H.
I will do for this exercise.

Change. < See Exercise 1, L.H Group V,

Exercise 4.

—

R. H,

" Fifth Position," R. H.

{Keep the arm as straight as possible and let

the club describe a circle inside of the arm,

going up, towards the rear, down, passing close

to the arm, to the front, and up to the position

given at the head of the exercise
;
{See 2, 2, Cut

Jf-Jf); the knob, etc., see Exercise 3, R.H. Group V.

Change, \ See Exercise 1, R.H. Group V.

Exercise 4.

—

L.H,

"Fifth Position," L.H.

^ r The description given in Exercise 4, R.H.

I will do for this exercise.

Change. < See Exercise 1, L.H. Group V.

Exercise 5.

—

E.H.

" Fifth Position," R.H.

Keep the arm as straight as possible and let

the club describe a circle, passing towards the

right, to the rear, to the left, nearly touching as

it passes over the arm, and to the front, until

in the position given at the head of the exercise.

.{See 3, 3, Cut U-)

< See Exercise 1. R.H. Group V.

One.

Change.
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fiv

Exercise 6.—Z.J7,

" Fifth Position." L.H.

One.

CiMnge.

Keep the arm as straight as posaiblo and lot

the .,'lub describe a circle, passing towards the
left, to the rear, to the righ

, nearly touching as
it passes over the arm, and to the front until in

,the position given at the head of the exercise.

See Exercise 1, L.H. Group V.

Bxercisc. 6.

—

R.II,

Fifth Position," RH.

One.

Change.

Keep the arm as straight as possible and let
the club describe a circle, passing towards ilie

left, to the rear, to the right, nearly touching as
it passes over the arm, and to the front until in
the position given at the head of the exercise.

^iSee S, 3, Cut U-)

I
See Exercise 1, R.H. Group V,

Exercise 6.

—

L.ff.

" Fifth Position," L.H.

(Keep the arm as straight as possible and let

the club describe a circle passing towards the
right, to the rear, to the left, nearly touching as
it passes over the arm, and to the front, until

in the position given at the head of the exercise.

Change.
|

See Exercise 1, L.H. Group V.
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The positions and descriptions given for E::erci8es B and 6
will do for Exert iscE 7 and 8; the only difi'erence being that

the club will pass under v stead of over the arm, (see 4, 4, Cut

/f4) and the back of the hand is up, the knob oi the club jeing

held between the first three fingers and thumb; the thumb
inside, the third finger outside find the first and second

fingers to the front.

'• First Position," L.H.—See Group L

Salute

Class—
Front.

Salute.

Right—
Turn.

Dismiss.

As before.

See Mode of Formation, Part I,

As before.

See S. 4, Squad Drill.

See Modes of lormation, Part I,

GROUP VII.

B and let

ards the

iching as

tit, until

Assemble, i See ]\

" First Poition."R.H.

exercise.
Salute, < See F< See First Series, Calisthenics.
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Caution.—7%« Mhiim Circle and combined Minim and
Maxim Circle, from the Htxth roaltion.

Cut i5.

Exercise l.~R.H*
" Sixth Position," R.H.

(Let the club describe a circle towards the left,

down, to the right, up behind the back and
shoulders, and to the left until in the position

given at the head of the exercise ; the club will

be held by the knob. {See Cut 45.)

I
See Exercise 1, RH. Group V.

One.

Change.

*This exercise is difficult to execute and may be left out, Exercise I belag
repeated a greater number of times instead.
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Exercise 1.

—

L.II*
'• Sixth Position," L.H.

{

Let the club describe a circle towards the
right down, to the left, up behind the hack and
shoulders, and to the ri^ht until in the position
given at the head of the exercise ; the club will
be held by the knob,

Change.
|

See Exercise 1 , L. H. Group V.

Exercise 2.

—

Ji.H.

"Sixth Position." R.H.

One.
I

The same as in Exercise 1, R.H.

Two.
I

The same as "One," Exercise 2, R.H. Group T.

Change.
|

See Exercise 1, R.H. Group V.

Exercise 2.

—

L.ff.

" Sixth Position," L.H.

One.
-j

The same as in Exercise 1, L.H.

Two.
I

The same as "One," Exercise 2, L.H. Group L

Change, i See Exercise 1, L.H. Group V.

" First Position," L.H.—See Group L
Salute.

>! As before.

Front.
I

^®® '^°^® °* Formation, Part L

Salute, < As before.

tJ^ I
See S. 4, Squad Drill

Dismiss. < See Modes of Fnrnuiiinn Pa».f T

*This exercise is difficult to execute and mry be left out. Exerdae 3being repeated a greater number of times instearJ '
J^-xercise 3
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GROUP VIII.

Assemble.
|

See Modes of Formation, Part I.

"First Position," R H.

Sahde.
I

Soo First Series, Calisthenics.

Oaution.-7^^,. Mimm Circle, and coMned Minim andMaxim Circlefrom the Seventh Positioyi.

/

Out 46.

Exercise 1.

—

H.II.

"Seventh Position," RH.
/ Let the club describe a circle behind the
I back and shoulders, towards the right, up, to

One.
-|

the left, down and to the right until in the

I position given at the head of the exercise : the

Vclub will be held by the knob. {See Cut 46).
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One.

{On the word " Change," given as the club is

completing the circle, bring it and the right hand
towards the left hand, seize the handle with the
left hand above the right and come to the
Seventh Position, L.H.

Ex'ircise 1.

—

L.TI,

" Seventh Position." L. H.

Let the club describe a circle behind the back
and shoulders, towards the left, up, to the right,

down, and to the left until in the position given
at the head of the exercise ; the club will be
Jield by th^ knob.

(On the word " Change," given as the club is

completing the circle, bring it and the left hand
towards the right hand, seize the handle with
the right hand above the left and come to the

Seventh Position, R.H.

Exercise 2.

—

R.E[,

" Seventh Position." E.H.

One. \ The same as in Exercise 1, R.H.

I'wo.
I

The same as "One," Exercise 2, R.H. Group I.

Change.
| See Exercise 1, R.H.

Exercise 2.

—

L.H,

"Seventh Position." L H.

One. \ The same as in Exercise 1, L.H.

Two. l The same as "One," Exercise 2, L.H. Group L

" First Position."—See Group I,

Salute. < As before.

Front I

®®® Mode of Formation, Part L
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Salute.

Right—
Turn.

DisiHiss.

PHYSICAL CULTURE,

j
As before.

I

See S. 4, Squad Drill,

•j
See Modes of Formation, Part I

GROUP IX.

AssemNc.
|

See Modes of Formation, Part I.

" First Position," R.H.

Salute.
I

See First Series, Calisthenics.

Caution.—^Afi Minim Circlesfrom the Eighth Position,
»IJ,V..

Cut 47.
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Exercise 1.

—

R.H,

Eighth Position," RH.
r^'t the club dnscribe a circle outside of the

!trm, going down, towards the right, up, pass-

Owe, i i"S
^'^'^^ ^o *he a^ m. to the left, and down until

in the position <riven at the head of the exercise
;

the club will be held bj the knob. (See 1 1
.Gut 47.)

' '

On the word " Change," given as the club is

completing the circle, bring it and the right
Change. { hand towards the left hand, seize the handle with

the left hand above the right, and come to the
Eighth Position, L.H.

Exercise 1.

—

L.H,

Eighth r Bition," L.H.

/ Let the club describe a circle outside of the

I

arm, going down towards the left, up, passing

^ close to the arm, to the right, and down until

I

in the position given at the head of the exercise
;

^the club will be held by the knob.

On the word " Change," given as the club is

completing the circle, bring it and the left hand
Change. •{ towards the right hand, seize the handle with

the right hand above the left, and come to the

One.

I 1

V

fEighth Position, R.H.

Exercise 2.

—

R.H.

" Eighth Position," R.H.

Let the ciub describe a circle outside of the

arm, going up, towards the left, down, passing

One. I close to the arm, to ae left, and up until in the

position given at the head of fhe exercise the

\^ulub wiU u« u«;idby the knob. [See i, /, fjj^^^y

IM!
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Change. I See Exercise 1, R.TI.

Exercise 'i.—LJl,

"Eighth Position." L.H.

One.

Change.

Let theclub dpscri1)ea circle outside of tho
arm, jroiiig up, towards the riglit, down, pass-
ing clos(! to the arm, to tlie right, and up until
in the position given at the head of tho exorcise

;

Vthe club will be lield by the knob.

I
See Exercise 1, L.H.

The positions and descriptions given for Exercise 1 and 2,

will do for Exercises 3 and 4 ; the only difference being that
the club will pass inside instead of outside of the arm. (See 2
2, Cat 4.7).

Exercise 6.

—

E,H.
"Eighth Position." R.H.

Let the club describe a circle, passing to the
front, to the right, to the rear, nearly touching
as it passes over the arm, and to the left until in
the position given at ,,he head of the exercise

;

the club will be held by the knob. (See S, S.

Gut 47.)

Chcmge. I See Exercise 1, R.H.

Exercise 5.—L.H",

"Eighth t»c8ition.»L.H.

Let the club describe a circle, passing to the
front, to the left, to the rear, nearly touching
as it passes over the arm, and to the right until
in the position given at the head of the exercise;

^the club will be held by the knob.

One.

One.

Ch wco iiiXcruise i, ij.ii.
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Exercise 6.

—

U.H,

• Eighth Position." R,H.

(Let the club describe a circle, passing to the
rear, to the right, nearly touching as it pusses
over the arm, to the front, and to the left until
in the position given at the head of the exercise

;

the club will be held by the knob. (6'ee S, S
Cut 4.7.)

Qhawje.
I

See Exerci.se 1, R.H.

Exercise, 6.

—

L.H,

Eighth Position." L.H.

Let the club describe a circle passing to the
rear, to the left, nearly touching as it - -ses
over the arm, to the front, and to the righi until
in the position given at the head of the exercise

;

^the club will be held by the knob.

\ See Exercise 1, L.H.

The positions and descriptions given for Exercises 5 and 6,
will do for Exercises 7 and 8 ; the only difference being that
the club will pass under instead of over the arm. i^ee JL JL
Gut ^7.)

^ ^^
" First Position," R.H.—See Groap L

One.

Change.

Salute.

Cl's-
Fronl

isalute,

Eight—
Turn.

Dismiss.

I

I

/

I
r

i

As before.

See Mode of Formation, Part L

As before.

See S. 4, Squad Drill.

See Modes of Formation, Part L
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tlMi^

GROUP X.

Assemble.
| See Modos of Formation, Part I.

"First Position," R.H.

Salute.
I

See First Series, Calisthenics.

Oaution.-rA, Minim Cirdes, and combined Minim circle,<
and UpiJer Elliysaa, from the iSecond Position.

Exercise 1.

—

Ji.ff.

'f=^econd Position." R.H.

Keep the arm as straight as possible, and let
the club describe a circle, towards the right,
down, to the left, passing in front of and close to

One. ^
^^^ ''*'"' "P' and to the right until in the position
given at the head of the exercise ; the club will
be held by the knob, which will turn in the
hand as the club describes the circle. (/See 6 6
\Gut4i.) \ y ^

4

Gliange.
|

See Exercise 1, R.H. Group V.

Exercise 1.

—

L.H,

Second Position." L.H.

Keep the arm as straight as possible and let
the club describe a circle, towards the left, down,

One. ^ ^o the right, passing in front of and close to the
arm, up, and to the left until in the position
given at the head of the exercise ; the club etc.,
.See Exercise 1, R.H.

Change.
| See Exercise 1, L.H. Grout) 7.
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Exercise 2.—i?.J7.
" Second Position," R.H.

(

Keep the arm as straight as possible and let
the club describe u circle, towards the left,
down, to the right, passing in front of and
close to the arm, up, and to the left until in the
position given at the head of the exercise {see 6, 6,
Cut 41); the club etc., see Exercise 1, U.H.

'

Change.
|

See Exercise 1, R.H. Group V.

Exercise 2.

—

L.II.
- Second Position," L.H.

(Keep the arm as straight as possible and let
the club describe a circle, towards the right,
down, to the left, passing in front of and cfose
to the arm, up, and to the right until in the
position given at the head of the exercise ; the
club etc., see Exercise 1, L.H.

Change, i See Exercise 1, L.H. Group V.

Exercise 3.

—

U.H.
«' Second Position," E.H.

{
One.

Two. i

Change. <

The same as in Exercise 1, R.H.

The same as " One," Exercise 9, R.H. Group I.

See Exercise 1, R.H. Group Y.

Exercise 3.

—

L.H.
" Second Position," L H.

One. < The same as in Exercise 1, L.H.

Two. { ^^^ ^^°^^ ^ "One," Exercise 9, I*H.
( Group I.

Change. { See Exercise
\

Group

1

1

i 1

ill/
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One.

Two,

Exercise 4.

—

R,H,
"Second Position," R.H.

\ The same as in Exercise 2, R.H.

f
The same as "One," Exercise 10, R.H.

1 Group I.

Change.
| gee Exercise 1, RH. Group V.

Exercise 4.

—

L.H.

" Second Position," L. H.

One. \ The same as in Exercise 2, L.H.

Two [ ^^^ ^"""^^ ^^ "^"^^'" Exercise 10, L.H.
{ Group I.

First Tosition," L.H.—See Group L

Salute. \ As before.

Froid7 \
See Mode of Formation. Part L

Salute. < As before.

Dismiss.
|

See Modes of Eormation. Part L

<(

GROUP XL

Assemble.
|

&ee Modes of Formation. Part I.

" First Position," R.H.

Salute.
I See First Series, Calisfcheniog.
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Oaution.-n. Minim Circles, Lower Ellipses, combinedM.nna C^rces and Lower Mlipses, and combined Ma^m
Circles and Lower Ellipses from the First Position.

Cut 48.

Exercise 1.

—

Ji.H.

"First Position," R.H.

r Keep the arm as straight as possible and let
I the club describe a circle, going towards the

One, J ,
' "P' ^"^ ^^'^ "g^<^ passing in front of and

j
close to the arm, and down to the position it

I started from
; the club can be held by the knob

\ {See 1,1, Cut 48.)

Change.
|

See Exercise 1, R.H. Group V.
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Exercise \.— L.H,

" First Position," L.H.

(Keep tho arm as straight as possible and let

the club describe a circle, going towards the

right, up, to tho left, passing in front of and
close to tho arm, and down to the position it

started from ; the club can be held by the knob.

J See Exercise 1, L.H. Group V.

One.

Change,

Exercise 1.~U. II.

" First Position," R.H.

Z' Keep the arm as straight as possible and let

I the club describe a circle, going towards the

J
right, up, to the left, passing in front of and

\ close to the arm, and down to the position it

I started from ; the club can be held by the knob.

\{See 1, 1, Cut 48.)

Change. < See Exercise 1, R.H. Group V.

Exercise 2.

—

L.U.

One.

(i First Position," L.H.

{Keep the arm as straight as possible and let

the club describe a circle, going towards the

left, up, to the right, passing in front of and
close to the arm, and down to the position it

stai led from ; the club can be held by the knob.

Change. I See Exercise 1, luH. Group V,

Caution.

—

The Lower Ellipsesfrom the First Position,
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" First

One.

Change.

Exercise 3.—i?./7.

R. H.

Bring the club and right arm to the rear of

the right aide, (hack of tho hand to the right,

the chib held by the knob, thumb to the front,

the first finger to the right and pointing down,

and the second finger to the rear of and under

the knob,) and describe an ellipse ; tho club and

hand i'o'mg behind the back towards the left, up,

to the right, the club passin'^ the arm in rear of

it, and the arm and club going down, and to tho

left unti. at the place they started from. (See 2,

2, Cut 48.)

< See Exercise 1, U.H. Group V.

Exercise 3.

—

L.FI.

First Position," L. H.

One.

Change.

Bring the club and left arm to the rear of the

left side, (back of the hand to the left, the club

held by the knob, thumb to the front, the first

finger to the left and pointing down, and the

second finger oO the rear of and under the knob,)

and describe an ellipse ; the club and hand

going behind the back towards the right, up, to

the left, the club passing the arm in rear of it,

and the arm and club going down, and to the

right until at the place they started from.

< See Exercise 1, L.H. Group V.

10
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Exercise 4.

—

R.H.

"First Position," RH.

One.

The club being held by the knob, in rear of
the right aide, (thumb to the left, the first

finger to the front and the second finger to the
right of and underneath the knob) describe an
ellipse; the club and arm going towards the
right and up, the club continuing to go up, to
the left behind the right arm, the arm coming to
the left behind the back, as the club goes to the
left

; the club and arm then go down and to the
right until in the position they started from.
{See ;^, ^, Cut 48).

Change.
| See Esercke 1, R.H. Group V.

Exercise 4,

—

L.H,

" First Position," L.H.

One. J

The club being held by the knob, in rear of
the left side, (thumb to the right, the first

finger to the front, and the second finger to the
left of and underneath the knob) describe an
ellipse ; the club and arm going towards the left

and up, the club continuing to go up, to the
right behind the left arm, the arm coming to the
right behind the back as the club goes to the
right; the club and arm then go down and
to the left until in the position they started

from.

Change. } See Exercise 1, L.H. Group V.
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Uxerdse 5.

—

R.H.

" First Position," R.H.

One. \ The same as in Exercise 1, R.II.

Two.
I

The same as "One," Exercise 3, R.H.

Change. \ See Exercise 1, R.H. Gioup V,

Exercise 5.

—

L.E,

" First Position," L.H.

One.
I

^he same as in Exercise 1, L.H.

Two.
I

The same as " One," Exercise 3, L.H.

Change.
|

See Exercise 1, L.H. Group V.

Exercise 6.

—

R.H.

"First Position," R.H.

One. \ The same as in Exercise 2, R.H.

Two.
I

The same as " One," Exercise 4, R.H.

Change.
|

See Exercise 1, R.H. Group V.

Exercise 6.—L.H.

"First Position," L.H.

One. \ The same as in Exercise 2, L.H.

Two.
I

The same as " One," Exercise 4, L.H.

Change. \ See Exercise 1, L H. Group V.

275
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Exercise 1,—R.ff,

" First Position," R.H.

One.
I

The same as in Exercise 3, R.H.

Two.
I

The same as " One," Exercise 1, R H. Group 1.

Change.
|

See Exercise 1, R.H. Group V,

Exercise 7.

—

L.H,
'•' First Position," L.H

Out.
I

The same as in Exercise 3, L.H.

Two.
I

The same as " One," Exercise 1, L.H. Group I.

Change,
j See Exercise 1, L.H. Group V.

Exercise 8.

—

R.H,

"First Position," R.H.

One.
-j

The same as in Exercise 4, R.H.

Two.
I

The same as "One," Exercise 2, R.H. Group!

CJiange.
-j See Exercise 1, R.H. Group V.

Exercise 8.

—

L.H,

" First Position," L.H.

One. < The same as in Exercise 4, L.H.

Two.
I

The same as "One," Exercise 2, L. H. Group I.

Change. < See Exercise 1, L.H Group V.

I
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Salute.

Class—
Front.

Salute.

Right—
Turn.

Dismiss.

As before.

See Mode of Formation.

As before,,

See S. 4, Squad Drill.

See Modes of Formation.




